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GRIDIRON
ACTIVISION

Things arc certainly moving down

at Activision, now it has jumped

back onto the American Football

bandwagon — which Activision

started some 18 months ago — with

a new simulation, GFL
Championship Football.

As you can see from the screen

dump, the game has a different

perspective. Unlike other games

currently available, Activision s

latest puts you right down on the

gridiron. You are surrounded by the

noises of the field: the barking of

the quarterback's count as well as

the sound of your own footsteps as

you power down the field for

another touchdown-

All team selection and tactics

are at your command and there is a|

two player option which adds a new

dimension to this increasingly

popular computer sport

NB* Sorry to keep harping on about

it, but Enduro Racer should be

appearing this month on the

Spectrum and CM. The ST version

is looking good but still las a long

way to go before publication.

Contact: Activision Ltd, 23 Pond St,

Hampsfead, London NW3 2PN. Tel:

431 1 1 or

EPYX BOUNCE
BACK

HIGHER LEVELS
Knight Ore, Level 9's new digitised

graphic adventure, should put an

end to criticism of the company's

old graphics system. However, the

bad news is that this superb graphic

adventure is only available to disk

drive owners.

The adventure casts you in the

role of an Ore sick of the persecu-

tion of ore-kind by humans. To

wreak your revenge you must first

master the spells and puzzles vital

in helping you escape from the

mystical world which surrounds

you.

An interesting twist is th<

freedom of other game characters

to lead their own lives: a band of

five creatures can be controlled

once you learn how to communi-
cate with them through the game's

superb parser which has a 1,000

word vocabulary.

Knight Ore It available from

Rainbird Software on the ST and

Amiga for a mere £19.95. Every

possible conversion will be following

soon.^k

Contact Care Edgeley, Rainbird

Software. 74 New Oxford Street,

London WCiA IPS. Tel: (01) 240 A
8838. 1 A

m$
PAWS FOR
THOUGHT
Gilsoft's Professional Adventure

Writing System is about to be

released on ihe Spectrum.

OK, I know we have a review in

this issue, but we were so knocked

out by it that we couldn't resist

showing just one more screenshot.

American sports seem to be in

vogue at the moment The latest

from US Gold is a basketball game
from Epyx programmer, Andrew
Spencer.

As the name suggests, Street

Sports — Basketball has more to do

with Harlem's street corners than

with the Globetrotters. The normal

problems of matchplay are there

but a few amusing extras have been

added. Look out for curbs, oil slicks

or even next door's dog wandering

across the pitch.

Before a game can commence,

you have to select your team from

ten neighbourhood hopefuls* Each

player has a different style and

quality. Some players are show-offs,

some professional, while others are

rough, tough teamsters who will do

anything to win, ^
Spencer has opted for a cartoon-

style screen display In this tongue-

in-cheek game, it*s all good, clean

u n AJ Wm^m^wTwTwt
Also, keep an eye open for S*»\**V

Martianoids which will be appearing

in the shops soon.

Contact: US Gold Ltd, Units 2&3
Holford Way, Hofford, Birmingham

16 7AX. Tel: (021) 356 3388.mmm
As you 'an see, PAW allows you

to take up where Level 9 left off —
and Level 9 hasn't done at all badly

out of the adventure market. Let's

hope the new games produced with

PAW show the same flair and sense

of humour. The adventure market

could do with a shot in the arm.

Contact: Gilsoft International Ltd, 2
Park Crescent, Barry, South

Glamorgan CF6 JHO Tel: (0446)

7327654. M



£c&K>$J3 The launch of Startrek coinci

<Q§&s}£tt the rise of the Atari ST in a
nodes withK

A.Inyone taking a sounding
from the software houses will

be aware of one clear mes-
sage: the ST$ star is rising.

Atari has attacked the
British market through an
advertising campaign which
has had the effectiveness of a
whisper in a storm. Over-
shadowed by Commodore's
pre-launch Amiga bluff— via
wild press reports of a cheap*
powerful machine, the ST has
chugged along in its wake. But
thanks to a more successful
assault on the American mar-
ket, the software houses over
here have seen a lucrative
market which they can't ig-

nore- Now that the ST system
can be purchased in more
affordable modular form, the
reality of an ST in the home
is just around the corner and
the flood of games to support
this hope is starting to flow
from the pipeline.

To emphasise our belief
that the home computer
market has stagnated for too
long, this issue of Gamer
enters the speculation which
surrounds this machine with
an in-depth look at the ST and
its miriad forms.

Jack Tramiel brought CBM
to the fore with the VIC20
and C64, now he is poised to
give Atari the same superstar
status with the ST and his
forthcoming games console.

The latest move from
Atari places the ball firmly in

Commodore's court and we
wait to see if the $500
German Amiga will appear on
British soil to upset Tramiel's
dream.
A rapid improvement in

the profile of both of these
machines would have been
achieved if the companies had
supplied magazines with
samples. This would have
guaranteed early coverage
and everyone would have
been exposed to the free
publicity which would ensue*
Rapid success will not be
theirs until manufacturers get
used to the idea that public
interest is created by
publicity, not by the intrinsic

properties of a computer.
In most other areas the

American's publicity machine
is second to none but the
conservatism in the hi-tech

areas is amazing. Perhaps

mm

«

rapidly

changing industry. Both come under
the editor's gaze

52

Tramiel is waking up to this

fact first.

MUSICAL CHAIRS

The affairs of software houses
leave even the best computer
game in the shade. At the
moment I am witness to a
strange game of musical
chairs. Each day program-
mers switch from company to
company and software houses
area absorbed by bigger
neighbours.

In the past few months we
have seen Mastertronic pur-
chasing the freehold on Mel-
bourne House, PSS has passed
through the looking glass into

Mirrorsoft, Mikro-Gen has
made Creative Sparks glow
brighter and Gremlin is now
living in Centresoft with US
Gold. Alligata's Crowther and
Goodley have been snapped
up by Ariolasoft. Ben Daglish
1$ making music with Grem-
lin. And it's rumoured that
ex-Thalamus boss Andrew
Wright is seeking sanctuary
with his old mates at Acti-
vision. The list seems endless.

As Independent companies
become fewer, the battle
becomes more furious, Ari-
ofasoft has trimmed down
staff and much speculation
surrounds its passion for soft
centres and Minters.

If I was In the business of
predictions, which I'm not, I

might speculate that before
this year ends we might see a
repeat of last year's Mono-
polies Commission witch hunt
against Amstrad parodied in

the software industry,

STARTREK BOLDLY
SHOWS ...

After a year of speculation
Startrek ST has arrived, well
almost. Hopefully sales ofthe
game will allow Beyond to
forgive Francis Lee, the man
who started the ball rolling

before resigning to form his

own software house. Star-
light.

The story of the game
challenges the TV series for
dramatic content. Startrek
must be one of the most
sought after licenses to be
bagged by any publisher, but

W&7&

it has hung round the neck of
Beyond like the Ancient
Mariner's albatross*

The main problem has
been the cult status which the
programme producers attrac-

ted and maintained for two
decades* Paramount, pro-
ducers of the Startrek pheno-
menon, jealously guarded its

reputation and each stage of
the game has travelled almost
as far as the USS Enterprise
during the past year or so.

Corrections and suggestions
have flowed between the
companies and have taken in

even the smallest details
down to the expression on
Spock's face.

With amazing forward
planning, the game is being
launched to coincide with the
release of Startrek IV — The

Voyage Home.
But one problem still

remains, the voice synthesis is

superb but what happens in

the non-English speaking mar-
ket? In these countries the
series is dubbed by local

actors who sound totally dif-

ferent to the Kirk, Bones and
Spock that we know* Now the
decision must be made
whether to go through the
process of digitising in eyery
language or to produce a voc-
ally mute version of the game*

What will happen remains
to be seen but in the mean-
time Gamer's Tony Heath has
come back from Beyond with
an ln-depth

T
exclusive review

which other magazines can
only imagine or copy as we
boldly go where no ST has
been before.



Dog Feud
Mastertronic's new Bulldog budget

labethas taken a not inconsiderable

bite out of the market.

The new 'Best of British* label

has cornered one per cent of the

British games market — a figure

confirmed by market researchers

Gallup,

This has been achieved not so
much by dogged persistence — so
far the label features just one
game, Feud — but by the fighting

start made by Feud, which has

already reached 22 in the software

charts.

Now, having sunk its teeth into

the market. Bulldog aims to keep
a firm hold and has released a

second Bulldog title hot on the

heels of the first. The second
game, due out this month, is called

Colony.

Colony Is a shoot-envup. Set

on an alien planet the idea behind

the game is to protect the colony

from alien animals who are rather

partial to your crops* Lots of laser

action is promised by Mastcrtronic,

Gamer awaits a copy to decide for

itself whether Bulldog has the

necessary bite to succeed in the

highly competitive computer
games market.

Contact: Mastertronic-Bulldog.

8-10 Paul Street, London EC2

I
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Novel approach
Two novel new American games

have had the honour of being

reviewed in the US's top news
magazine, Newsweek.

Newsweek calls the text only

adventures computer novels but

they are actually adventure games

but written well enough for

Newsweek to call them "literary".

Amnesia, an urban thriller from

Electronic Arts, features "Bold

cockroaches the size of sushi

(who) patrol industriously across

the ceiling". And Mindwheel, a

fantasy game from Broderbund.

talks about a "kiss (that) intensifies

from perhaps to entirely"- A bit

Mills and Boon perhaps but an

improvement on "kill ore then go
left through eastern door".

Unfortunately the games are

expensive and, at the moment, are

only available m the US at around
the $40 mark.

Amnesia is a good hard-boiled

thriller; you wake up starkers in a

hotel room, you go to the mirror

and find you arc a brown-eyed
brunette, which is odd as you

thoughr you were a blue-eyed

blond. Not only that but you don't

know your name or who the lady

downstairs is even chough she

claims to be your fiancee,
,

Programmer/writer Tom Disch

says Amnesia taps our capacity for

paranoia but it's all good clean

electronic fun — 40 hours worth
of it so maybe the price tag Isn't

so bad.

Mindwheel. by Robert Pinsky.

is all about princesses, crystal

staircases and beautiful winged

women, but as it is written by an
acclaimed poet it promises to be
more of an imaginative feast than

some fantasies which can be
pauper's fare written as they often

are by programmers with the
imaginations of stunted literary

pygmies.

We in Britain will probably have

to wait awhile to sample the
delights of Mindwheel and Amnesia
but as Electronic Arts (Amnesia)

is setting up shop in Britain, having

dropped its British distributor.

Ariolasoft, it shouldn't be too
long-

Also. British distributor US
Gold will soon be handling Broder-

bund software in Britain and 'elec-

tronic novels' are on Golds shop-

ping hi
The only possible bug is the

British retailer who traditionally

dislikes text-only adventures and

goes strong on graphics although

text-only adventures are preferred

by both the purists and those of

us who appreciate a good story

well told.

AN ELECTRONIC NOVEL

A/

Atari sales boost

Atari's sales are up by a whopping

82 per cent and Tramiel — who
many moons ago left his old firm

Commodore to take over as Atari

supremo — is singing his company's

praises.

Except this time it is not big

boss jack but son Sam who tells us

that in the last quarter of 1986

Atari's net income was up a

staggering 59 million dollars on the

previous year

Sam puts the big increase in

sales and loot down to the increas-

ing popularity of the Atari-ST —
the alternative *o Commodore's
Amiga — which, he says, is selling

well in the US, although not so well

over here in Europe. The recent

price cuts could soon change this

though.

Sam adds that Atari's video

games systems — which we still

await in Britain — also sold well in

1986, especially over Christmas,

These big sales have put ailing

Atari back in the black, and, says

Sam Tramiel, the company aims to

stay there with the aid of its new
range of 1987 products which

include a cheap IBM PC clone

(another one!), bigger and better

STs and bigger, better video

machines as well as a laser printer

for all those Yuppie people the

marketing bods keep telling us are

into desk-top publishing . . . it

seems Commodore and Apple had

better look to their laurels.
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Chips down in

Silicon Valley

Back in the seventies while British

kids were busy thrashing electric

guitars in the garage, a couple of
Caltfomian lads. Jobs and Woznrak,

were busy designing the first Apple
computer in their garage The
computer, a Sinclair ZX style DtY
|ob, became the first home com-
puter The rest is history as they
say.

In Silicon Valley the chips are
down again, so to speak, and
what's coming up are new elec-

tronic gizmos as the valley

experiences a new burst of
creative energy — and commercial
exploitation of this creativity.

The bright boys and girls
t in the

eighties do not work in garages

however But, like Jobs and
Wozmak, they too have something

the corporate boys want — elec-

tronic talent.

Instead of beavering away pro-
gramming, the eighties computer
wizard typically works for one of

the new design companies that the

corporations are turning to for

new products. The corporations
are too big and dull-witted to
cither dream up or develop new
products at any speed. However,
unlike the Apple boys, who were
teenagers when they started, the

new creative talents are in their

20s and 30s and armed with
degrees.

But the results of their efforts

are still pretty whizz. They include

the mouse for the revolutionary

Apple Macintosh computer, a
micro-electronic monitor for
recording the air speed and altitude

of the Voyager and Talking

Wrinkles, the talking dog that was
last Christmas' hit — it features

rudimentary artificial intelligence.

It all sounds rather wonderful.

The not quite so little boys are also

getting a slice of the action in

monetary terms — they have
belatedly learnt how to improve

upon their contract terms.

The only problem is that the
Americans — never slow to jump
on a bandwagon — are rapidly

crowding Into the new silicon

design market, so the companies
are now not quite so young and
fresh — and therefore probably

less innovative already, Still, it

might be worth Britons having a

look at what is happening across

the Atlantic. We learnt all about
back bedroom programming from
the Yanks, maybe it's time now to

team electronics eighties style

from them.

But, beware, Sinclair and his

electric noddy car mean that in

Britain at least any budding elec-

tronic gizmo genius is likely to have

a tough time getting that initial

funding

Advice? Start small One Silicon

Valley gizmo firm came up with an

electronic lock for hotel rooms,
an ingenious device that sold

brilliantly and made the company
a pretty penny as well as the big

dull-witted corporate giant they

knocked it up for

Home on the
Amiga Range
Commodore is making a bid to
revitalise its imago with the release

of a new £500 Amiga, the A500.
Essentially the same as the

original Amiga it coses half the

price but lacks a monitor.

Simultaneously, in London and
Hanover, Germany, Commodore
has also released a second
machine, a top grade Amiga called

the A2000. Aimed at the business

user it will retail for around £1,000

so it is likely the older, now middle

range, Amiga, which also costs

£1,000 odd, will eventually be
phased out. Commodore, how-
ever, denies this at present
(remember the VIC-20 J

)

Despite the capabilities of the
Amiga A500, it is likely to act

merely as a lure to those with

enough cash to spend on a business

machine — either for home or
office — but who would like a bit

of games fun too*

For the other not quite so well

off home user the Amiga A500
will probably still prove a bit pricey.

The problem Commodore had

with its ST machines, is that while

£1,000 is not considered much in

the US to pay for a home com-
puter, in Britain it is, and even £500
is considered a bit stiff.

However. Apple and IBM are

going to come under serious

attack — both in Britain and in the

US. The Apple Macintosh, for

instance, costs around £2,000 and

against the new full colour, multi-

tasking Amiga A2000 it will soon
begin to look like a poor buy;

similarly with the IBM PC range.

The A2000 can be adapted to

make it MS-DOS compatible so is

likely to give IBM a run for its

money as this means business users

could wean themselves off their

existing IBM systems and onto the

more graphically powerful and
cheaper Amiga.

For those interested in the new
machines, both are based on the
powerful Motorola 68000 chip.

The A500 has SI2K RAM. comes
with a mouse and a 3.5 inch floppy

disk drive. Software available in-

cludes games such as Defender of

the Crown, Chess 2000 and
Mahjong and serious programs like

Analyse, Organise and Scribble.

Also, Rainbird, Telecom s software

house, is backing the A500 and has

produced Starglider, The Pawn and
the Level 9 collections to run on
it; so all in all the machines are well

worth a look.

The A500 will sell in the high

street, if you are interested in the
A2000 however you will need to
go an approved Commodore
dealer

©
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Shome Mishtake
Shurely

ice v. |j
Gamer got a pat on the back

from Argus Press Software this

HT has d\

We.are now a
more united - and

bntial than before.
i f

high

month after our ace reviewer

Gordon Hamlett pointed out

that Argus' new game, Grange
HiH f was bug-ridden. The bugged \
copies have now been withdrawn )

the impression \

City,

Q 10

from the shops.

You may get

t T~^r

from our review of Indoor
Sports, by Advance, that Super-

star Ping Pong is included. We arc

now informed that this will not be
the case and that only darts, ten-

pin bowling 3nd air hockey are

ncluded.

„11

firemerA Bad Luther?
S i L (

There are a couple of ladles who
can make American soul singer

Luther Vandross really sing the

blues. One b Ms Pacman, the

other is singer Dtonne Warwick
The latter has managed to beat this

real life version of Lenny Henry's
Theopotius P Wildebeast twice at

Ms Pacman.
The ladies can be tough on a

guy, Ms Pacman, as you probably
know. Is to the original Pacman
what a female wrestler is to John
'Are You Being Served' Inman,

Like 3 tot of chaps Luther is a

bad loser and hates it when he hits

a bum note or, in this case, score.

Talking about the game in style-

bible The Face magazine, he says,

8
1 "She's real good (Ms Warwick at

Ms Pacman}. "Actually she beat me
twice" he concedes. But. he adds,

Pacman ttill seems to strike a
chord with the funky soul man —
Luther has had not one but two
'Pacman machines

1

(!) installed

hts tour bus.

on

hest "It wis her machine and I question

:hat" The big man's

nr -

not so big

about losing it seems.

Still, he and Ms Warwick may
or may not be out of tune with

each other these days, but Ms

id b-

nate

Another mishtake
So you thought you were really

good at Uchi Mata did you? Vtell,

we've news for you sunbeam,
you're probably not half as good
as you think you are. especially if

you've got a duff copy of the

Spectrum game. In this version

the score, instead of returning to

zero at the end of the game,
continues to rise.

If you do have one ol these duff

copies you can return it to

Martech who will send you a new
copy and. of course, pay your

postage. Alternatively, you can

keep the original copy and
continue to amaze your friends

with your prowess and win the

Wally of the Year prize.

Contact: Martech House, Bay
Terrace, Pevensey Bay, East
Sussex 8N24 6EE. Tel: 0373
768546.

Double debut
Identical twins and butterfly

breeders, Philip and Andrew Oliver

found butterflies — their first tove.

too flighty. But when it came to
their second interest, computers,
they really knew how to get things

off the ground.

The TrowbrkJgc-born twins

abandoned butterflies for pro-

gramming and now. at the tender

age of 19, have established a

thriving software company. Not
only have they managed to net a
lucrative contract with budget

software boys. Code Masters, but

government funding too.

Their company. Complex
Computer Software, took off

when they left Trowbridge Com-
prehensive School in Wiltshire last

year and — with mum's help and

an advance from Code Masters —
secured funding through the

government's Enterprise Allow-
ance Scheme, which pays £40 a

week to new businesses during

their first year

The move paid off handsomely
for the Olivers. They released

their first game, Super Robin

Hood, late last year — it sold more
than 11.000 copies, and their latest

offering, Ghost Hunters, has just

gone onto the shelves,

"Although we get paid every

ume a cassette is sold it is very

reassuring having £40 a week from
the EAS scheme to keep us going",

said Philip.

• Anyone unemployed for over

eight weeks who has access to
£1.000 and a reasonable business

idea can apply to their local

jobcentre to go on the EAS
scheme.

Forgame details contact: Mike
Baxter Solution PR t 2 Wellington

Court, Varndcan Park, Brighton

BNI 6TD. Tel: (0273) 553307.

J,

NO FLIES ON LEE
Virgin's Steve Lee has been indulg-

ing himself in a private passion for

trendy thermal underwear. We're
wondering if his next game will be
a kung-fu strip cartoon, Long John
Silver on Treasure Island, Orpheus
fa his Underwear or a computer
version of Privates On Parade!
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Steve Lee strips for action
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It was a one-in-a-million accident -
but Number Five, designed to be a
strategic artificially intelligent

weapons system, the most
sophisticated robot on the planet,

has escaped - and has come to
the conclusion that he's alive!

Now the scientist who put him
together wants to take him apart

Ocean Software Limned
Ocean House • 6 Central Street Manchester M25NS

Telephone 061 8326633 Tetex 669977 OcearaG

again to find out what went wrong.
The president of Nova Robotics wants

to capture him before the weapons he's

carrying kill millions of civilians.

I And the security chief wants to

blow him up so that he can get
home in time for dinner.

YOU are Number Five...YOU are alive

and YOU have got to stay that way!
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Gremlin breaks out its latest game.
Gordon Hamlett takes a crack at it

Do
you remember chose

halcyon days when home
micros were but a twinkle in

Sir Clive's eye and the only

video games around were
Pong. Space Invaders and Break-

out
Machines have come a long way

since then but it's nice to know
that some things never change.

Take Krakout. Gremlin's latest

offering, for instance, it's another
Breakout clone. Where will it all

end? We'll soon be seeing a

computer noughts and crosses.

But to be fair to Gremlin,

Krakout has moved with the times.

It is somewhat more sophisticated

than Breakout and more fun to

play. For the benefit of anyone
who has been brain dead for the
last decade and hasn't got a clue

what I'm wittering on about, the

idea behind the game is to control

a small bat and try to knock all the

bricks out of a wall by hitting a ball

against it. Every time a brick is hit

It disappears. The ball speeds up at

periodic intervals and your bat is

reduced to half size but there is

very tittle gameplay involved.

So how does the 1987 version

differ? Well, the basic object

remains the same: to knock bricks

out of walls, but a host of other
features are included to keep you
on your toes.

The first thing that strikes you

is that the wall has gone. Instead.

there are all sorts of shapes:

hearts; squares; diamonds and so

on. Then there are the aliens that

keep materialising. Surely they
weren't in the original? On the

lower levels, they merely prove

distracting: if you hit one, it

disappears and you score the

appropriate number of points, but

it does throw your ball off at a
funny angle which is bad news if

you hit one close to your bat —
there isn't time to reposition your

bat for the next shot.

As you progress to higher

levels, watch out for the spacehive

that launches bees. Touch one of
these and your bat freezes in

position — you will need to be
very lucky to survive th(s. By level

twenty-odd, a Pacman type
character appears who has the
temerity to chew up your ball and

spit the pips back at you!

Another curiosity is that not all

the bricks disappear when you hit

them. The coloured ones do but

the grey ones ptay hard to get. If

the brick is solid grey then only a

bomb will remove it. If. however
it has a small white mark in the top
left hand corner then you can

dispose of it with one. two or
three direct hits.

But some of the coloured
bricks have a hidden bonus of sorts

underneath. To collect these you

must hit the brick twice. This is

easier said than done as you have

very little time. Only one par-

ticular bonus can operate at once
and if you hit a bonus brick any
previously active bonus will cease

to function.

The most reassuring of these

bonuses, especially when you are

feeling your way in the game, is the

one that doubles the length of

your bat, Other features include:

a points doubler; a bomb and an
extra bat, ball or life, grab
mechanism that makes the ball

stick to your bat so you can aim

it better and a screen that blocks

off the playing area behind you so
that the ball bounces back into ptay

if you miss it. Finally, there is a
missile that you can use to cake out
an entire row of bricks.

There is a comprehensive range

of playing options at the start of

the game. Particularly useful is the
ability to rotate the screen so that

you can have your bat on the left

or right of the screen. Great for

left banders. But although I

enjoyed playing Krakout, I felt it

didn't have that certain addictive

quality that turns a good game into

a superb one. Pink Floyd summed
it up nicely when they wrote: "All

in all. , . just another brick in the

wa)| t
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Title: Krakout

Computer: C64
Supplier: Gremlin

Price: £9.95 (cass) £14.99 (disk)



"The Murder Club!
1

yes, the Murder Club! Five of the
worlds bestselllng murder mystery writers who
transpose their fictional pulp plots into real-life murder
and mayhem. Once again they have convened (or then
annual reunion here at the Gargoyle Hotel. And once
again the dark, damp halls will echo with the cries of
'Don't shoot!'. 'I've been poisoned!

1

, 'Who stabbed
me?\ Tve been shortsheeted!'. and 'Who took all the
hot water?' yes. with the Murder Club as tonight's
guests, more than the plumbing wtll be amiss!"

"Each member of The Murder Club will try to bump
off the others and lay down claim to the crown of
'Worlds Greatest Murderer' But it will not be a piece
of quiche) For these brilliant criminal minds must
match wits with mol, Hercule Holmes! I have only

until midnight to discover the would-be murderer,
victim, murder weapon and the scene of the crime."

"At my disposal will be every imaginable piece of
high tech crimestopping gadgetry known to
sleurhdom: minicameras. hidden bugs, even wire taps,
yet all these modern electronic wonders cannot replace
my inherent ability as a born detective.., instincts
passed from generation to generation in the Holmes
family

Therefore. I accept the challenge- 1 will uphold the
family honour! Before this night is over I will prevent a
murder or be murdered trying! If I fail, one of the
illustrious members of the Murder Club will surely be
killed.,, yes Killed Until Dead!"

CBM64H28

upe 19.99

disk £14-99

SPECTRUM 48K
rape £8.99

AMSTRAD
rape £9.99

disk £14-99

U.S. Gold Ltd.. Units 2/3 Holford Way. Holford.
Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3388



SSI has taken strategic control of the
US market. Now they're fighting fit

and over here

The
scenario of Roadwar 2000

is chillingly plausible, tt all

starts in 1999 when the US is

stricken by a killer disease

which has brought down the

nation to its knees. Society has

broken down and an invader has

taken the opportunity to drop
nuclear bombs on major US cities.

shattered and those few people
left have formed themselves into

gangs intent on carving out their

own domains. Factions vie for

control of larger areas, to maintain

food supplies and to control the

limited supply of anti-toxins. A
hero is sorely needed. Someone
who can lead a small force which

while you search for the scientists

and find the research centre. A tall

order!

The size of your gang is deter-

mined by the type of vehicles you
control. A maximum of six is

possible but the variety of vehicles,

19 types in all, determines the
number of passengers. Saloon cars

are limited to a maximum of eight

but a bus or trailer truck can carry

about 100.

Much of your time is spent
hunting around for these supplies;

of food, petrol and tyres and new
recruits. Recruits come in many
forms, from the trustworthy but

needy, through to shifty armed
rabble to elite mercenaries and
gangsters. Mutants, who have suf-

fered the horrible effects of radi-

heirarchy within the gang which
determines battle success. Fortu-

nately, the computer has the

hardest task, that of weighing up
the odds to decide what effect

your assaults will have.

SSI has a reputation for excel-

lent strategy games which is why
US Gold has thrown itself into this

market and it is keen to distribute

the game. But this doesn't mean
the game is faultless. Impressive

though it is, there are a few minor
bugs — normally passed off by
companies as special features —
and oversights.

For instance, some of the

messages zip past too quickly for

a mere human to take in and,

occasionally, supplies are not up-
dated when taken aboard. All
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Title:

Computer:

Supplier:

Price:

Roadwar 2000

Commodore 64

US Gold

19.99

On the coasts and in the south

the invasion forces have landed —
they use their own vaccine to

guard against the killer disease.

Their nuclear attacks have, how-
ever, rebounded on them: the

radiation has caused the killer

bacteria to mutate. The invaders

are not immune to the new strain

and have no cure for the new
version of the disease. However K
we, the Americans, can get more
anti-toxins we can negotiate peace
and rid ourselves of both the

disease and the invaders.

Scattered around the country

are the eight scientists who can,

if they are brought together,
develop a cure for the disease.

There is just one remaining

research centre you have to get
them to. The trouble is the
organisation of the country is

must travel the length and breadth
of US to bring the life-saving

scientists together
The government, such as it is,

decides this leader will come from
the ratpacks: nature will decide
who is fit for the job — it will be
he who survives the best. As an

aspiring leader you must travel

from coast to coast, scouring the

towns and cities for the missing

scientists, forming your 'gang' in

the process to beat off the

opposition-

As strategy games go, this one
is a blend of empire building and
strategic battle. Your gang are

hungry fighters who must be fed,

armed, supplied with transport and
kept free of the plague. As leader

you must increase the size and
strength of your force, take con-
trol of as many cities as possible

ation are best avoided, so are

cannibals.

Recruiting can be done when
your gang and another meets up
in battle. As you travel you meet
many warlike factions and battle

can be joined in two ways: if your
gang is the stronger it's quicker to
let the computer take over battle

control, but in a close battle your
skills as a 21st century Napoleon
should be called upon.

tf you elect to take control the

screen switches to a strategic map
of the road or town in which you
are fighting. The roads are littered

with wrecked cars, which provide

shields for your vehiclesand the
enemy is shown in icon form.

Battle is joined in the usual

gentlemanly manner — turn -and

turn about.

The game is long, harcj fought

and complex — it takes a 16-page

manual to explain it. Special team
members can be recruited

occasionally and there is a

minor points really as they don't

affect the gameplay, but they do
spoil the overall impact.

Also, traditionalists might not
like the futuristic scenario but my
impression is that this simulation

has been created for the type of
person who is progressing from
the shoot-em-up action games in

search for something more intel-

lectually demanding.

One thing is certain, with

games like Roadwar 2000, as well

as the traditional and successful

battleground simulations, Strategic

Simulations Incorporated is over

here to stay and should give the

British strategy houses a necessary

kick up the pants. Perhaps, in

return, the British will encourage
the Americans to drop their prices

to a reasonable level.
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The mission was a total disaster

I from start to finish. It was sup-

j
posed to be a single man explorer
telemetry mission to 61 Cygni, but
I never got there. Next the
computers on my ship, the Gyges,
played up on my return journey to
Earth, intercepting signals they
couldn't decode. But that was
nothing to what I found when I

reached Earth. If I'd known then
what I know now, I don't think I'd

have bothered to land.

The entire world seemed to be
deserted. Washington and New
York were totally devoid of human
life. It was all underground now of
course. They had started before I

had left and the project seemed to
have been finished long ago but
none of the machinery was work-
ing. The only bodies I could find

were in a hospital and had been
there so long they had mummified.

At long last. I found a terminal

that appeared to be at least

partially operational It was called

Worldnet, There was also an
instruction booklet giving details of
what to do if the mindlink wasn't

working. If I knew what a mind-
link was, I might have been able to
decide whether this was good or
bad.

It started with a load of
technological gubbins that I

couldn't begin to comprehend but
a small passage in bold type insisted

that the manual be read in case of
emergency. Well, the was certainly

an emergency and there didn't

appear to be many other options
available.—

.
'_

When is a door not a door? Gordon
^Hamlett passes through the Portal in

an attempt to discover why a few *~
.

;

^billion people have suddenly m
——~ disappeared-

Using an archaic I/O device

called a joystick — they went out
of use even before I took off —
it said to point to one of twelve
dataspaces and access their know-
ledge. However they turned out to
be defunct. Most of them
informed me, very politely of
course, that this particular data-

base was temporarily closed. At
least they didn't tell me to have a

nice day!

But some of the bases did have
a few files left open. There was a
really dull piece on viruses in the
medical DB. known as MEDIO. I

see chat the Earth's population did

nothing to eliminate meaningless
acronyms before it disappeared.

There were also a couple of

history lessons and a few telexes
that appeared to have been written

just before whatever it was that

went wrong happened.
I got decidedly bored of all this

r

but just before I went off to look
elsewhere. I gave the DBs one last

try.

It was just as well I did! The
base called HOMER, which was
some sort of artificial intelligence,

came to life. A sort of hi-tech Max
Bygraves, it wanted to tell me a

story.

The only trouble was it had
forgotten it! Just what I needed —
an amnesiac computer.

HOMER, however, assured me
that the story was worth knowing.
I just had to jog his memory a bit.

* * r
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I was intrigued and decided to

give ft a go. HOMER suggested a

couple of bases I might care to
investigate and, to my surprise,

files not previously available to me
opened. Occasionally a fact would
be uncovered that would send

HOMER into rhapsodies of excite-

ment. Other times, gibberish was
the result.

The more I delved, the more
amazed I became. The wealth of

information held about people was
phenomenal. WASATCH had com-
plete details on everyone born
since 2010, and I mean complete:

family trees; intelligence; physio-

logy profiles, they are all there.

The only problem was I needed
HOMER to remember a name for

me first. I could also delve into

people's psychological and edu-
cational profiles, as well as check
up on some 20 physiological graphs
— Wood pressure, hormone levels,

heart rate etc. I hadn't a clue how
much of this stuff was relevant or
whether I actually needed a degree

In biomedical sciences*

There was also a complement-
ary geography database. SCITECH
told me about the technological

breakthroughs that had developed

since I left Earth. The final two
bases dealt with the military and

a central processing unit. Some of

the bases were classified but, so
far, HOMER has always helped me
override the security systems.

As I finish this introductory

note on my research, I am over-

whelmed by the sheer volume of

files. Certain patterns are

beginning to develop but I still

don't see how the entire popula-

tion of the world can disappear at

a single stroke* I don't even know
if anyone will ever read this . .
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Activision describe Portal as the
first computer novel and the title

is certainly accurate. It must be
stressed that this is not a game but

a science fiction story.

The concept is totally original

and brilliantly executed. Using a

computer gives the story teller an
edge over conventional books.
Items can be introduced that coutd

only exist a$ footnotes in a book.
Events can be related as required

without having to use strict

chronological order or flashbacks.

The sense of discovery this

engenders in the participant player

is a big part of the appeal of the

computer novel.

The sheer amount of detail

included helps one get away from
the traditional descriptive narra-

tive: alt the graphs and charts could

never be included in a book and

help create a special and ^Qry

credible atmosphere.

Portal is a huge program spread

over five sides of disk. Looked at

this way the price tag of just under

£25 doesn't seem too excessive.

If you are a sci-fi freak do sneak
up on the piggy bank now!

^>

/__.



EMPIRE SOFTWARE deptcg
118a Palmers Road, New Southgate, London N11 1SL

Star Glider
Artist II

Fooballerof the Year
Avenger
Fire Lord
Deep Strike
Great Escape
Jail Break
Contact Sam Cruise
Rouge Trooper
Handball Maredona!
City Slicker

Double Take
Yle Ar King Fu II

Top Gun
Stallone's Cobra
Scaiextric
Sky Runner
Fair Light II

Konaml's Golf
Super Soccer
Donkey Kong
Terra Create
Thanatos
Academy
Shao-lins Road
Uridium
Hypaball
Bomb Jack II

Space Harrier
Sold a million 1 (NEW)
Academy
Short Circuit

Hot Shots
Mind Shadow
Gyron
Shadow Fire

Fighting Warrior

Coin Op' Hits

Yie Ar Kung Fu
Mlklfl

Green Beret
Ping Pong
Hyper Sports

Sold a Million Ml

Fighter pilot

Kung Fu Master
Rambo
Ghost busters

Durell Big 4

Saboteur
Critical Mass
Turbo Esprit

Combat Lynx

RRP Our Price

1495
14.99
7.95

9 95
8.95

9 95
7.95
7.95

7.95

999
6 95
895
7.95
7.95

7.95
7.95

9.95
9.95

D.95
795
795
7 95

7.95

9 95
B.95

795
8.95

9 95
7.95

7.95
9.95
9.95

7.95

9 95

9.95

9.95

9 95

10.50
10.50
560
6.99
6.25
6.99
5.50
5.50
5.60

6.99
520
6.25
5.50
5.50

5.50
5.50

0.90
6 99
5.50

5.50

5.50
5.50
6.99

6.25

5.50

6 25
6 99
5.75

5.75
3.99

5.50

3.99

to

699

Special Offers
*

Spectrum
Legend ot Kage
Rebel Planets
Three Weeks in

Paradise 128K
Stainless Sleet
Battle ot the Planets
Three Weeks in

Paradise 48K
Cop Out
Superbowl
Tir Na Nog
Geoff Capes Strongman
Eddie Kidds Challenge
Brian Jacks Superstar
Zoids
Samantha Fox Poker
Pole Position
Defends
Galaxions
Xcel
Moon Crest a
Ms Pacman
Lord of the Rings
Strange Loop
Cyberun
ID.
Falcon Patrol II

Skyfox

Commodore 64
Zoids (disk)
Miami Vice (disk)

Mission A.D. (disk)
Ftightdeck (disk)

Lord of the Rings (disk)

Exploding Fist It

Lord of the Pings
Superbowl
Tir Na Nog
Trivial Pursuits

MSX Cartridges
Ping Pong
Sky Jaguar
Hyper Rally

Yle Ar Kung Fu
YleAr KungFu II

Track 'n' Field II

Anlartic Adventure
Zoids

Amstrad
Music System
Herberts Dummy Run

BBC

Lard of the Rings
Computer Hits VI

Computer Hits VII

Match Day

RHP Our Price

7.95 299
9.95

9.95
9 95
9.95

9.95
8.95

9.95
9.95
8.95
8.95
8.95

8.95

8.95

7.95

7.95

7.95

7.95
7.95
7 95
1595
7.95

895
9.95
7.95

8.95

RRP
12.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
19.95
14.95
15.95

9.95

9.95
14.95

RRP
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

8 95

RRP
14.95

9.95

399

3.99
3.99
3.99

3.50

5.99
3.99

3.99

2.99

299
2.99

2.99
2.99
2.99
2.99
2.99
2.99
2.99
2 99
7.99
299
2.99
3.99
2.99
3.50

Our Price
3 99
7.99
7.99
7.99
9.99
7.99
7.99
399
3.99

Our Price
7.99

7.99

7.99

7.99

7.99
7.99
5.99

299

Our Price
fl.99

299

RRP Our Price

15.96
9.95

995
9.95

7.99

499
4.99

4 99

Commodore
Uridium * Paradroid
Alley Kat
Yie Ar Kung Fu II

Terra Cresta
The Sentinel
Great Escape
Sigma 7
Rogue Trooper
Strike Force Cobra
Stallone's Cobra
Fire Lord
Donkey Kong
Footballer of the Year
World Games
Jail Break
Sky Runner
Double Take
Tomahawk
Hand Ball maradonaf
Marble Madness
Avenger
Legend of Kage
Top Gun
Super Soccer

Z Zap Sizzlers

Who Dares Wins II

Drop Zone
Wizards Lair
Thing on a Spring

Coin Op's Hits

Yie Ar Kung Fu
Mikie
Green Beret
Ping Pong
Hyper Sports

Sold a Million III

Fighter Pilot

Kung Fu Master
Rambo
Ghostbusters

Durell Big 4

Saboteur
Critical Mass
Turbo Esprit

Combat Lynx

Five Star

Zoids
Equinox
Three Weeks In Paradise
Spindlzzy

Scarabeus

RRP Our Price

8 95
H 9^

895
8 95
9 95
8 95
9.95

9.95
9 95
H 95

8 95
895
995
995
895
995
895
995
6.95
995
9.95

895
8 95
B95

Speed King Joysticks £9.95: Revs hot shot £9.95: Quickshot li£5.99

PLEASE SEND CHEQUES MADE PAYABLE IN STERLING
FOR OVERSEAS ORDERS.

6.25

6.25
6.25
5.99
6 99
625
6.99
6 99

6 99
6.25

6.25
6.25
699
6.99

6.25

6.99
699
6.99
520
699
6 99
6.25
6.25
6.25

9.95 650

9 95 6.99

9.95 6.!

6 99

9.95 6 50

EMPIRE SOFTWARE ORDER FORM Please send me the following titles. Block capitals Please'
Type of computer

.

Title:—
Amount

Total Enclosed £

Name .

Address

Tel No.

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to: Empire Software
Price include P&P within the U.K.: Overseas add 75p per tape.
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Here's your chance to voice your
opinion of the games scene. Send

your letters to: Talkback, Computer]

Gamer, I Golden Square, London
WIR 3AB.

nnna

OOOOOOOOOOOoooooooooooc
£ the price of the Amiga and Aari-Q Q I

-^ ST drop further but these mach-% ^ f\
*J ines are business machines. 7b— —

.

C further reduce the price vvouW^JJ-/'
Q I mean cheaper, less reliable com** \J (J

£ poncncs would have to be usedandQ Q {

y* no business, or home user for that
j Q Q* matter, would tolerate the repair^* -^

^C bills and delays which would result. ^^S^.5
O F</» o o

wftfiGrap p I ing greats?
<•
J**£"?SESrSS only

C n r 0O()QQ| rr © o ^ slightly, and it is totally lacking in 7* Dear Gamer. . ^ j^QAQ Dear Gamer, ^ rea 'ity* Where is the much-adver-* '

I have been buying your maga"^g^v 1

^
7/"%^%! I am disappointed at the over- £ tised crowd participation? IVe^ zine since issue three. When I firstO O C
'J^^^alt standard of computer games «* seen more excitement in a wax ) bought it I thought it was excel-) O O
J OO nowadays. But, before I go on, let^, museum! ^- lent, a real break from the boringQ Q f
>00' mesay now chat * de5Pite hours of ^ ' know that programming a

J"
stereo-typed magazines dominat-

. ^ q
effort, I have no talent for pro-5 ZdJTXe takes a long time and a lot* * ing the market, eg. C & VG. How-v^^^^,

or I would be doing fot work but why spend all that £ ever, you stowly went downhill, soO t/ \-
DOO
r\ n t

srammmsw \J " something about it al 3^ time and effort on something sub-

1

_ standard? It must take almost the -DOO The game that triggered all this

O O ' °'* '* Championship Wrestling, not

^ ^n ^ an awful game by any means, just^ a rubbishy game as ic

^^^^ disappointing. As a great follower * a scorcher Please,

much so that I vowed that unless)Q Q
. — the next issue (March

T

87) was/% Q £OO ^ °" '* Championship Wrestling, not C same amount of time to program* really good I would stop buying^->*L U

vv'of both Epyx and Melbourne^ scorcher In future

)OQ House,

O O

'

wilh ai

\AQ pionshi

does to do) Gamer j^^w^
go for the C As if by magic, the March issueO O C

> appeared and it was brilliant. MorelQ ^^ (

e, I don't write this letterJ The thing that saddens me is^than 45 reviews. 10 of them full^N f\ />

any great relish but Cham- { that as I work in games sales I see C page, a round-up of joysticks. J^-^i^5"i
hip Wrestling is so pale^ a lot of awful games which sell but J karate games and wargames, five." *J Ja* J

ompared to the World Games
O O 'series — as is Rock 'n

1 Wrestle^ software houses producing^" Update ~ which as usual was bril-j O O C
spared to Way of the Exploding^ rubbish? If you carry on one day ' liant — Unsung Heroes and. to top

competitions. PBMQ O O
)OOC
ooo

>oc

gz lot don't. What's the point of £ yes five,

^ software houses producing^ Update -

)O0 compared to Way of the ExplodingJ rubbish? If you carry on one day ' lia

O O !
^ist ~ l^at ' 'e ' c ' ^a^ to wr*te - C PeoP,e wi" I

ust stoP buying, Cit all, tips for Ultima IV (please^
\a/u.. j« „**^.^„ houses'^ Another thing that bamboozles ) keep them coming since I really) OOv

)OOC
1 1 J 1 j TVdILII ir IMU1ILII9 IUI ^.HilMIUlUHiffll-' ^ ' 1«> "^** VVllWmtl Hi I IWMIC Will* *^ ™\'\*' ^^">t** »-l 1°

-^ O I
Wrestling it took me just three ( puter prices- One day someone C Gamer gives

*^^^fc£oes at it to floor nearly esery^ will, so why wait? Programmers \ machines, like
1 O C opponent. And where is the real- g could then really let rip. We all £ BBC, akhougl

3 O ' ism ^ had come to expect from \ know it could be done profitably^ becoming more popular because v

H^ so come on boys quit stalling, f^of cheaper prices and huge soft-'

Why do
always seem to take two steps * me is why the computer manufac- £ need them). All inside one issue

OO 'forward and three back? After^turers don't produce an Amiga/ * Also, as an Atari owner,

| Q C waiting months for Championships Atari-ST computer at home com- ' appreciate the attention which— * ^
ives to non-standard^^ ^

the Atari, MSX, and)

could then really let rip. We all /-BBC, although I believe they aref

O C^x 8ames - ^^en I threw

3^ , Manslayer out of the ring he

^^^ floated backwards up the side

O C the ring and drop kicked my

'

} O I wrestler! Also, I have yet to see

/"N ^ the superman who can take three

,

)^^ pile drivers in succession and get

_Sf_ up immediately each

and kicking

G F
boys quit

Kennedy,
cheaper prices

£ ware libraries.

Fort i^

CARTOON

immediately

O V sorincins aroundspringing

) Q i merrily away again.

r\ f Rock 'n' Wrestle

they do on occasion} Keep up the good work.

knowingly release real duffers but f Dominic Barton,
cime,^ even that

*+ knowingly release real Gutters but *> uominic tsarcon,

\ this is because of financial pressure.^ Dundee, Scotland
may have^ /c costs a fair amount ofmoney to J *7~

for your kind com-\j \J t/ ^

do our best to please.)QQO
others feel about a car*AAQ/

series? Cartoons took a real ^ — » *
m a survey which vw^JMwl^-Si
but, ff we receiveOO OC

flood of requests anything is\ Q Q Q
T C Championship Wrestling is a^J tion, everyone would like to see^L possible. Ed ^\ f\ /*\ f

-?n°n°n
r
I I I lOOOOOOOOOOOO

rtWW A^lla Ia^^Ib OOOOOOOOOOOOC

_ _r) ^ _ ^ F j_. ^ .

+k f time I have struggled to get up asQ hyped to the eyeballs, has toj hammering i

j^ a deadly opponent made his way
f

s appear — for good or Hi Q did recently*

* O towards me. -J In answer to your second ques-'v " n™*4 **

Q C ChamoionshiD Wrestlinc is a \J * ;**n «™™«™ »** rti,M ml* *** «o^

Send your letters to:

Talkback, Computer Gamer,
I Golden Square, London
WIR3AB. W
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Arcades witha
Licensed to deliver big brothers ac

i

•Wonderboy reminds me ofSuper Mariu Brothere— you can tgo
wrong with Wonderboy. ii requires skill, timing and is good,
clean fun/

'Dressed to kill in nappies and a motorbike helmet, with .1

skateboard as his trusty steed and wielding a stone axe,

Wonderboy is Kirn - ready to tight off the nastiest of nasties,

willing to leap the widest chasm, and eager to risk his life'-
v

I imj irci and V|dtt»Gnme*

ti
ARCADE SCREEN

S|ji 'Best and fastest scrolling on a racing game'

'Best sprite design*

'Best play ability'

'Best coin-op conversion' Popular Computing Weekly

*|J* '... brilliant' Arcade Action, Computer and Video Games

'Sj* Your Sinclair Megagame

JUMP INTO THE

This Sega coin-op conversion puts other top softwart
lum

ACTIVISION
ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE

Z X SPECTRUM 48K/128K/+(£9.99), ( 'A )MMODORE 64'

and Disk iei4.991 and .^ -^
Cas



ait the change.
aclon without busting your pockets.

FREE GAME OFFER
(details inside each pack)

SPACE COLONY "06" has been attacked by space pirates.

To put an end to their plundering, a private rescue team
calling themselves the "QUARTET" is recruited,

'-.-extremely addictive and highly playable
1

Arcade Action,

Computer and VideoGames

RACING

ware
houses to shame. It sets a new standard for arcade tie-ins.

Sinclair User Magazine

SPECTRUM SCREENS

[\
2
l Cassette

I
£9.99) and Disk(£14.99 i, AMSTRADCPC Cassette (£9.99)

TM&©Sfc(.iA |W6t All Rights Reserved, Actlviskm, Inc. Authotlwd Ujct
Mail order. Acuvfnpn (UK) Lid.. J* Pond Street, Hampstead, L..nJ.mNWl 2

Tel: 01 431 not



Masterstronic can show
you a wheel good time if

you can prove you have
brainpower as well as
pedal power.
The budget games king

is offering three pairs of
matching Milk Race cycling
jerseys and racing shorts
plus a copy of the game to
the first three entrants
who can successfully solve
a simple puzzle and bung
the answers in the post to
us pronto. All correct
entries received by the
closing date, April 30th,
will then be put in the
proverbial hat for the Big
Draw.

Fifty runners-up will
also win a copy of this ace
game so read the rules on

page 90 and get on yer
bike!

Which Mastertronic games
could be described as
follows:

1

.

A darts

simulation
2. A motorcycle

racing game
3. A science

fiction hero
4. Sounds like a

French fly

killer

5. A family
dispute

Mastertronic Milk Race

Name

Address

Gamer Aprin

The games are:

I

2

Computer owned: I

I agree to abide by the rules of the competition.

Signed
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SpecDrum
Digital Drum system for the

Spectrum 48K/128K/+2

.

\ \ \
Sweet Talker

Compatible with Interface I

& II and Spectrum 16K. 48K,

128K, +2.

w*n T***'

Complete
'with cassette
'and full

instructions.

\ \ \ I I

Mega-Sound
For 48K Spectrum and ZX

Spectrum

+

Achieve
amazing
sound
capabilities

that your
Spectrum
has been
lacking.

£29.95 9 £24.95 £10.95

//////
Spectrum Joystick

I

Interface

**' _
,****

For Spectrum
48K/128K/+2.
Accepts any
Atari style

joystick

including

Cheetah 1 25+,
Mach 1 * . For

Kempston
Compat ability

£9.75
Sound Sampler
I75KHZ
Bandwidth

Midi Interface

I*

Compatible with

Spectrum 48K. 128K. + ?;

£44.95
Compatible with

Spectrum48K, 128K.+2.

£49.95

Cassette /Data
z* Recorder

High quality

cassette/data
recorders for

your home
computer
will allow

'easy loading I

"of even the most!
stubborn programs.

24.95

7-1

..

Mach 1+ Joystick
Probably
the best
Joystick

m theworld

• Auto Fire

• Metal Shaft
•+2
Selector

Connector
• 12 Month'
warranty.

£1 4.95

56 Way Extension
Connector
Cheetah's 6" long

[.extension cable

enables

Spectrum
peripherals to

be distanced
from your
omputer.

£7.95

125+
Joystick
• 4 extremely
sensitive fire

buttons
• Auto fire switch
• +2 Selector
connector
• Uniquely

styled hand grip

|« 12 Month warranty.

£8.95

R.A.T. Remote
lActionTransmitter

• Infra Red transmission
' • Touch control

• No extra

software required'

• Compatible with!

all Sinclair/Cheetah
|

peripherals via the

rear edge connector.

£19.95

MK5 Midi
Keyboard

A full size 5 octave
I polyphonic keyboard
containing a sophisticated

and very powerful computer,
[suitable tor awide range of uses]

£99.95

-f2 Selector
Connector

Sinclair Joystick Adaptor for

connecting ZXSpectrum +2
computers to most^
joysticks

including

Cheetah 125
and MachL

£2.99
//////// I I I \ \ \ I II I 1 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

Aerial
Splitter
Cheetah's neat

I

splitter unit

complete

with

setf-adhesive pad
[allows you to keep your T.V. and
[computer aerial leads plugged inl

vithout disturbing the picture.

£2.25

Spectrum 128 2
to Midi Lead

Split Extension
Connector

Midi control lead for

Spectrum 128K/-

2

computer.

£9.75

[Enables 2 Spectrum
[peripherals to be
connected to the

computer bus.

£10.99
Prices include VAT, postage ft packing

Delivery normally 14 days
Export orders at no extra cost

Dealer enquiries welcome

Cheetah, products available from branches of

(jJl* DOtora '4BBSO WHSMITH *

"->','•

Marketing

Dept CG1 CHEETAH MARKETING LTD.
1 WILLOWBROOK SCIENCE PARK

CRICKHOWELL ROAD, St. MEUONS, CARDIFF
Tel: CARDIFF (0222) 777337 Telex: 497455

FAX: 0222 779404



Anthony Heath has been waggling his

stick in a dimly lit room while tracing

the history of sport computer style

J

oystick sportsmen now have a

incredible range of computer
games to choose from, from FA
Cup football to America's Cup

sailing.

However, things weren't always

so sophisticated. Indeed, it took
many centuries for men to

become civilised enough to com-
pete against each other. Then they
had to keep those wandering

dinosaurs at bay — the giant lizards

arc thought to have staged the first

pitch invasions.

FIRST TRY
The first sports were vicious

think of Domark's Gladiators.

Contestants armed with swords,

shields, nets and tridents tried to
maim each other egged on by a
bloodthirsty crowd. But the sport
was largely restricted to the!

Roman domestic league it soon
died out — as did the players.

Meanwhile in Sweden, the bar-

barians met for the first organised rape and pillage that would prove
games. An event only recently dis* invaluable in World Cups to come
covered — Blood 'n Guts/Ameri-

can Action, The bravest and the
strongest came for miles ta
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miles

compete in events such as the ale

drinking, cat throwing* pole fight-

ing and wrestling with the loser

literally losing his head on a hand/
guillotine. It was probably the

It wasn't until the Dark Ages
— so named because of the
distinct lack of floodlights — that
the first real British sports events

took place.

Contestants clad Tn heavy
armour were sponsored by the
king. They competed in Knight

resulting shortage of contestants Games (English Software) in which
that prompted the Swedes to give they attacked each other with
up these games and instead begin swords, pikes and spears. The
the research that led to Bjorn object was to score points by
Borg. :-w^mn«/ hitting each other in a timed

At this time Britain was having contest to win the favour of a lady

a bad time with away supporters and the chance to live to fight

who, obviously annoyed that foot- another day. Eventually Knight
ball hadn't been invented yet, set Games were banned even though
about perfecting the techniques of the contestants claimed they were

joust having fun.

The British then, determined
to invent another sport, after 900
years invented cricket. Then came
football, rugby and tennis.

The first cricket games were a

complete farce based on the

ancient Virgin game of Owzhat!
Played in an equally ancient format,

Basic. The games were slow and

repetitive and needed re-program-

ming after every game.
After long years the game

became perfected — it was slow,

repetitive and ideal for export to
the world at large through the

agency of British Cricket Club
otherwise known as the Empire.

Unfortunately, the world
quickly learned the ins and our.s of

the game and learnt to beat us
with alarming alacrity. According

to computer evidence the game
can bo played in two different

ways. Ian Botham's Cricket
(Tynesoft) is played by stick men
with two human controllers. The
game is slow and repetitive and
historically accurate. Graham
Gooch-s Cricket (Audiogenic)
comes in two varieties, arcade and
simulation. In the simulation

versionyou act as manager and tell

the players whether to attack or
defend.^

The second arcade version Can
be finally tuned to your mood: if

you want to win then simply pick

an easy level, to lose pick a hard

level.

OXOXOXO o56262oXoXo^o-o
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won it stnce.

comes in a var

tour-a-side Intc

Football followed on after cricket

and we taught the world to play

is game coo. West Auckland won
first World Cup, England did

win later, in 1966, but we haven't

Modern football

a variety of forms, from

International Soccer to

the ten teams in Virgin's FA Cup.
International Soccer (Commo-

dore) is widely acclaimed as the

best football action game, despite

the omission of 14 players. The
cartridge C64 version has fgrmed

the basis of many tournaments and

countless copies. One of the

worst clones was Glen Hoddle's

Soccer {Amsoft}. This Amstrad
game features appalling animation,

unplayable gameplay and ridiculous

rules which makes this game the

undoubted duffer of the decade.

What is likely to be the con
game of the century is also a foot-

ball game, Artie's World Cup. This

was claimed to be an 'improved*

copy of International Soccer

which the games were pare of a

World Cup knockout. Last year

the game — now selling as a

cheapo repackaged by US Gold
with a poster and a badge — was
selling for twice its original price!

PLASTIC PITCH

However, things moved on. It

was discovered that the football

manager has almost as much fun

as the players and one of the

current best selling games is simply

called Football Manager. Addic-

tive^ game is still improving on its

100,000 sales five years after initial

launch, despite being written

entirely in Basic. A few games have

attempted to emulate it, some,
such as Qualsoft's Mexico 86 and

The Double, (from Johnston Scan-

atron, have come close), but none
have managed to match the sheer

addictiveness of Addle tiVe's game.
Now there are football games

covering almost every aspect of

the game. Virgin's FA Cup gave you

ten teams to steer to Wembley,

Grandslam's Peter Shilton's Hand-
ball Maradona was named after a

single incident in a match and Foot-

baller of the Year was a psuedo

board game plotting your progress

from a 17 year old player to a First

Division international. Finally, Bna

Dough** Football Fortunes

combined the computer game
with a board game to produce a

hybrid to challenge not only Foot-

ball Manager but also board games
such as the classic Wembley.

Tennis developed from the

bizarre game of pong Irt which

g*ant bats are moved to intercept

a ball. The game later developed

into squash.

But the Swedes, sticking with

the original tennis game, com-
pleted their research and produced
Bjorn Borg, who dominated the

real racket until the German
model took over. Meanwhile Psion

produced the Match Point in 1984

which is still champion, although

now closely followed by Atari's

Tennis Other versions have lacked

the strength to get over the net

or were just too difficult — Tm still

ooking for someone who can

actually play Activision's On-court
Tennis.

REAL RACKET

As far as I can discover there

was only ever one squash game —
Jonah Barringtons Squash — pro-

duced by the now defunct New
Generation Software, This is an
excellent game and well worth
playing if you can find it.

The Olympics h»e spawned
many classic games following the

fortunes of runners; like Daley

Thompson in the Decathlon

(Ocean)- Epyx's Summer Games
may have come on the scene too

late but Summer Games II — eight

games for the price of one — is

still a favourite. Winter Games ant

the recent World Games — a

bizarre collection of the events

from other countires around the

world — are also worth a look.



The inevttable clones came
;hick and fast and include
Martech's Geoff Capes' Strong-

man, which featured events such
as barrel rolling and the truck pull,

to the more obvious Winter
Sports. Winter Events, Coin-op
Hyper Sports and Track and Field.

play almost
any sport you wish. You can box
with Frank Bruno (Elite) or Barry
McGulgan (Activision) or take part
In a Fight Night (US Gold), or
wrestle with Rock n Wrestle (Mel-

bourne House) or Championship
Wrestling (Epyx). You can take
part in the Tour de France (Acti-

vision), play World Series
(Imagine), International (Commo-
dore) basketball or even try your
hand at Superstar Ping Pong,

Motor Sport has also produced
winners, notably Mastertronk's
cut price Formula One Simulator,
Epyx's Pitstop II and Acornsoft
Firebird's Revs, which did for cars
what Super Cycle (Epyx) and
Speed King(Mastertronic) and TT
Racer (Digital) Integration did for

bikes,

respectively, but there are at least

four more gridiron games to come
this year.

Sports then moved from the
playing fields to custom designed

centres — probably because all the
grass had been worri out*

Alleykat Races (Hewson) has
motor racers competing on seven
different surfaces in races designed

to test speed, endurance, slalom
and destruction skills, all at high
speed and with robot laser firing

gravcraft to urge them on. This
game has not occured in the real

as opposed to computer world
yet.

f
In this future computer games

world the ancient shove ha'penny
pub game becomes Xeno (Quick-
silva) and Hyper Bowl
(Mastertronic) one in which the
old pennies are replaced by custom
built space craft designed to fire a
steel ball Into a goal.

Another steel ball, called a plas-

morph, Js the centre of attention
in the superb Ballblazer in which
two players hurtle around a curved
pitch trying to catch the ball with
'rotafoils* and then fire it into a

moving goal.

Another future game. Hypa
Ball, (Odin) is a mixture of basket-
ball and three-a-side football with
the teams trying to fire the ball at

a goal that constantly moves up
and down a central pole. Room 10
(CRL) is a sort of cut down indoor
version of Ballblazer merged with

Pong. Giant bats are moved about
to intercept the ball as the players

attempt to bat the ball past
opponents.

Finally, pool has been conver-
ted into a futuristic sport in English

Softwares 3D Atari ST game
Q-Ball !

AH together now' Here we go,

here we go. here we go . .

.

Golf has proved to be remark-
ably popular, despite there being
only two main games although
these are of very different style.

Ariolasoft's Golf Construction Set
is an accurate 3D simulation of
four real courses on which you
play to reduce your handicap. By
contrast the hit and hope game-
play of Leader Board (Access)
drove it to the top of the charts.

Then, belatedly, from the US
came two new sports; American
football and baseball. The current
champion games are Super Sunday
(Nexus) and Hardball (Accolade)

RflOT tight i mm
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Unquestionably the most detailed, historic ^
War II submarine simulation ever created.

Select your command on one ofsix different US Nan
submarines or German Krcigs marine U Boats patrolling

the fticific or Atlantic Oceans from 1939 to 1945

.

• Encounter over 60 different missions commencing with

convoy target practice and working jour my to the highest

Wartime Command over the course of the entire way.

• Learn every aspect of underwater warfare: navigation,

weapons usage, weather, repairs and conflicts strategies,

t Completely authentic vessels with five levels of maps,
periscope, binoculars, radar, sonar mines, lorpedos, deck
and anti-aircraft guns.

"The undisputed champion of US
games houses*

1

Your Computer Nov. 1986

§ i

i

i

The tune: 1 400 hour*. Somewhere in the PkiGc You're it the

helm, commanding the greatest concentration of firepower

ever put in a lighmtight fighter the deadly

Fletcher tk« Destroyer Yoa'ic embarfctd on the Era simulation

that actually combines the intricate, largcseale strategy of warming
with the intensity of furious, cwball tocrcball action. Thii rimeyou 're

right in the middle of it all. You knew it wouldn't

he pretty, but bow tough could it be to rescue a

downed pilot? It sure seemed a lot easier than

shelling islands* escorting a conwv or

hUDung^ 0iw^uihoughi; Bui

now look whit rau'w

(uUy-operaiional t carbuming battle flattens tomm' about, all

armed to the plk. Not to mention radar. Navigation. Sonar

And halftbe Japanese fleet crawling up your spine*

Time to nuke some tactical decisions.

Will if be the twin 40mm Bofan anti-aircraft pjns? Or the 5"

Icadspewm aft? Depth charges or torpedo*? Autopilot or

p*ts? Any chow could be your latt, so make it good.

64/128 £14.99 disk

IBM £24.99 disk/

!Th*
i i~k" i^n^M

?/ts\ssre<ns
CoUecti&ti



fitle:

omputer
Supplier:

Price:

C64
Microprose

iKaTmrrar
kT*

nger ande*cice-

*mbat helicopter flying

fiOUC the suffering and
bloodshed

That's the claim of this superb

your progress from trainee pilot to
combat pilot, fighting your way

the war zones of the
world. Forget all the other so-

called simulations, thi real

thing, featuring so many oprions

'II make your head spin as fast

our rotorblades!

fen the game's box is Impres*

a little daunting as it not only
ins the game, on tape or dj

,lso a keyboard overlay, to
sense of rhe games 31

yboard and joystick controls,

i an 84 page Instruction book,
helicopter is a digitised

>n of the Apache AH-64A
itech combat helkopt
ring lasers, came jghl

framed and radar

ns. jammers, com-

; All contained in

IK!

^^inmwi»j^Hn
in It

illy all you have to do is

rol the power feed through to
des and move the

forwards and backward*
ol height and speed. But

>ean you II become
in in live minutes. Indeed,
attempts are likely to turn

very low risk training (lights into

ISSlons! However, if you
follow the two flight tutorials And
we rhe keyboard overlay and pau

button it won't be too long before

j leave the training grounds
iind and line up for the real

thinp.

T
must read the brief thai d<

y°Uf
I i com.

targets, study d lu?e, compass, des
atiack route, digest intelligence ind dar and
reports warning of the enemy's warning lights that .Hen

i?i?M** 'i i»i^m< 1 11^ i*;nr>^T¥j iWI*U\m±TiWflfTSTCTii

the weapons to do the job.

targets can be either e ead-
quarters, fuel depo- ^li-bases,

or an area that must be cleared of
infantry, r* id artillery to
prepare a landing zone. The game
contains over 100 minions, vai

from easy strike-

impossible clearing missions a long
way From base I ^ke you
through miles of hostile air sp:

If you don't think you can handle
the |ob t ways go on
sick leave, but even this entails risk

as you'll be immediately u
ed to another warrc
The screen display shews a 3D

view through the forward, left or
right cockp id your
panel of instruments, displays and

ing lights V n flying

display current airspeed, height

1_F

plots enemy helicopters and a

of fourteen warning lights moL
any damage The most impor
display is the 'Cf

shows a mini map of youi

location l a message from base
"

system.

Once you car ie h_
ter. and s^ccr of
moti ape,
you depend on h

iU use the TADS
ion and Desie

^ns sysr

soph, j computer contra
system locks onto any targf

=nd presents you wn
im guns or missiles, or

aor graphic of

ating its range. Unfort-
-i i i

v — o"
jwn tanks and

--d in the ba
irmij^Hiii soon

re you fire!

HM-iiwTIPmSiT

nimiKn warn nil-win

*«

"

HInun in mg,
H\mmu IB hw; l0

mum

lisslon &ITM O'tuj

nwwuM mawTi imm

ilWj

GUI

Once TADS -

target you car-
\

of your weapons ily of

ime, Which weapt
which target is also

learnt by rookie

Before i? o
\t . i

i 30mm cannon shells and
tion of sfciew

Ffar rockets and mj
Sidewinders are ft!

6 known, aptly, as

r to air rr 15 once
s to their1

: leaving you free to at'

:ng else. The hell!

.Kent miss >al for takin

:anks and bunkers but us>

l The bar

tckets wh
tided aru inastra

B
e centre of the TADS si)

1
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and can

depots andcommand

of the
j

i fact depends o _

;ion yoo\
<g. your fir!

i ly to be in south e.

poorly arme
rd to find forces. The ma

you will be 57mm -"
Has await

|

America, but it'

hat presents rf>

you'll be up agaii

. b le SAM m
nd helicopters Finally.

the pitched battle

Russians rnaconfl**:

Europe where
y

il art unttte

i only a temporary setback

it could mean the

months work. You
as a lowly sarge but

eting missions you s«:

< as thek:m Campaign
nedal, and get promoted

- officer through to

:ap id major to

iting kffied in a missionend of id a

i tergeant!
r

i ^pice up tht?

nteei ing tor extra

>rtt and

ilrty.

It. by

ngth of the

Th-

Oprose set up its

UK operation and is an in.

debut. Over 100 missions —
and night — should keep most
pilots glued to their screens
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few years ago Hewson made scratch the surface of what's going
to happen. If the theme of Gaunt-
let was treasure, thenA

of games by Steve Turner
based around 'Dragontorc'.

These games had an intrepid

hero battling through a maze of
dungeons in a 3D 'Atic Atac' sort
of way using magic, fighting various
guardians of the peace and
generally making a nuisance of
himself.

Recently Gauntlet has been a

great success in the arcades and in

the home market. The various
Gauntlet clones that appeared
before and after it were equally as

successful The format of a vertical

plan view of a dungeon level with

)Or
oc
o<
DC
o<
>0
D(

OO (Title:
r\ /% r\ /-\ r\

the iheme
ofRanarama is magic. Starting off
as a menial apprentice you gain in

power and ability as you progress
through the dungeons.

Whilst playing with his master's
magic potions, Mervyn. the
sorceror's apprentice and hero of
the game, has turned himself into
a frog! To add insult to injury he
has also transported himself into

an evil warlock's dungeon. Your
job is to help him escape whilst

causing as much mayhem as
possible.

Your little frog has a number of

v> v^ v-» v^

Ranar^ml? °n° c

3 Oi Computer: Spectrum D O O O
O O Supplier: Hewson L°°J° <

3 O ( d.:„. £8 .95 ? O O Oop ™5e:

"AAA* UKJ

all the nasties and heroes is now
the current fashion. Gauntlet was
the simplest — all good ideas are
simple but the clones had to have
something extra to let them
compete with the original in a fair

fight.

Ranarama has a great deal
extra, combining elements of both
games. The instructions go on, and
on. and on. Even then they only

spell types - offence, defence,
power, and effect. Offence level

dictates the power of your shots,
and defence relates to how much
the enemy shots can hurt you.
Power is your general energy
provider. More powerful offence
and defence spells will draw power
faster and require a better energy
spell. 'Effect' gives you a special
effect spell that gives you extra

powers You start off w.th 'find'. When you activate this glyph you
that will locate hidden doors in a get a screen showing you what
room, though you can acquire active spells you possess. From this
spells that will allow you to tele- you can scan through screens of
port or summon demons. Unfor- information on spells both active
tunately you can only use one of and available. You can then 'spend'
these types of spell at a time. the runes that you acquired earlier

To raise a spell by a level you
,

-

have to engage a warlock in ritual .". WW
combat To do this you must run .'. AS MUCH '-V.V
up and touch him. The screen then ,', M AV ,. c »- - -, '.*.\Y
changes to show the runes which ^MT Hen Ad;'--
spell out 'Ranarama'. These then V POSSIBLE
re-arrange themselves as your "life

''
- WW

force' is calculated. You then have WWWW WW'.W
until the life force counts down to on spells of greater power
zero to re-arrange the runes to The part of the game that
form the original word. If you makes it really different from the
don t then your power spell zaps other Gauntlet clones is that the
back to 'mortal', making you plan view of the dungeon only
vulnerable - or, if you are already shows the rooms that you have
mortal, you die. been in. As you go through a door

II you are successful the the room appears on screen,
warlock dies and will drop some complete with lots of nasties in it

runes. You then have a short time and will reappear each time you
to pick them up before they fade enter that section of the dungeon.
aw**- There is an awful lot to this

in the dungeon you also find game. Which spells to use and
glyph flagstones. These are when, where to go, which war-
symbols on the floor that you locks to attack and when to travel
stand on to perform one of several down to other levels. The invisible
functions. The Glyph of Seeing rooms are a great idea. I mean,
gives you a map of all rooms in the you wouldn't know what was in a
dungeon that you have already room until you had been in it
visited. The Glyph of Power will would you?
destroy or damage creatures in the This is a great game and there
room that you are in and the is no reason why it shouldn't go
Glyph of Travel will transport you straight to the top. Hewson
between dungeon levels. The final produced a couple of games
glyph is the Glyph of Sorcery. This around the 'Dragontorc' theme
glyph is the one that allows you Let's hope that there are more
access to new spells and powers. Ranarama games.
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FACULTY ENTERPRISES LTD.
SOFTWARE FOR ALL

Sky Runner
Ace
Ace
Ace
C-50 Cascade
C-50 Cascade
Hitpack
Hitpack
Footballer of the Year

Desolator

Ace
Ace
Gauntlet

Masters of the Universe

Vampire
Neverending Story

Football Manager
Spitfire 40
Gunship
Tomahawk
Tomahawk
Fist II

Uridlum
10th Frame
World Games
Short Circuit

West Bank
Leviathan
500cc GP
Short Circuit

Impossaball
They Sold a Million III

Ace of Aces
10th Frame
Coin Op Hits
Space Shuttle
Down Patrol

Green Beret
Spy vs Spy II

Firehawk
Sea King
Who Dares Wins
Future Knight
Gauntlet

Train Game
Train Game
Crusader
Polar Star

Happy Fret
Pico-Pico

Konann's Soccer
Winter Games
Winter Events
Eggerland
Punchy
Hunchback
Roland on the Run
Devils Crown
Code name Mat
Handball
Alien

MSX LIVES Q

Cascade
Cascade
Cascade
Cascade
C64
Sp.
Etile

Elite

Gremlin

Cascade
Cascade
US Gold
US Gold
Codemalers
Ocean
Addictive
Mirrorsoft

Microprose

Melbourne
House
Henson
US Gold

Ocean
Gremlin
English

Aackosoft
Aacksoft
Aackosoft
Databyte
Players
Databyte
Aackosoft
Gremlin
US Gold
Aackosoft
Aackosoft
Aackosoft
Aackosoft
Aackosoft
Aackosoft

Amsoft
Amsoft

Amsoft
Probe
Amsoft
Accolade
Argus

C64
C6d
C64
AM
50 games
50 games
C64
AM
MSX
MSX
C16
C16+4
MSX
BBC
MSX
Sp-
Sp.

Sp.
64/tape

AM Can
Sp. cass
Sp-

Sp.

C64
C64
C64
C64
C64
AM
AM
AM
AM
§P
Sp.
Sp.
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX
MSX (cart)

MSX (cart)

MSX
MSX (cart)

AM disc

AM disc

AM disc

AM disc

AM disc
AM disc

[cart)

disc

£7.25

£8.25

£8.25

£11.99
£7.25
£7.25

£8.89
£8.89
£7.95

£8.95

£9.25

£9.25

£9.99

£8.99

£199
£2.99

£5.49
£9.95
£13.95

£8.95

£8.95

£7.95

£7.95
£8.99

£8.99

£8.95
£4.99

£8.95
£8.99
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£7.99
£7 99
£8.95
£995
£11.95
£15.95
£9.95
£1.99
£1.99
£7.95
£7.95
£9.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£8.95
£9.95
£8.95
£15.95
£9.99
£9.95
£16.95
£11.95
£11.95
£11.95
£11.95
£11.95
£11.95
£11.95

Cheques payable to either

FACULTY ENTERPRISES LTD.

7A SHERWOOD CRESCENT
MARKET DRAYTON
SHROPSHIRE
Q630 5746S

or FACULTY ENTERPRISES LTD
43 MANOR ROAD
ENFIELD
MIDDLESEX EN2 0AN

FOOTHILL MIMIM T^
3 Ciawc Foolbal Maragemant Strategy Garnet £ach C (how: Quality e^to* ** packed wtifc GENU-
INE features tufnakethefn (no most REALISTIC ava«*bia
PREMIER II A COMPREHENSIVE LEAGUE GAME Play &11 learns home and away, f ui wu*3
details til teams injuries. Team Styles. In-matcri *ub*uule& Named a receded goal scorers. Cc*nj>e
herwre Vanale* marfctf. 5 Stuff levees, FeianaaJ problem*, Joo Oflera. McaJe. Save game and MORE!
Pnce - 4ft

1

129* Spaclrum C6 95
Also available on rM 6412BK Commodore - PREMIER LEAGUE - Includes many c* ff*J

fee*uraao*Prama»ll PncatfiW

WORLD CHAMPIONS - A COMPLETE WORLD CUP SIMULATION From the lint taendims,

ajalrfyra stage* lou* Tnaicnu* and oMO the FINALS S*»oci from touad & 25 piayere, 2 In-MaJch

lubattubai ateMd, DMOpDMliM 7 BMI lavM and MU H UUCHMuTOInc Lacjajs « IU1 tnrt rrjtnt<

jumuaion withInum B0O*Jr»o* Serwiro C*\ Comata. Free kick*. Maich sroer, Iqury t«ie
H
Ealra hme.

Goalfeme* and MORE!
Pnce - 4fti26KSpectrurriK&5. 6*t^CommodoroC7 9*

EUROPEAN II CAPTURES THE FULL ATMOSPHERE OF EUROPEAN COMPETITION - Home
& away *«a*« A**y O^al* count demote {ridrawnj. full penalty srtool out |*ilh 5UDOEN DEATH). 7 Ski*

leve* 2 aw*, allowed. P'* matcn leam newt. Dtaopdne istfe. Fid learn 4 sutottuie aeceewn Orsel-

lowodGoafs and MUCH MUCH MOR£t Plus FULL TEXT MATCH SIMULATION
Pnce 4ai?BKSpeciruTT:t6Kj 64. 120*Commodore £7 95

FANTASTIC VALUE Buy any 7 gamee Deduct C2.DO from total

Quy all 3 game* Deduct Z2 00 from total

Ai j-mrs aw avarafcle tor IMMEDIATE DESPATCH by 1st CUSS POSt
and include FH.L fostructona (aod£i OOcvtodeUK*

From. E 4 J Software Room 4, 37 Weatmcor Road, ENFIELD,
V ct trie* £H± :le

e U IM
n n r\

I

s A R D
ATARI 8-BIT SOFTWARE

cass/d«sk

software
ATARI ST SOFTWARE

TRIVIAL PURSUIT 12.75)16*95 LEADERBOARO 21.95
TOMAHAWK 64k & 50/ 10.95 LEADERBOARD TOURNAMENT e.r,o

FIGHTER PILOT 8.50/10.95 BASKETBALL 2 ON 2 21.95
TRAIL6LA2ER B SO. 12.75 LITTLE COMPUTER PEOPLE 29.95

BTARQUAKE 7.95/10.95 SPACE PILOT 12.75

MONTE2UMAS REVENGE 6.50/12.75 WORLD GAME5 21.95
SPY VS SPY 1

5.50/12.75 WINTER GAMES 21.95
SPY VS SPY II 5,50/1175 SUPER CYCLE 21.95
SPY VSSPY III 6/50/12.75 CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING 21.95

MERCENARY COMP 12.75714.95 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 11 44.95

JEWELS OF DARKNESS 12,75/12,75 PSION 3D CHESS 21.95
SILICON DREAMS 12.75/1Z75 STARGLIOER 21.95
LASER HAWK 6.95/9,50 THE PAWN 21.95

INTER KARATE S 95/10.95 KARATE KtD II 21.95

SOLO FLIGHT II e\50/1£75 MICRO TIME CLOCK CARD 34.95

ATARI ACES 0.50/N/A TRIVIA CHALLENGE 16.95

SHOOT EM UPS a.50N/A TIME BANDIT 26.95

SUPER HUEY a 50 '12.75 PINBALL FACTORY 21.95

SILENT SERVICE N/A'12,75 THE ANIMATOR 26.95
MOONMI5T N/A'21.95 ART DIRECTOR 44.95

Many other titles available , TELEPHONE (0625) 25228
NEW TITLES AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY ON RELEASE Established 1984

Km^'™ 8UNARO SOFTWARE (CO) nPO BOX 70 , MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE. SK10 3PF

MEGASAVE
SOFTWARE

46 THE MALT1NGS, STANSTEAD, ABBOTTS, WARE. HERTS.
SPEC T HUM RRP OUH

PRICE
Shockw*v R»d
Bombjack
ArkAflOlO
PSI5
Lwtef Booid

7 95
7 95
7 95
895
B.95

Shadow Shimmer 7 95
Hive
'^.r ,-nrr

EagiM Nest
Granpri Hill

Raoarama
Shod Circuit

Indoor Sports
Judge Orood
Acfl'Acett
Fist 2
Impossabalf
Tenth Frame
President
Tofcrufc

Bail B

9 95

B 90
9 95
795
69G
795
KDP
59S
P95
H9S

a 95

9 95
9 95

5.75
575
575
I I

D

6 60
575
6.99
f^#

6f.O
6.99

575
660
575
6SG

BM
7 95
I 95
7 95
795
8 95

9 95

7.95

| H
6 99
575
650
5 75

6 60
660
699
h M
575

S!a^on1?8
Star Games
DonWe Take
GiuntW
Crachoul
Space Harrier
Vulcan

Qilfpolll
Altera
Enduro Rbcp'
Slpmi 7

COMMODORE 64
Bomb{sch ?
Shoc^woy Rid»'

MvtMtt
Crackoul
Nuclei EMB
Shaolin* Road
Otenge Hill

Leader Brd E*ec
Hollywood HiJ^nK

(d> 24 99
C-WreiWnfl 9 95
Shod Circuit H ^

1
"

For up lo date newi on availability end »p*cJal oftera ring 09ZU — e/056e.

All prices Include tree fast delivery and aeme day deepalch when applicable. Overaeaa
orders add 50p per tape. 5Vn dJicount on all orders tor seven or more tapes or to a value

over £45. B.F.P.O. Welcome. Cheques P.Q/srE.Ca- payable lo ED40
F c/G. I

6 60

6 60

6 95

9S5

B95

6 99
6 CO

6 60
6 60
699
Mi
6 60
6 99
6 99

1H5Q
I M
6 L60

Lev^flThan P3S 699
Gunnhip TJ95 11.50
a lama 9 95 | ^
NoMorii'tj 9 95 U9
Arhanoids B.BS 6.60

On Escape
I H 660

Top Gun i 95 560
He Man a 98

h
;. ik 660

Gauntlet 9 95 6.^9

Space Heme* 94G
Sentinpl 9 95 im
5«nges Castle 9 95 i H
Last NJnta -> U9
Super Huay 2 995 MM
Tenlh Frame 9 95 l it
He*son Packo 6.99
r-U-nn?: *. B95 6 60
Cipiotet 9 95 6.M
Mim Office 2 Id) 1 O50
Chameleon B« 6.99
Terrors/Deep | M | H
Porta! 1995 14 50
Etevptqr Action B9E 6<>o

cjistit DMM%
The original much acclaimed

macabre adventure.

Travel the Borgo Pass In gothtc Transylvania on ajoumoy into

terror. Explore the sinister black castle Meet Frankenstein, the
wollman o other grizzly inhabitants in lh«s black rainbow of

horror
Tha gates of hell awaltf

Now available for me Spectrum MSX, the Commodore Pius/4,
Atari '64k), the Dragon and me Texas 99/4*

This adventure coufd cost you your soul! But for no* send only
£3 99 to

MERCURY SOFTWARE,
s Mercury House, 22 Warwick Road. Olton. Solihull,

West Mi^and* 692 7HX

FREE VAMPlRf
BADGE WITH
EVERY OHpER



Bugsy —
CRL/ST Brides

Even our editor wanes to get in on
the act, rabbiting on as usual about
gangsters.
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Wizardry
The Edge

9

v Stuck

! latest

;!the so

- - - - — — ----.. r ,

in a rut, can't complete your»!v
game? Kirk Rutter may have vXv
lution YS/.\

9 9 * * * *

V *

Still struggling with Wizardry from
The Edge? Use the maps and all wilt

be revealed.

Each room has a number Enter
each one in the correct order to
achieve your goal. You should get
enough 'heal' spells to see you
through as long as you don't hang
about too long in a room- If you
must pause the 'hold-it' spell is

best.

- ' I

9 9

t 9 m 9 t

9 9 9 *

Willow
Pattern —
Firebird Silver I

Sorry this isn't a beautifully

artworked map but it will help get
you to the princess then you can
go through again and get all the
treasures to maximise your score.
Remember that grey ninjas don't
throw swords at you but orange
ones do.

From your starting point exit
left and you'll see an orange ninja.

Approach him carefully and be^ F

r

C

l

r

The film of the Fourth Protocol is

about to be released and
Ariolasoft will be bringing out new
versions of the game to coincide
with it. They are highly
recommended and here are a few
tips to help you on your way.

The Nato
Papers

1) The traitor has access to a

photocopier and all five files. Read
the NATO papers, the Cabinet,
Foreign Office and the MOD files

to get a list of suspects,

2) When Stanislav becomes a

problem, enter Turn Stanislav' in

the 'Other Suggestions' option.

3) After Bracton's phone call,

watch him closely and you'll get
some very weird reports that
suggest he's involved in black
magic. Inform medical security
when asked for proof.

4) Anna Nilson's notepad has
fingerprints on it. If you compare
them with Nikon's diplomatic file

in Stockholm you will glean some
important information.

5) Check the glossary when Plumb
asks how the traitor was recruited.

The answer will tell you the kind
of traitor you're looking for
6) Make a note of the numbers at

the end of this section.

The Bomb
At Gordons there are a few things

to do if you want to progress.

1) Get the wallet, tube map,
computer and ID card. You'll need
them!

2) To get the passwork for the lift

use the One-time Pad (No. 2) and
convert the numbers from the end
of the NATO Papers section into

letters.

3) After talking to Harcourt Smith,
head for Sentinel House via Euston
underground station.

forgotten the code
numbers, have you^
5) Other important tube stations:

Barbican — flowers for Brod
Boston Manor — hobby shop
Great Portland St — Boots,
university

Heathrow — conference centre,
take a camera and bug-receiver
Oxford Circus — Boots
Paddington - the Bristol train

Victoria — the Dover train,

substitute metal discs with washers
and take the discs to a specialist for

scanning

Westminster - Sentinel House
Sentinel House is where you'll

get kitted out for your mission but
first you'll have to lose the life

1) Talk to Penfold in the
administration office and you'll get
a poem cypher Use the computer
file to convert Gordon's code into

the password

2) Get more money from Cs
secretary,

3) Brod will give you 3 'make on
an illegal

4) Get a gun from the Armoury.
5) Important information can be
found in the printing room.
6) The Special Projects room
contains essential equipment.

For the third part of the
mission Svetofor and Tower Hill

are important and I hope you
remembered to check out
Bremerhaven earlier
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4 be... prepared to run. When youVe
dose to him he'll throw his sword,

run away — not off the screen,

chicken, and the sword will land

harmlessly behind you. Pick it up

and leave by the bottom left exit.

Next you'll reach the bridge.

Crossing bridges follows the

same pattern each time. Walt until

the hand of the guard is fully

extended downwards before you

jump. As you move the hand will

lift out of the way. It's easy when
you know how.

Go up and kill the grey ninja

and continue upwards. You'll see

an orange ninja, probably the

meanest one in the game, lb get

hs sword, look carefully at the left

side of the gap in the border and

you'll see a small protuberance

Place your character's feet about

midway up and move right The
bush should stop you going too far

but be prepared to run left and

then down very quickly otherwise

you'll catch the sword between
your shoulder blades, Pick up the

sword and throw it at the ninja.

Go two screens to the right

and pick up the sword. Ignore the

ninja at the top of this screen and

go left and kill the next one.

Continue through the gap he

leaves and cross the bridge-

Go up and right, get the sword

from the orange ninja but don't kill

him Go left and then up after

killing the grey ninja. Don't touch

the sword lying on the corner,

you'll need it later Go right four

times using each ninja s sword to

clear a path. Return to the sword

In the corner and then go back and

kill the next grey ninja you meet.

Go right again and you'll see a

sword and an orange ninja. Pick up

*the sword.

Go down the channel next to

the one guarded by the orange

ninja and kill the guard on the next

screen. Continue downwards and

get the sword from the next ninja

but don't kill him

Go left and left again, then kill

the grey ninja. Go up through the

gap, ignore the sword and go right,

kill the guard with his sword, go
right, up and left — you may as

well grab the jewei here. Head left,

take the sword and go down. Kill

the grey ninja and go left twice.

Avoid the orange guard but get the

sword lying nearby and go back left

and then down.

Continue downwards after you

take out the grey guard and then

you'll have to go right until you

meet an orange ninja. Kill him with

his sword and go back to where

you picked up the sword near an

orange guard (left. left. up. up.

left). Get the ninja to throw his

sword, grab it and then go back to

where you were before (right,

down, down and then right as far

as you can),

Go up twice and you'll find a

grey ninja. kill him and go up until

you have to turn left. Get the

sword from the orange ninja and

top him. Retrace your steps to

where the last grey ninja was
(right, down, down) and take the

right-hand exit downwards untii

you meet an onnge ninja. Get his

sword and carry it up two screens,

move across to the left and go all

the way up that path. At the cop

go left and left again, kill the ninja

and cross the bridge. Go up and

take the right exit. Go down and

collect the sword.

If you're still with me, go up

and then left, take exit and go left-

Kill the grey ninja and then the

orange one on the next screen to

the left and go up.

Now things get tricky. Get the

sword from the orange ninja but

don't kill him. Go left and you'll

see another orange guard. Lure

him into throwing his sword at you

but don't pick it up yet. Kill the

guard with the sword in your hand
and then pick up the other sword
(phew!). Go down the left exit, go
across to the ninja guarding the up
exit, eliminate him and go up and

led.

Another clever piece of

swordplay for you now, You'll see

an orange guard and a sword.

There s no way to reach the guard

without picking up the sword first,

so get it. Make the guard throw his

sword and leave it on the ground.

Nip into the gap between the

sword and the guard and kill him.

Pick up the sword, exit left.

After that bit of excitement,

kill the next guard and go up.

Next, go right twice by killing the

ninjas in your path. Go right again.

Whoops! You've picked up
another sword. OK, let's go down
and wipe out another guard. Go
left through the exr he was
guarding, got the key and go back

out again to the right.

Grab the sword and go up the

right-hand passage — the one

above the sword. Take a right and

kill the ninja. Leave by the upper
right exit, steal the guard's sword

and come back left again. I know
there's a jewel there but let's not

be too greedy, the princess is

waiting.

Go down off the screen, kill

the grey ninja and bear right until

you meet an orange one. See him
off and continue right. Take the

exit at the bottom right — we'll

see to the grey ninja in a minute.

Get the sword from the orange

guard and go back up and kill the

grey one. Go up twice and then

left. Kill the orange ninja with his

sword and take the path
downwards — it's behind you! Go
left and get the sword, then go
right, up, left and left again. Kill the

ninja and go left and then down —
almost there! Kill the orange guard
blocking your way and go up
where he was standing and then

head left, kilting the next guard

with his sword.

Another guard waits off to the

left, kill him and go left again to

kill yet another orange fiend.

Retrace your steps right and

right again. Get the sword from
the orange ninja but don't use it

yet Go left three times and kill the

guard at the bridge. Cross the

bridge and go left.

No. your eyes are not
deceiving you. that small

unimpressive sprite is in fact the

princess, but don't jump for joy

just yet, you've got to get her back

to the boat alone! Ta-ra. chuck.

If you need help with a game
or you have some hints, tips or
pokes for Kirk to try, send them
to: 'Get Out of That /

Computer Gamer, ASP Ltd, I

Golden Square, London WIR 3AB.

The best entry each month
will win a brand new game so
remember to tell Kirk which
computer you own.

»



Your Uncle Buddy Burbank and
your Aunt Hildcgarde have passed
away. As they had no children of
their own and you were their

favourite nephew, the estate is due
to pass to you. Knowing what sort
of people they were, you suspect
that getting your hands on the
money is not going to be
straightforward. Your suspicions
are confirmed when the lawyer
hands you a letter from your Aunt,

Between them, your Aunt and
Uncle built up one of the largest
and wackiest film companies in the
history of Hollywood. Specialising
i B-movies with such unforget-

table titles as
Meltdown on
Street and a
whole series

about an
all-American

mailman.

Vampire

Elm

Peniguins,

locked. There is a statue of Buck
Palace, the all-American mailman.
He is armed to the teeth with
bazooka, machine guns, ammuni-
tion belts, rifles and bayonets, all

the paraphernalia a postman needs
to fend off irate dogs. And. of
course, his mailbag. A sort of cross
between Postman Pat and Rambo.
More sinister perhaps is the fact

that the statue rotates to point his

bazooka in different directions.

As you wander round the
grounds, you discover the rose bed
includes one sickly rose bush
where you threw up as a child after

smoking one of your uncle's cigars.

Your Aunt was most fastidious

about her garden so

presumably

*F 'you can't see a mailbag here/ This
is no doubt because there is

another mailbag somewhere else

in the game but this is not the sort
of thing that Infocom usually let

through.

As usual, the game's packaging
is superb. As well as copies of the
letter from your Aunt and post-
card from your Uncle, there is a
copy of the magazine Tinsel
World. This is a beautiful spoof on
all those 'secrets of the stars'

business

concerns
spread over

into their

private lives.

Their beachside mansion is full of
props from old movies, practical

jokes set up by your uncle and the
general trivia normally associated
with a movie existence.

Your Aunt's letter is in fact a

copy of the Will. As they made
their fortune from nothing, you
are expected to put in a bit of
work before you inherit the
estate. Hidden somewhere within

Savaged by a psychotic gerbil

magazines with such features as a

man being savaged by a psychotic
gerbil and a three-headed boy who
has just been signed up for a huge
fee. Then of course there are all

those wonderful adverts; send a

nail clipping plus SI 2.00 and I will

send you your lucky numbers, fat-

melting chewing gum and a swizzle

stick that is guaranteed to bring

Title: Hollywood Hi jin>

Computer: C64
Supplier: Infocom
Price: £24.99 (disk)

there is some special significance

attached to the bush. There is the
entrance to the maze, not the
traditional adventure type maze of
twisty little passages all alike, but
one edged with thick hedges and
a warning not to enter without a

map.

A sort of cross between Postman Pat and
Rambo

*

the mansion and grounds are ten
treasures and you have just one
night to collect them alL Fail, and
another of your cousins gets the
chance. Your only clue is a poem
on the back of a postcard from
your Uncle that might as well have
been written in Greek for all the
sense it makes.

You start off outside the house
and a cursory examination soon
reveals that all the doors are

A staircase leads down to the
beach but it is broken and you
cannot get across. There is a

ladder down the cliff near a cannon
that may be of use. if you can find

a way of carrying it All these
problems and you are still no
nearer to getting into the house.

As with ail InfoconVs games
there is a wealth of text at every
location, Descriptions must be
read carefully as you attempt to

separate the wheat from the chaff.

This is no real hardship as one of
Infocom's specialities is to ensure
that you get sensible answers to
impractical ideas whenever pos-
sible. This makes the game so
much more enjoyable than a
typical page full of 'you can't do
that' responses,

The parser, once the envy of
the adventure writing world is now
beginning to look a little dated.
Some of the commands that I tried

to use, especially multiple com-
mands just didn't work- There was
also the slightly annoying feature
of not being able to enquire about
items that have just been described
in the text. For example, examin-
ing the mailbag on the statue of
Buck Palace elicited the response

you instant wealth. So convinced
are Infocom that this article is

genuine, they have even included

a free one in your packaging.
Of course, all these bits and

pieces do have an ulterior motive
as there are several clues hidden
within the text that are essential

if you want to get anywhere within
the game. It is by far the best way
of combating piracy*

Hollywood Hijrnks takes an
excellent swipe at the movie
industry and will be loved by film

buffs everywhere, plus, of course,
anyone else who enjoys state of
the art adventuring. Who needs
pictures? (Try celling that to the
chain stores — Ed).

SCORELINE
Impact

Originality

Payability

X-Factor

90%
95%
80%
85%

OVERALL 88%
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THE GILT EDGED LABEL
Now the Status Software label brings you games AvailablG UOmmOQOI
you can rely on.

Paccptto CQ Q*
Superb sounds, great graphics. last action. vaoocuc i^z/.^ju

The gilt edged label tor people who demand the Disk £14 95

Just arrived. The Vikings tull of action packed fun Coming SOOn AmStrad/
with challenges for all levels. Tipped to soar up the OpGCu UfTl
charts. Get your copy now.
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everland used to be ruled by four
magicians, each of whom derived
his power from a magical scroll.
The four used their combined
talents for the good of Neverland
which prospered.

But that changed with the
arrival of Colo! bolts will bounce off the club-

I he skies turned black when he wielding Marhkos, although you
arrived with a deafening roar. The can thump them out of your way
ev.I sorceror kiNed the four In practise, it is easier to jump over
magicians where they stood, stole them though, an art to be

tZl i

a

H Tk Tr Practiced as the lonSer Y°" k«p
Neverland changed, tyranny the joystick in the -up' position

resort to bare knuckle fighting. Magic Madness is a cross
I he weapons and spells you between Ghosts and Goblins and

pick up are for use against the Cobra. Although the graphics are
different creatures chat you a bit blocky, on-screen presenta-
encounter. Some are impervious tion is generally good. The game
to certain weapons but vulnerable plays well and is quite

For example, wand Written back in 1985
addictive.

, it is a pity

Anco could not get the rights then
as there are now several games of
this type on the market.

ruled, so desperate did things
become that the inhabitants
decided that Colo and his minions
must be destroyed at all costs.

So it was that a deputation of
Neverlanders arrived at your cave
one morning pleading with you to
help them. As a witch, they ex-
plained, you should be able to use

the higher you leap.

The spells include a cutter, a

type of boomerang, shield, fireball,

guard, as well as other weapons.
As each scroll must be found

within a certain time limit there is

also a timestop.

Apart from the Marhkos. the
other denizens of the burrow who'. 7 " vw "*- wuici uunizens or the Durrow whe

srais-S:s?j!x "<**» ****• *** *>«".,
offer you four gifts to help you in

your task — a cape, a cross,
wand and a sand glass. You find it

impossible to resist their pleas,

accept their gifts and make your
way to the entrance of Colo's
burrow.

The burrow is divided into four
levels, each one contains one of
the scrolls. Only when you possess
all four scrolls can you seek out
Colo himself.

You start off in the forest.

Above you, if you can reach
it, is the divine level -

lots a

skeletons and slugs. There is also
something called a 'lift genius'
whose sole object in life is to drag
you down two levels thus making
the divine and forest scrolls even
harder to attain. If you reach the
end of a level, you are given the
scroll by a guardian ant-eater! (who
comes up with these ideas?) and
the monsters become more
vicious,

i of clouds to ^fe

You can drop down levels

through selected gaps but jumping
up again is trickier

You start off with a selection
of weapons and spells. Your normal
mode of attack is with bolts of
energy fired from your wand. Pro-
vided there is still some energy left

in the wand, you can toggle
between it and any other weapon
acquired. These can be found in

treasure chests, of which there are
many in the burrow. The chests
may also contain bonus scores and
balloons — vital for elevation to
higher levels.

However, should your wand
energy run out — it does replenish

with time — you will be forced to



WHATEVER YOUR STAR SIGN.

THE FUTURE HOLDS EXCITEMENT

CBM 64/128 uP« £9.99

disk -£14.99

AMSTRAD tap. £9.99

disk

SPECTRUM 48K .ape £9.99
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Star Games,
Alpha House, 10 Carver Street,

Sheffield S1 4FS. Tel: (0742) 753423
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) have the best equipment.
£ And the latest state of the
» art joystick — which has
wonderful wasting capabi-
lities and is the joystick
equivalent of the Colt 45—
should help.

It is called the Phasor I

Joystick and it would set
you back £14.95 in the
shops but good old Gamer J O O
is virtually giving away not OO
one, but 20 of 'em. ^ QWe reviewed the stick f\fT\
last month along with -{"J-J^
Mastertronic's Magnum «^t/ O
and the Phasor came out O O
ahead. A simple no-non-
sense stick based on a
pistol, it has a butt and a
trigger where a trigger
should be making for great
shoot-em-up fun. The stick
itself sits on top. The E
loved it and whiled away
more than a few happy
hours supposedly
evaluating it.

If you — like the Ed —
prefer the joys of gaming
to those of spring all you
need do is sort out the
eight mixed up games
below then write the
answers on the back of an
envelope, chuck the entry
form inside and send it to:
Phasor I Competition,
Computer Gamer, ASP
Ltd., I Golden Square,
London WIR 3AB. The.
closing date is April 30th so > O
get working and don't be O O
an April fool and read the |QQ

I

\ r\r\ i

rules on page 90 first!

1. Manic Wrestling
2. Speed Patrol

13. Dragons of the
Universe

I 4. Ace Miner
5. Park Harrier
6. Space King

7. Masters of Aces
8. Championship Lair
eg: Trivial Frame and

1 0th Pursuit would
give you 1 0th Frami
and Trivial Pursuit.
Geddit? Easy innit?

36

*N i

)

OOv
>OOJ

it"1>J^OOOOOv oJ*^^^
Phasor

' Gamer April

Name

Address „...„

q— — o

The games are: 3 O ol

1 "^ ooo
2 * >ooo(
2 r -oooo
3 ^^^ ^o

_*. u
4

5

6

7 IjOOwloooo
8 'oooooIflooooolComputer owned: |0 O ^ ^ O

s I agree to abide by the rules of the competition.

Signed

4
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At
long last an indoor equiva-

lent of the famous World/
Summer/Winter Games.
Although going under the
unoriginal title of Indoor

Sports, Advance Software's latest

includes four events any one of

which could stand up in its own
right. The four sports are: ten-pin

bowling; darts; air hockey and tabic

tennis.

Title: Indoor Sports

^Computer: Commodore 64

'$ Supplier: Advance >

v^Price:
(

.^£8.95 cass/£l4.95 disk:

Hot on the heels of US Gold's

10th Frame, the ten-pin bowling

makes (or an interesting compari-
son. To start with. Advance's
graphics are a lot bigger and
brighter The game is presented
side-on as the bowler delivers his

ball, the action then switches to

head-on as you see your ball

hurtling down the lane and. in my
case, usually straight into the side

gutter On the debit skJc, controll-

ing your ball is a lot harder than
m 10th Frame.

You start by positioning your
man in the lane and then choosing

the spot you are going to aim for.

Timing the release of the ball is

crucial Get it wrong and you
either trip over your own toes or
get dragged down the lane after

your ball. Either of these occur*

rences tends to severely hamper
the accuracy of your shot! The
bowling action js excellent in side-

ways perspective but determining

your aim and the degree of hook
is very difficult. As the action

switches to the skittles, you also

get a picture of your man's head
pulling a variety of faces depending

on the success or otherwise of

your ball.

the best I have
seen so far

Darts has never been particu-

larly well done on computer.

Advance's darts is the best I have

seen so far but still lacking some-
thing. You start by moving your
hand across the bottom of the

board until it lies under the spot
you want to try and hit. Throwing
the dart involves selecting the arc

of your throw and the power The
scene then switches to a graphic

of your man throwing the dart.

This method of throwing
works a lot better than the usual

wobbly hand and is also a lot.

harder to judge accurately. This is

because there is no one set

combination of angle and power
that works (or a particular shot.

You can throw hard and flat or
slow your shot down and go for

more elevation. There are all the

usual options to choose from —
301, 501 or 701, starting or

finishing on a double, and the

accuracy of your opponent.
Onto air hockey, a game I have

not come across before on the

computer, but one in which I have
smashed many a knuckle playing in

amusement arcades. The basic idea

is to slam a plastic puck across a

table into your opponents goal

before he does likewise to you.

The puck is supported on a
cushion of air. hence the name
and. while brute force is particu-

larly satisfying, you tend to have

more success when the puck is

bounced sneakily off the side walls.

Again, the simulation is excel-

lent with the speeds and angles of

bounce feeling just right. The game
is played to a time limit but finishes

earlier if one side scores 12 goafs.

The final game is table tennis.

Advance's version has also been
released on its own under the

name Superstar Ping-Pong. It was
reviewed some months ago in

Gamer and is by far the best of the

various table tennis games
available. One useful tip with this

one is to let the bat move itself

while you are getting used to the
game. This stops you losing heavily.

the simulation is

excellent
AH four game events a _

characterised by an impressive

menu driven option chart which
allows you to select different

speeds, game variations and
difficulty levels. All the games

r

apart from air hockey, can be
played solo and there are options

to play against either the computer
or a human opponent. Atl in all.

Indoor Sports is an excellent

package, well presented and
superb value for money.

SCORELINE
Imp.:

Ongmalily

Playabih

X-Factor

OVERALL

90%
1

84%™3HS
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•• Mike McGarry reports on the
.; Second Annual PBM Convention. A
thousand gamers from Britain and !%F

»Jthe continent turned up and a good
time was had by nearly all

vl

ir
he clock above the

stage showed almost 10.30am. I

cast a frantic look around the hall,

everything seemed OK. The last

computer had been plugged in and
the posters looked as if they would
stay up. The faces of the games
masters behind the stands showed
optimism, greed or blind terror.

The sound system was less than
perfect, but the cans of lager

behind the bar and the 500
sandwiches piled high in the
refreshment area looked inviting.

The order went out: "Let "em
in

.
Silence for about a minute,

then the first visitors came through
the doors. The trickle became a
flood and suddenly the hall was full

of people. My spirits rose: all the
work had payed off. But my satis-
faction was short-lived: "Mike
McGarry to the stage" the
speaker spluttered out. Wayne
smiled at me: "Someone has been
sick on the stairs, can you do
something about it?"

In front of the stage the game
competitions were also in full

swing and voting for the PBM
awards was brisk. At 1 1.00am the
bar opened and for a while things
quietened until players, beers In

hand, got down to the serious
business of eliciting information
from games masters and fellow
players. Money changed hands and
company reps began to smile. On
stage Wayne was offering a free
start up for Gameplan to the first

player who could name the quarter
back at the Green Bay Packers.
Things were going well.

I moved to the quieter lecture

room where Simon Letts from
Sloth was addressing an audience
of about 1 5 on how to start a PBM
company. As far as I could make
out his advice was don't bother, it

will only lead to poverty.
At 1.30pm it was my turn to

lecture. I chaired a discussion with
four star players; Pete Thornhill,

Mark Coulshed, Keith Moseley and

ROLL OF
HONOUR

BEST PBM ENTERPRISES
1 SLOTH ENTERPRISES
2 LEGEND INC
3 VENGEANCE GAMES
KJC GAMES

BEST TRIBAL GAME
1 TRIBES OF CRANE (MITRE)
2 WORLD OF VENGEANCE
(VENGEANCE)

3 EXPLORERS OF ORION
(ORION)

4

BEST ROLE-PLAYING GAME
1 SATURNALIA (SLOTH)
2 AES (LEGEND)
3 ORION'S FINGER
(VENGEANCE)

I

BEST TACTICAL GAME
|

1 KINGS OF STEEL (SLOTH)
2 GLOBAL SUPREMACY
(MITRE)

3 EARTHWOOD (KJC)

BEST SCIENCE-FICTION GAME BEST NEW GAME
1 STARGLOBE
2 CAPITOL (KJC)
3 VORCON WARS (VORCON)
ORION'S FINGER
(VENGEANCE)

®

However, it turned out to be
a great day and everyone seemed
to enjoy themselves. In one large

alcove the role-playing games were
in full swing. Advanced Dungeons
and Dragons proved a great suc-
cess for Scotland with Jimmy
Johnstone from Glasgow walking
off with first prize.

Nick MacKenzie. A hundred
players turned up and asked
sensible questions, the panel gave
intelligent answers. Things were
going well,

At 2.30pm the live role-playing

people from the Labyrinth put on
their mini-adventure behind the
siage, hitting each other with

BEST GAME MASTER

1 JOHN TODE (LEGEND)
2 NEIL PACKER (SLOTH)
3 CAROL MULHOLLAND
(TIME PATTERNS)
BOB MOSS (LEGEND)

BEST PLAYER
1 NICK MACKENZIE
2 MARK COULSHED
3 KEITH MOSELEY

rubber swords and casting spells.

Meanwhile someone bought a con-
vention T-shirt, only 49 left now.
we had run out of coke and only
the pate sandwiches were left.

3.00pm and we announced that
the Knights Of The Holy Grail
were to perform a fantasy scen-
ario and cleared a space for them.
An appreciative audience were-
spellbound as six guys dressed in

full armour wielding real weapons
put on a small playlet with a lot of
swordplay and excellent choreo-
graphy.

At 3.15pm the knights finished

1 AES (LEGEND)
2 ITS A CRIME (KJC)
3 WHERE LIES THE POWER
(VENGEANCE)
DELENDA EST CARTHAGO
(WAVENEY)

BEST MAGAZINE
COVERAGE OF PBM
1 FLAGSHIP
2 CRASH
3 COMPUTER GAMER
ADVENTURER

their act rather abruptly. One of
the knights did not bow to the
audience as he was bleeding rather
badly from a wound on his arm.
"It's part of the act", someone
said. "It's tomato sauce". One of
the knights whispered to me:
"We've had an accident, can you
get an ambulance?" There wss
blood on the floor, They tooke
him away. I forgot that I didn'y
drink and had a double scotch.
Things were not going quite so
we

With only 90 minutes to go
Nicky Palmer is hosting "Flagship
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and the Future of PBM'. With him

in the lecture hall were Mark
Coulshed and Mo Halkar Nicky

answered some very technical

questions from some very earnest

players. My stomach felt better

after the scotch. Things were
going OK again.

At 4.00pm I did the rounds of

the PBM companies. All had done

well. The real winners were

Legend Inc and The Laboratory,

but everyone had taken money.

The Laboratory had taken nearly

a 100 start ups for Further Into

Fantasy One of their chaps* who
looks like Arnold Swartznegger's

younger brother, was on their

success, while John and Bob from

Legend had run out of rule books
— John had handed out a 1,000

leaflets about his player

association. Convention T-shirts

were now selling for £1.00 each

but still nobody wanted them. All

the beer had gone.

With only half an hour to go
it was the awards ceremony. The
players of the year were
announced* There were
comments for Keith, generous

applause for Mark and silent

amazement followed by good
natured cheering for Nick. Pete

Thornhill read the voting results

and the winners collect their

prizes. Sloth nominated their

newest recruit. Dave Fletcher, to

pick up their rote playing trophy.

He tripped as he went up the

stairs. Everybody laughed. The

biggest cheers were for Time
Patterns with their sci-fi award and

John Tode. the best game master

The convention wound down,

things had gone very well.

Convention over, the players

departed to the pub across the

road The stewards hurried us

along; there was Scottish country

dancing later We hurried and soon

everything was gone. We seemed
to have given away the convention

T-shirts. Mo Hatkar was dragged

from the lecture room where he

had been trying to talk che cat into

joining Saturnalia. We loaded the

stuff into the car. took a last look

around; we have had a great time

and will be back next year Things

are looking good for PBM,

PBM AWARDS
The highlight of the day was

the awards ceremony Players had

been voting alt day and most stayed

on for it* Last year had seen the

battle for best company played out

between Sloth Enterprises and KjC
Games, but this yean with KJC
making a last minute decision to

attend the convention and their

players notably absent, Steth swept

home virtually unopposed. New
company, Legend, came in second

with KJC relegated to third with

Vengeance, closely following were

Time Patterns and Vorcon.

Saturnalia retained its role-

playing title but the other three

games categories were close run;

Starglobe, who came from third

last year, cook the sci-fi award

from Capitol. Tribes of Crane
retained its lead in the tribal

section in the closest contest of

the day. while Kings of Steel from

Sloth won the Best Tactical Game
award.

It had been confidently

predicted that Its a Crime would

take Best New Game; the surprise

winner was AEs (pronounced ay-

as) who won by a large margin.

There were two new awards.

The first for best game master of

a hand moderated game, this

turned into a straight contest

between John Tbde. of AEs. and

Neil Packer, of Saturnalia, with

John just beating Neil on the last

vote. A case of the young

pretender usurping the old man.

AEs has been running for less than

a year and John has played

Saturnalia for several years with

Neil as his game master
Flagship took the award for

best magazine with more votes

than all the rest put together. This

was hardly surprising since It is the

only professionally produced PBM
magazine, although available on
subscription only. Trailing in

Flagship's wake came the maga-
zines with PBM columns. Gamer
came a very creditable third.

The Player of the Year award

is based on nominations from PBM
companies. Strong cases were

made for Lloyd Gold and Pete

Thornhill, but in the end it was a

straight fight between Nick
MacKenzie and Keith Moseley.

both role players, and last year's

winner. Mark Caulshed. a sci-fi

man.

Nick won and looked aston-

ished as he picked up his trophy.

Nick has played successfully in

most of the well known fantasy

games notably Saturnalia and

Crasimoffs World and is a regular

reader of PBM Update.

Overall the awards were a

triumph for Sloth and Legend. But

it was very good to see the smaller

companies doing so well.
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NEXT/
MONTH
Back to normal in May with news and
letters. It's A Crime has been running
for over a year and I will be assessing

it now that all the wrinkles seem to

have been ironed out and 1*11 be giving

tactical advice.
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SLOTH ENTERPRISES: Freepost Southampton S09 IBH
m\

LEGEND INC: 38 Overton Drive, Chadwell Heath. Romford,
#
«
(

Essex. #
«

VENGEANCE GAMES: 6 Rose Farm. Fold Akofts, Normanton 1#
«

West Yorks. •

KJC GAMES: PO Box II. Cleveleys. Blackpool FY5 2UL •

MITREGAMES: 189 Balham High Rd.. London SWI2. •

VORCON GAMES: 59 Juniper Birch Hill, Bracknell. Berks RGI2%"
4ZG. y ;_
TIME PATTERNS: 97 Devonshire Rd.. Birmingham B20 2PL V
WAVENEY GAMES: 28 Diprose Rd., Corfe Mullen. Wimborne.%
Dorset BH2I 3QY. \
ORION GAMES: 6 St Austell Rd., Manchester MI6 8QW.V
THE LABORATORY: 19 Colbourne St., Swindon, Wilts SNI 2EQ.V.
HISTORICAL ENGINEERING: The Stable. The Temple, Gt.V.
Wilbraham. Cambs CBI SJF. Vt
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Ariolasoft's They Stole a

Million uses a database for

skullduggery: punch up a
selection of jobs, fences
and crooks to help you

hit the big time. The game is in two
parts: you select target, fence and
re your team before planning and

executing the raid.

—
, e

things up and make them morel
efficient. During the raid itself one I
of your crooked associates takes
on the risky job of lookout. You I
should be ready to freeze the!
action in case the cops suddenly I

appear and even be prepared to do I

a runner leaving your hoods to I
face the fuzz!

* • • • • •

>:•:•:•:•:•: Title: Dodgy Geezers
•;%%•*• Computer: Commodore 64,

;%%•;•; Spectrum, Amstrad, BBCJ!
»X»X Supplier: Melbourne House •!

«•%%?•? Price: £9.95 >,
1 • •.

•_•_•.

i

A
dodgy duo star in the first of
these two crime games.
Dodgy Geezers. Although
the aim is the same in both
games — to pull off the

Crime of the Century — they
are totally different.

The second game, They
Stole a Million, uses the computer
as an icon driven database of
crooks, fences and targets where-
as Dodgy Geezers is a straight

adventure.

Dodgy Geezers was written by
Lever and Jones who sound more
like soap powder manufacturers
than a pair of programmers. They
were also responsible for Mel-
bourne Houses other comic ad-
ventures, Hampstead and Terror-
molinos, but we don't hold it

against them.

Dodgy Geezers was written
using an enhanced version of Quill

so features some graphics as well
as text. Using standard two word
adventure commands you begin
the game in a prison cell — luckily

it's your day of release! — and then
proceed to plan and recruit for
your next big job.

Scouring the streets for likely

associates you come across a bul-

lion truck. The driver has fortui-

• # • • -

tously stopped off for a cuppa. You
also see some possible recruits

featured on wanted posters.

The game is mainly text with
a few small pictures thrown in at
key times — such as the posters,
as well as important locations.

Once you've found your target
and assembled your gang youVe
ready for the second part of the
games. But you need a password
first so there's no diving straight in

before you've done the ground-
work.

Dodgy Geezers is In the same
humorous vein as Hampstead and
Terrormolinos with lots of 'can't

do that, John* cockney phrases
which don't quite work, thrown in.

S Title: They Stole a MHIion^S I
^Computer: C64 S
\ Supplier: Atiolasoft ^
\Prke:_ £9.95. S,

Using SWAG (Software for
Aspiring Gangsters) you can buy in-

formation about your target, the
stuff you hope to steal and the
alarm system protecting it. You
must then choose the right fence.
For example. Small Change Sue is

ideal for coins but useless for
shifting paintings. Then there are
the drivers, safe blowers, elec-
tronics experts and other hood-
lums you need to do the job-

Planning the raid is simple. You
use joystick controlled icons to
control the action, the movements
are mapped out on blueprints
which can be edited to speed

If all goes well you'll have
enough profit to organise bigger
and better jobs until, finally, you
can go for a million.

I thought They Stole a Million

the better of the two games, but
Dodgy Geezers will appeal to the
dedicated Lever/Jones followers.

\SCORELINE
V Impact

. Originality

NGameplay
VX-Factor

RALL

•w • «
• •••.• •
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• •"•

9 Impact

€ Originality

•j Gameplay
' X Factor

:•:

New Cane
Save Tean
Load Tpam
.99

1

.'.OVERALL

45%
B59I

55%
55% i

60%'
• • • • •

#%%••%
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Ada* Pros*

History :

Ada* had his First brush
with the law at the age of
ten when he was stopped by
1 of 4 ore

1 U<»* 1
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Steve Applebaum joins the anti-

nuclear protesters, sails the Barbary
Coast and pilots Super Huey —
without leaving his armchair! _^

ChicagoA couple of issues ago. there was
a short piece In Gamer about
Mindscape's brilliant Defender of

the Crown. Apart from being the

most graphically advanced game to

emerge for the Amiga, it was also

the first of what looked like a very

promising new series of programs
known as 'Gnemaware*

Sadly. S.QL available on the ST
and Commodore — the second
Cincmaware game, fails to match
iis predecessor's standard. One of

the game's biggest faults is Its

subject matter: it's yet another
example of computer program-
mers crivialismg one of the most
emotive subjects of modern times,

nuclear arms.

S.D.I is the acronym of Bonzo
Reagan's incredibly naive plan to

protect America from Russian

nudear missiles The idea is to set

up a system of satellites equipped

with powerful lasers, so, should the

unthinkable happen, and Russia

launch a nuclear attack on Uncle

Sam. these so-called killer satellites

will shoot down the incoming

warheads before they can re-enter

[he earth's atmosphere and fulfill

their terrible purpose.

The game starts with Russia

going through a new revolution.

The Red Army, together with a
small KGB element, is trying to

depose the Russian government.

As Moscow falls, the S.D.L

satellites come under attack from

squadrons of small fighter craft

whose sim is to cripple Reagan's

protective 'umbrella
1

as well as the

Rusyan space defence station, too.

VI Lenin as it is called, is in danger

of being taken over by another

breakaway revolutionary group.

5.DI. is a modern day fairy tale.

And. just like old fairy tales, it has

a hero and a heroine, Sloan

McCormick. captain of the Orbital

Marines and all round good guy,

andNatalya Kazarian, commander
of the Lcnln space station and long

time friend of McCormick. The
pair are mankind's only hope. Only

they can stop the immminent
nuclear destruction of the world,

S.DJ. is actually little more than

3 fast zap em, reminiscent of Star

Raiders and countless other such

games. Like them, it involves flying

jgh space and downing alien

craft. The game also has an OK
Corral style shoot-out in the Lenin

space defence station. On top of
aH this, you have to repair any

satellites damaged by enemy
gunfire, no^H^^^MMri

S.D.I is a washout and far from
what one would expect after

Defender of the Crown. Some of

the graphics are quite nice, but

both the scenario and the
garneplay smack of desperation.

The game neither contributes to

the advance of computer games
nor the Star Wars debate.

Even though S.D.I, fails to make
the grade, Gnemaware should not

be dismissed as a one off. Another
Cincmaware program Just out,

Chicago, a Mugsy-like rendering

for the Macintosh, has all the

features that made Defender of

the Crown such a resounding

success. Gamer will be taking a

closer look at it in a later issue.

But for now, we return to

Earth with high jinks on the open

seas In Pirates of the Barbary

Coast,
Throughout the 1 8th century,

the Barbary Coast was notorious

as a haven for pirates. It was also

on one of the world's most
important trade routes making

merchant trading very hazardous

In Che game you play the

captain of a frigate whose
daughter, Katherine, has been

kklnapped for ransom by a ruthless

priace named Bloodthroat, In

order to raise the cash, the

captain, that's you. must trade in

the seaports dotted along the

treacherous Barbary Coast,

Being a sporting gent,

Bloodthroat has given the captain

a set period of time in which to

raise the cash. Should he fail it is

curtains for (Catherine. Unfortu-

nately, the other pirates along the

Barbary Coast care neither about

the captain or his daughter — their

only passions are money and run.

They pose a major threat to the

captain and must be dealt with in

the harshest possible way. Only by

scuppering them can the captain be

sure of delivering the money to

Bloodthroat in time to meet the

deadline.

is delightful. I particularly liked the

cannon firing sequence where a
cannon is loaded and fired using the

exact same procedure used

onboard ship all those years ago.

My only gripe concerns the

lack of documentation. Some
might say it is unnecessary on the

Atari ST and Amiga, where
instructions can be given on
screen. This is true, up to a point.

It is no excuse for doing away with

supplementary documentation
altogether, however.

Super Huey

Super Huey Helicopter Flight

Simulator has been around for

some time now but has only fust

popped up on the Atari 5T and

Amiga.

However, some of us are

averse to flight simulators, simply

because the guys who write them
take it as an opportunity to see

just how many controls they can

force the poor player to use.

I thought things couldn't get

any worse after Aviator on the

BBC. But I was wrong, along came

periodically checked while one is

airborne.

Super Huey is divided into four

sections or missions. They are :

School — flight instruction;

Explore — exploration and
mapping; Combat — air battle and

Rescue — personnel rescue

mission

Because of the sheer
complexity of the Huey craft, all

novice pilots have to go on the
flight instruction mission. The
object of this is to make you feel

at home with the controls and to

ease you into your role of
helicopter pilot.

Exploration is an

important mission, since the game
does not come complete with a

map. This means the only way to

discover what the land surrounding

your base is like is to fly over it.

The rescue mission is where
your training really pays off.

Somewhere, in an unspecified

location, are several stranded

military personnel. Your mission is

to locate and rescue them.
Combat is a deadly air battle

with an unidentified enemy
helicopter force. This mission is a

fast and furious shootfem-up which

role of

i equally

Pirates is one of those games
that comes up out of the blue

every so often, after little, if any,

pre-launch publicity. Which Is a bit

odd in this case because it really

is a gem of a game. The screens

are well drawn and the animation

Super Huey. a game which requires shopld make even the most
you to use both a joystick — 12 experienced joystick pusher sweat,
movements — and the computer Super Huey is an excellent

keyboard. Not only that, but the example of what a flight simulator

Huey's control pannel has an should be. It is difficult and requires

incredible 33 different instruments a lot of patience, but in the end
on it, all of which must be you are rewarded with real action.

©
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all in one superb package

key, Bowling& Ping Pong

1

-

All Action

Packed Games

CM.
Screen*
Star

s*

C.C.I

MEGA^

•>v-r

>2«

SB

I SportTjme
COMMODORE 64*
<C)£8-95 (D) £14-95

SPECTRUM 48K,128K,+
£8 95

AMSTRAD CPC
(CIC9-95 (D) £14-95

*PING PONG IS NOT INCLUDED IN COMMODORE VERSION
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THANATOS
In tl« mimical game you take control of a droit Thanatc* the destroyer, whow eterroi dctuny i*i
conflict wnh the fort« of the underworld The dr.

twimt. and burnt tu way ihrough the landscape
panoramic tcroltn£ K-Hon.

game fcMurw lantaatic laf*itcap« wtth a totally new

"Wow! Thn game l» realty amaiin^; uunnin* AHOunotng. bnfliant 1 Th* tune on the title screen it very
Doi the papUe* are abwlutety luperV' CRASH, December 1996 (overall rating 91%)

£9 95 Spectrum toilette

£995 Aimtrad cauette. £1 J .95 Amwrid d4k {£9,95 by mail order)
£7 9$ Commodore' M tiwtie £9.95 Commodore £4 ditfc

wryen tnciiaungty mote difficult iia£ot to the {ame which turtvout easy but endvup almott
(mpourtle Each »taje a ipta into three pfuw

:
hm take a ipacc-fifhtei and blast your way to the »>c-t

tuuon through iwarm-rr-no defence*, inen free tliat itauon* internal pathway of lelllcr-robou and radioacifvc
cfcpoiiH. to fruity rt*h the remote-COWOtled mam panel wtiicti must \>v rUQt within a critical fow Wcondl*

1 ralty Ifa this it hat three new mmi-gamei all of which are very playable and addtcwcThe graphic* arc
really crop and clea/ with a be^uM itarry b*cVrirw_" 2ZAPP. February 1987 (overall mine 70%)

£7 95 Spectrum raytHC
£7 9S Amurad cantuc. I II 95 Amstrad de* (£9,95 by mail order}
£9 95 Comrfnooore 64 caucUe. £9 95 Commodore 64 diik

DURELL Sales Dept.,
Castle Lodge,
Castle Green,
TAUNTON, TAI 4AB
Som, England.

Telephone: (0823) 54489



FAT WORM BLOWS A SPARKY

No* <0f aomethmj comptetch/ different You ire an tnvctoua little worcme be*nj cnaieO ffttoufh a Smcto
Spectrum by creeper <n iputntics **^ ctawiert en fectt De+cnci yourself by ^hooting burper tpartoci H |l%e

^aivttrv *nd frtoic r aparttte* to tale-out th* tputn** *Ou M ice the computer boiiri in i ynootr>*K rotting

10 *>e**d
l from a&o>*. to you crawl around *n wrarch o* i <f*tV d*<*« ©n *n*ch to done ^ourvcll

itorfitjr and addictiv«r4» arc of Ihe fegfiett nandard, bur as for Oie (lapho - well, what <w I un/
1 A*

if 11 an*n«ion arul »l*d iO goe* tta * fob*** the beit I Ta*c crrr teerf CRASH
l
Nowmber 1986

0*t**lt Wing 95%)

£9?S Spectrum cassette onty

maws a sparky

DIRcLL

SABOTEUR H
Avenging Angel

SABOTEUR II - Avenging Angel

A lollow-up by the original author. »nore « the Ninp'* beautiful irtW. your miuion i| 10 revenge your
Mny -.ounded brother The febeli have faund that the d*k he Mole in "SABOTEUH" fcto contain* dau
tot one o' the doner i mmile uloc Tom ion ti to «r "i by hang.5i.de'. fight your way through (he WcuiQ
guaidi pumai. dog* and radio-controlled robon. to seek out lome top wc-ct punched tape to anwaie the
mwile^ IWn0 ranirol Launch n. dmble l"e elettr.: perimeter (ence. then break-out by motor-bxr O.c
RWI "unetc-o locations. thr*» building), underground cive<m. -itelbfent guj'd dogi and itup>d pianw

*? 9S Spettnjm cauetic
17 9S Amnrid Cauetur. £l I « Armtrjd *rt ,«« by ma.f order)
«"? 95 Convnooore i4 caiwtte £9 95 Commodorfl 64 dak

r-i* MJDDO'Ba

BIG 4

A (t3mp»Ution o* DurcJl t tour great smash htu COMSAT LYNX. SABOTEUR, TU&8Q ESMlT. and
CRlTICAt MASS

AM ol tfir jmet charted ail of em arc wwwt tf you *e (pent the tut eighteen month? togging,
borrowing and iweppi** trying to get noW o* these utte now you c*n rolaai

t
Only B«tho*en i Quartet*

bear rhn ^in founome - G*mrneT G*nme' Gmwic* YOUR SINCLAIR. December 1966 lovcall ^t^i ^ out I0»

~Urrf«o mo« comptlitforu wtiere one citic carrtct mt otficn. the BIG 1 arc actually four t>» garnet A
rolectMn worth collecting * C A VC De«m«i 1967

W 95 Spectrum cmeite
£9 95 Anwad cwwuo i " 95 Amtlrad dnfc (£995 bf mail ordefl
£9 95 Commodore 64 caiaecte talto on two 'Ouo-Dtfkt' Ui £9 95 each*

n
SABOTEUR!

MAIL ORDER

All Durell games are also available by mail order, with no charge for postage or packing. Just include a postal
order or cheque made payable to "Durell Software Ltd", along with your name and address, your computer.
and the title of the game you wish to purchase. Your game will be sent by return-of-post. Note: Amstrad
disks are only £9.95 by mail order!
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*apon systems Injured

v members recover in Dr
[McCoy's sick bay. Uhura take:
I messages from Starfleet command

special archive planets and,

mtfy. Scottie reports on the state

,
of"Warp and Impulse Drives.

Your first job is to select Sulu's

controls and plot a course to a star

in die Sphere- Then you select

Spock, who reports on the size

and alignment of the star system
tor example. Wpgon^six

The engine screen allows

[Tto select warp spe

ou carry on ai

low up, capt'n

'Varp F

r^Hwn and

nap. Click each

Smc the

*e supporting,

only ones you can

to. Select Impulse

II soon be m orbit

chosen planet — the

with an impressive

n orbit

of the

ew members
down to the planet '-, suri^

planet, the
»g party will meet anything

tubborn door that wont
humble janitor robots.

or intelligences that

pe out the Enterpr.

thought. On the surface

appointing,

it cons
f of the

: landing parry and a

of the ob)ect in their

now faced with a n

iqueno: -ch you

B tl

he EnterpWf
Whatever the problem each c

n«mber will h3ve their own
of deallnp with it. For c^ampw
Kirk will look for hidden switches/

Sgock will try to decode. Sulu will

fire his phasor at it and Chekov will

kick it - it may be better to leave

Chekov on the Enterprise. A
control bar at the top of the

screen will report ir-action to

these activities -f nothing, it

wort v. man is inji

add sc n until you ci

complete the sequenc^^^^^H
have tc back to

your landing p-

ay.

Some of rhe objects chat

find can be installed into

to make it more
ent

P such as Cherenkov
crystals that extend the life of your

valuable dilithium crystals, and
synapse bombs that wipe out any
Klmgons in the system,

Next a loud red alert klaxxon

'unces the arrival of enemy
ships that can be plotted through

Chekov 's Elite style display. The
se appears in the centre of

the revolving scanner with any ap-

-hingsNpmarttedasa lT with

height of the T' reflet

-

de.

If youVe on a planet you'd

better beam back to the ship,

select some impulse power, to give

you some ROOM to manoeuvre,
and then select either phase, or

photon torpedo '~- The
approaching craft will then show
up as a vector graphics drawing on
Chekov's battle screen which you
must lock onto using a red target-

ting circle This circle decreases in

:he clc u get to your

opponent and n^ ic .irea your

shots wilt randomly hit If the circle

s targe and engulfs the whole ship

an t

E

f

Selecting Spock will give you details

he enemy's damage as well as

your own.

The mark of a good captain Is

knowing when to fight and when
to warp out of trouble, which you

can do if you can get to Sulu's

controls in time. It is also

important to scout out repair

docks 3nd friendly planets to

replace your energy, dilithium

crystals and torpedo stores. Lose

too much of any of these and the

game will end with the destruction

of the Enterprise and a raised

eyebrow from Spock.

Some of the planets you
encounter are harmful* but some
can help you by shielding you from
Klmgon scanners or healing your

injured crew. The curious archive

planets will beam importnnt clues

that can be picked up by Uhura,

Star Trek is a massive game in

which you must explore a system I
that contains 1,000 stars around1
which are 256 life supporting H
planets to explore. Initially, you I

should keep to the outer parts of I

the Sphere as the main Klingon and
Romulan forces patrol the centre

Th« will give you a chance to map
Out the necessary repair planets |

before you delve deeper

Although the screen djsp

shews eight different screens —
the main one and seven mini I

screens that can be accessed by I

clicking the — these rnay not

nclude the ones you need.
Therefore It helps to pu^ch up

Chekov*s displays and the s/ste

maps so you're ready to rea

quickly in case you are ambushed.
The action 15 accompanied by

digitised speech and sound effects.

uch as the red alert alarm, and the

transporter beam These add
mdously to the atmosphere

H appeal of the gar

Beyond promises other ver-

m which are likely to be
simitar as the game uses mainly

static screens vv

fast action that would be slowed 1

down by lesser machines. Noti
many machines could match the I

lerly quality of this ST version I

but the C64 could come close. But
r

*|

until Beyond — or ox lo the^
conversion work, trekkies can |
only look on with envy unless

course they rush out and buy an *

s guaranteed n one I

I

SCORELINE
Impact

Originality

Gameplay
X-Factor

OVERALL

95%
90%
90%
100%

94%
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but even an old idea can be given a £4
Inew twist. >$$

of the|

GAMEPLAY is a measure
ease with which a game can be
played. Stupid ideas and lousy control
systems will be penalised.

>

v#%v.

X-FACTOR gives the reviewer the -O
chance to express an aversion to jO
sickly coloured cassettes, permits a jO
hangover allowance and provides an jO
adjustment for programs that are in jO
bad taste. >0>

>

ZZ\C^\

* GAMER GOLDS will be awarded

'
to those games which reach a

sufficiently high overall score. The

award is weighted towards Impact,

Originality and Gameplay.
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is notBANE OF THE MONTH
always a duffer but it's certainly the
kind of game which makes you reach
for a crucifix to hold it at bay!
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•Title: Hyper Bowl
"Computer: C64
•Supplier: Mastertronic\\
IPrice: £1.99
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Title: Feud

Computer: Amstrad
Supplier: Bulldog

Price: £2.99

budget game and. compared to
others, good value. However,

Although the name makes it

sound like Odin's Hypa Ball,

Mastertronie's futuristic
sports game is actually closer to
Argus Press Software's Xeno and
the ancient game of shove
ha'penny-

Hyper Bowl is the latest craze
to sweep The Empire which
features in the game. It is played

on an energy bounded playing field

and the object of the game is to

control the ship you pilot and steer

the ball into your opponent s goal
by ramming it or directing it with
your laser

There are ten different ships

you can choose to pilot, each
offering a different combination of
speed, acceleration, friction rating

— how much the field slows you
down — ease of control and laser

homing devices useful in controlling

the ball.

You win if you score more
points than your opponent within
the five minute match or score a

nine point 'killing
1

. Perhaps after a

Bulldog is the new label from
budget king Mastertronic Priced

in its 'higher* bracket at around £3.

you'd expect the games to be of
a similar quality to the much
acclaimed MAD range. Sadly, this

ts not the case.

This particular game. Fued,
concerns an argument between
two wizards. Yourself, Learic. and
your brother, Leanoric The
location is the small village of Dull-

ford in Devon. To play the game
you have to search through the
forest to find herbs to mix and cast

spells. However, your enemy is

doing exactly the same thing and
trying to do nasty things to you as
well.

The forest is set out in a similar

way to those screen-to-screen

maze games of yesteryear and.
more recently, games like Toad-
runner The view is taken from an
almost vertical aspect, yet the
objects are depicted from a side

elevation. This is a well tried old

technique used to give a bit of
depth to graphics, but now much
superseded by the new true 3D
games.

The screen has the forest

scenery — trees, bushes, fences,

etc — arranged with space in

between for your man to move
through. When you go off the
edge of a screen you are moved
to the next screen and so on.

Occasionally you come across a
herb. This can be collected for
later use — when you have the

appropriate ingredients you can
mix a spell.

To create spells you must
return to your hut and look
through your spell book. This is

always displayed in the status area
at the bottom of the screen and
is used to select spells- The appro-

priate page will also give you a list

of 12 spells. These range from the

offensive — fireball, lightning etc.

to spells for invisibility, healing, pro-

tection etc.

These spells can all be used
against your enemy. Some may be
cast once, others a number of
times. Some may only be cast in

certain situations — for instance,

you can only teleport when no-
one is looking!

The game is a reasonable

compared to Mastertronie's other few games you may be ready to
£3 games, the game is an old one progress to the expert or ace
with a new twist — the spell league and have a chance to
casting, This is good but not good become the Hyper Bowl
enough, MR champion. AH
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v^ Title: Imagination

^Computer: Spectrum and C64J
<; Supplier: Firebird
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Rummaging through your local

computer shop one day, you come
across a disk with no markings on
it. The shopkeeper has no idea
what it is and lets you have it for
nothing. Rushing home you can't

wait to see whether you've got a

gem.
Upon loading the disk, you find

yourself presented with four
options. Selecting any one drags
you into the computer where you
can take part in one of four
different mini-adventures. The
games are interconnected and the
object of them is to answer one
of the great remaining mysteries:
how many stars are there in the
universe?

The four games poke gentle
fun at typical adventure scenarios.

There is a space game, a fantasy

story, a modern set in an airfield

and a text version of a platform
game! You can also get out of any
game and return to your computer
terminal simply by typing the com-
mand 'pinch arm' — a lovely touch.

Imagination was written by
Peter Torrence, author of the
popular Seabase Delta, and at

under CI is excellent value for
money.

' SCORELINE
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Title: Kobyashi Naru
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: Mastertronic

Price: £1.99

E9

DC(Title: Molecule Man vv
3
(
Computer: Commodore CI 6 O '

)Supplier: Mastertronic ?q\
jPrice: _ £1.99 OO
OOCTojO.OOOOOOocjoor

An early contender for oddest
title of the year, Kobyashi
Naru is an icon driven

adventure in which you seek
immortality.

Kobyashi Naru consists of
three tests which you must
complete to achieve their
objective.

You have been sent by the
Overlord of Alt to the planet of
Ygor where you are waiting in a
closed chamber In front of you are

three doors. Each puts you on the
path to a different quest to seek
out an item of power The paths
lead to knowledge, wisdom and
understanding.

The game is controlled using 23
icons. The way they are used is

quite unusual. Selecting an icon
results in one of three types of
action. There is [he direct

command, such as 'go north' or
'save game'. Secondly, there is the
use of objects you have acquired,

which are represented by small

pictures. If you select an icon such
as *use* it will call up an illustrated

inventory for you.

Finally, if you want to analyse
an object mentioned in the text,

you can highlight the appropriate
word by moving a cursor round
the text window. This saves you
having to type anything in and also

gets round the problem of giving

too much away — you are given
no clues as to what is or is not
important.

Mastcrtronic's previous icon
driven adventure. Zzzzz, didn't
work very well but Kobyashi Naru
is much better The game itself

should appeal to those people who
loathe spending hours searching
for exactly the right combination
of words necessary to solve a

particular problem. GRH
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In this 3D maze game you take
control of the Molecule Man. You
must help him escape from the
radioactive maze in which he is

trapped.

The maze is divided into 256
locations and contained within
them are the essential items to
liberate your man. Escape from the
maze is achieved by finding the 16

circuits needed to activate your
teleport. But time and the
radiation are against you.

The radiation rapidly drains
your life, but this problem can be
overcome by buying extra life time
with money that can also be found
in the maze. However, cash is also

needed to buy bombs from the
bomb vending machines scattered
around the maze and they are
needed to blow up parts of the

maze that are otherwise unreach-
able. It is the successful juggling of
bombs and time that is the essence
of this difficult game.

The graphics are dull — most
obstacles are either block or
pyramid shaped, and gameplay isn't

helped by the fact that there is no
joystick response so you have to
settle for key control Overall the
game doesn't have sufficient appeal
to sustain interest for long.
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$ Title:
V.V.NV.V.V
Olli & Lissa

IvComputer: C64
'•/Supplier: Firebird Silver

X Price: £1.99

• m

•-•-•.•-.•-•-•-•"•-•'

^\ Title: The Equalizer i.

XV Computer: C64 S,

NN Supplier: The Power House ^
OyPrice: £1 .99 X
^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Olli and Lissa has been tremen-
dously successful as a Spectrum
budget game and has now been
released on the Commodore 64,

Shiliore Castle is in the barren,

rocky highlands of Scotland. A
peaceful place, this peace is about
to be shattered — the building is

to be removed stone by stone and

shipped to America. The castle

ghost, Sir Humphrey, is, not sur-

prisingly, perturbed by this and Olli

and Lissa are recruited to stop our
friendly spook being forcibly

emigrated.

When I say that Olli and Lissa

will help, I really mean that Olli will

do the dirty work. Lissa plays no
real part at all, except as moral
support for her boyfriend*

Shiliore can be saved if Olli can
retrieve all the ingredients for Sir

Humphrey's invisibility potion.

When the potion takes effect the

ghostly knight can then, hopefully,

cause sufficient havoc to thwart

the export deal.

Each ingredient is hidden on a
different screen of this platform
game and each screen can only be
tackled when the previous ingre-

dient has been found and placed in

the cauldron. To reach

screen Olli must pass through all

the screens he has solved before,

recover the next item on the

recipe and return to the castle-

This means that the game gets pro-

gressively more difficult and by the
time I reached the eighth and final

screen it was a daunting task even

to return home.
In the tried and tested platform

tradition everything depends on
timing. Solve the problem of when
and where to jump and you should

have no problems. If this was a full

price game 1 would say that the
entertainment value was limited

because the game only took a
couple of hours to complete. But
£1.99 — for two hours or more
of fun — is relatively cheap these

days. If you want a cheap challenge

you will find it difficult to find

something better ED

The new Power House label is old

Alpha Omega in disguise. But
although Alpha games have rarely

stunned the world they are visually

fairly cheerful.

The Equalizer, the latest, has

nothing to do with the TV series

but deals with the evolution of

man. It is about about the survival

of the fittest as you battle across

screen after screen in this jump and
shoot action game.

Starting off in a prehistoric

jungle you battle your way through
the ages and, finally, into the future

to rescue your girlfriend. On the

way herds of strange creatures try

to stunt your growth with their

lethal touch (!) as you leap from
platform to platform,

The graphics are blocky and
reminiscent of the Japanese's MSX
characters, and the action is linear

Also, the platforms are all in a line

unlike the now standard ladders

and ramp style. Still, The Equalizer

is a mean game, but it is hardly

likely to stun the world. ED
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OC Title: Ridin8 the Rapidsoc
DO Computer: Amstrad > O

)0 Supplier: Players >q<
OC Price: £2.99 OO

The idea for this game is far from section allows you to re-design the
new. Versions of t have cropped four existing tracks or to design

a new one. The instructions are

explicit and actual editing very

easy. All you have to do is move
3 cursor along the river and place
items at the cursor position

selected from a graphical menu

Storm is a one or
arcade adventure
revolves around the characters of
Agravain the Undead. Una Cum
and Storm the Warrior

Una Cum t the evil one, has im-

prisoned Storm's wife in his

laboratory lair where he conducts
his evil experiments. So, realising

that life without his missus would
be impossible, Storm braves the
lair to rescue his wife.

You play Storm and on your
mission you are accompanied by
the magician Agravain whose
magical powers can prove invalu-

able. After several rounds of this

game there are several factors

worth mentioning that will assist

you in your quest. Three snake
brooches are required to unlock
the door to Una Cum's lair

Armour, food and restorative

fluids alt boost your energy levels

but the most important things to
collect are scrolls, amulets and
masks. All of these items play a
significant part in the game and
need to be used wisely. Also, be

Title: Storm
*"*

£?<£>

^Computer: Commodore CI6J^V^p
upplier: Mastertronic *£fiff$fc

-«r

—

wary of cabbalas that release traps

which can be both advantageous
and disadvantageous.

The evil one's minions roam
throughout the lair but can easily

be destroyed. Generators create

the minions but these can be
destroyed although they re-

materialise if a room is re-entered.
The characters can be control-

led in two player mode otherwise
control of Storm is given. The
graphics are rather bulky and the
use of colour is not particularly

good but otherwise this is a fast

moving action game with plenty of
appeal. SK
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up in games by both Hewson and
Epyx. However, this is the first

game of this genre available at a

budget price for the Amstrad.
As its name suggests. Riding the

Rapids is about canoeing. You guide

your boat through gates, hopefully displayed in the 'time' area of the
keeping it a) upright and b) going
through the gates in the right

order and in the right direction.

Additional hazards include rapids,

whirlpools and sandbanks. Contact
with any of these destabilises your
craft and can flip it over

The course is displayed in a
vertical window on the left of the

screen, this takes up about half of
the viewing area. The remainder
is split between your current time.

screen. The status area of the

screen gives you a bird's eye view
of the whole river.

With this editing addition the
game becomes very good value.

The four rivers can easily be
navigated in a couple of evenings.

However whether the time spent
re-designing them will actually keep
up your interest in the game is

another matter It all depends on
how much you like canoeing. I

suppose. MRa picture of your man paddling the
boat and status information such
as remaining energy, penalty pointsQ~QQOOOOOUl
and the course record. r^XnAArtAA^

The graphics are adequate using '.Ct^lD CI IMC ^
mode zero, this is the 16-colour J3^*-"aCUIIMC (
low resolution mode. Colour has i Impact
to be used well if the resolution
reduction of this mode isn't going
to be noticed. Luckily the graphics

are quite convincing if a little fat

at times.

The big plus of this game is its

ability to re-design the river and
save your designs — an easy editing

Originality

•Gameplay
^X-Factor
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SPECTRUM — AMSTRAD — COMMODORE

NOBLES COMPUTER
REPAIRS

" Repairs carried out by our own engineers on site.

" Alt repairs carry a 4 MONTH GUARANTEE
For estimates phone or send your computer to Derek at
NOBLES.
Spectrum Plus £18.95 inc parts

post and pack
48K upgrade H £24.95

1

TV repairs from £17.50 plus parts
Also repair specialists tor Amstrad. Commodore 64/Vic 20,

BBC and MSX computers

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

* SPECIAL OFFER •
2 FREE GAMES WORTH £1

2

with each Spectrum repair Trade/School and Club dis-

counts arranged.
* For free, no obligation estimates phone or send your computer

to NOBLES (of the fastest, cheapest repairs in ESSEX and
Nationwide!

FULL RANGE OF SPECTRUM GAMES eg 2 games El .99

PLEASE PHONE FOR ORDER DETAILS

NOBLES
14-17 Eastern Esplanade

South«nd-on-Set
VISi

Ettftx |^HI|
0702 63377/8 63336/7/8/9

7 days a week, 24-hour Answering Service

Mam r»pa tf«ra Jor

Am*if*}*nfhtUK

SPECTRUM AMSTRAD — COMMODORE

®
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THE BIG K.O. CBM 64

Compete against eight increasingly more agile
opponents in this unique boxing simulation which
stretches your computer to the limits. Super size
sprites, superb animation and a touch of humour
make this a game not to be missed.
One or two players.
"Game of the Month" (A.&B. Computing)
The Best Boxing Game on a Computer" (Electron User)

ii

£7.95 CASS.

*3
»8o/o \>

SAVAGE ISLAND PART 1 AND 2

These graphic Adventures are from the
master of Adventures - Scott Adams. Can
you survive the forces of nature?
Can you outlive the awesome power of

Hurricane Alexis as it hits Savage Island,

the setting for these superb Adventures.
Available for CBM 64, Plus 4 with Graphics.

C.16- Text Only. £7.95 EACH

BATTLE STAR C16/PLUS 4
BATTLE STAR is a sophisticated combat zapping game -

the best yet seen for the C16/Plus 4. Beautiful smooth
scroll with over 100 screens of action, detailed graphics
and great game play.

Whilst on patrol over the watery Planet Nuljai you
encounter an Alien construction ringing the Planet. This
construction was built by the evil Cyfrots to syphon off the
precious water and transport It to it's people.
Your mission is to destroy the Pulse Mines supplying
Cyfrot and blast out of sight the Aliens' marauding bombs.
Mega Award Commodore Computing International £7.95

If you require any of our software fill in the Order Form below.
All games are post and packing free or your can order by Access/Visa by ringing 091 414 461 1

.

Tynesoft Computer Software, Addison Industrial Estate, Blaydon, Tyne & Wear, NE21 4TE.

I I |
THE BIG K.O. £7.95.

|
SAVAGE ISLAND ONE £7.95

|
SAVAGE ISLAND TWO |£7.95

|
BATTLE STAR £7.95.

PLEASE TICK TYPE OF COMPUTER
C.64. C16 PLUS 4

Title (Tick) Initials

Mr Mrs Miss— * *

ArJdfOSS

Surname
><

Post code

I I I I
I I

Telephone no. (including STD code]
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iGilsoft brags that its new system will beat any]
adventure creation program on the market.
Nigel Brooks of Smart Egg Software gets his
[professional paws on a copy
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PAW is based upon sound
principles and has the potential to
create sophisticated adventures but,
for PAW to succeed, writers must
be able to get on with the job
quickly and easily. It is a 'utility' and
it must be usable. With that in
mind, here are some of PAW's more
general features. It has a system of
memory overlays in both 48K and
I28K modes to gain maximum free
memory. As an example, PAW has a
font designer with which you can
create or modify your own
character sets (though 22 are
provided with PAW). Once the
adventure has been written this

code becomes redundant, so if

memory starts to get tight, new

Trie-

"ProfessionaC
Adventures (Wrnmg

Sy&em-s
one to another, subtract it and so
on. Objects can be weighted and put
into one another. New commands
include GETALL, DROPALL,
RAMSAVE and RAMLOAD.
Diagnostics has an error trapping
feature, so if the game ever crashes
during testing, you can find out
exactly what went wrong. Finally,
there is an EXTERN command to
call up personal machine code
routines for any programmer still

not satisfied with what PAW offers-

Huckstaole

in9Ogre* xnn. Th«east into the nist.
•no south acros tnlaxns to the noonuini, The innoor was to the north ano a sieai<eo « wi no.

'adventure' data overwrites the font
designer. At this point if the writer
wants to use the designer again he
must load it back from tape. Even
the game test facility can be
overwritten in this way, leaving an
interpreter just 4K long for the
completed adventure! In 48K mode,
several features must be pulled off
tape in this fashion right from the
start, making I28K mode, which is

otherwise identical, a little more
friendly and convenient.

If you've used the Quill by now
you may be asking how does PAW
compare? Here are a few titbits to
help you decide. There are 256 flags
available. New conditions include 'is

an object at/not at a given location?*
and flags can be manipulated in just
about any way imaginable — add

Now for the graphics. They are
drawn Illustrator-style on the screen
In the same fashion as old Level 9 or
GAC games. This is not as quick or
elegant as flashed on-screen, art-
package style graphics, but the draw
routines and, in particular, the fill

routines are fast. The package is

simplicity itself to use with many
useful features such as rubber
banding and subroutine calls. It's

economical and, what's more, I have
already seen some excellent results
achieved with it.

New users will enjoy the results
they can achieve with PAW but, as
with any utility, it will take time to
master. Anyone who's grappled with
a new word-processor or art
package will appreciate this fact.
PAW represents the state-of-the-art

of adventure programming in 1987,
although there has been a degree of
compromise in producing a utility

that just about anyone can use to
good effect. Adventures written
with it will not, by definition, be
breaking new ground but I don't
think that this is important.
Probably no more than one in 100
users will ever take PAW to its

limits in any case. I suspect that
what people want in an adventure,
or piece of interactive fiction, as
Infocom would have it, is a believ-
able world, created with imagin-
ation and possibly a touch of
humour, with well-structured
problems and, of course, good
presentation. A writer can achieve
all this and much more with PAW.

The two manuals which accom-
pany PAW cover the all-important
details on how to use the package.
The technical manual is clear and
concise, amply covering all aspects
of PAW in just 40 pages. For
beginners to adventure writing
systems the second manual contains
worked examples of simple
adventures which cover the
important facilities provided by the
suite of programs. There is also an
essential lesson in English grammar
to enable the user to distinguish
between verbs, adverbs,
prepositions and all of the other
parts of speech which the parser
must be able to recognise.

Initially released at £22.95 for the
Spectrum 48K/I28K machines, the
Commodore 64 conversion is

expected within the next few
months and future plans include an
Atari ST PAW and a CPM version
for the Amstrad PCW. Gilsoft is also
considering the Amiga and IBM PC
as worthy contenders for future
developments.

PAW is a well thought out,
polished utility written by people
who genuinely care as much about
the amateur writer as they do
about the professional, but what
you get is only the start. What you
achieve with it will depend entirely
upon your own imagination and
dedication . .

.



PLAN YOUR
OWN EASTER

SPORTS PROGRAMME!

t£$«ra
^ CBM 64*SSfegs?M«4.

The R.R.P. of these 3 products
is normally £19.89!

Mm*
The Tilbe -CBM 64, Spectrum

SCOrpion -CBM 64, Spectrum,

Amstrad

Romulus -cbm 64

Please send me The Sports Collection @ £9.95 (P&P Free)

Commodore 64D Spectrum 48D Amstrad CPC 464D
Name

Address , :.

Cheques/PO to: Argus Press Software
Victory House, Leicester Place, LondonWC2H 7NB

Credit Card Hotline: 01-439 0666
(Please allow 28 days for delivery) (Limited availability)
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ACE is not just another boring
flight simulator. Irvfact, flight

simulator lovers will probably
hate the game.

In ACE you are the pilot over-
looking the controls of a jet fighter

and your mission is to fight and
destroy the entire air, land and sea
forces of your enemy single-

handedly, thereby saving your
homeland from conquest*

With the game comes a sheet
of instructions, but it is possible to
skip these at first and just play the
game by referring to a very clearly

set out key table. This makes a nice
change from having to read every
single word in the instruction

manual before even loading a
game. Even if you do read the
whole sheet first you will find the
instructions are clear and simple —
a radical departure for a flight

simulator

When you start, the instru-

ment pane) appears in the lower
half of the screen, with the view
out of the cockpit window in the
top half. The panel, like the
instruction sheet, is clearly set out.
Clever use is made of uncompli-
cated graphics and colour to
highlight the displays and make
them clear.

The instrument panel really

comes into its own when you

Title: ACE
Computer: Amstrad
Supplier: Cascade
Price: £8.95

actually play the game. It is rela-

tively simple to keep tabs on your
height and speed as well as the
position of the aircraft all at the
same time.

But playing such a game with-
out a joystick is no fun at all — a
game like this needs the quick
reactions provided by the stick,

this makes it more interesting for
the player Controlling an aircraft.

even with a joystick, can be a little

hairy to start with but with
practice it is possible.

Another oddity of the game
unusual in a flight simulator is an
ability to change between summer,
winter and night-time scenarios —
most flight simualators keep to
night scenarios to avoid having to
draw scenery.

Each scenario in ACE comes in

full colour with superb graphics.

Another plus is the smoothness
the graphics as the aircraft flies

through the air — the enemy air*

craft bank and turn in front of your
eyes at high speed just as they
would in real life.

On the debit side, the game
can be somewhat tedious to start
with — you can get to be good at

taking off but nothing else. It can
be extremely frustrating to fly long
distances towards enemy aircraft

just to be told that you have
crashed and have to start back at

base again.

tf you want an accurate and
detailed boring flight simulator
then I would look elsewhere.
However, if you want fast action
with enough realism to add to the
action and plenty of mission
options and weapons payloads,
along with in-flight refuelling and
weather changes, then have a good
look at this game, TH
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Title: The Vikings

Computer: C64
Supplier: Status Software
Price: £8.95 ^ £

Afcer the recent, albeit short-lived,

Swedish invasion the Danes have
launched an attack on the British

charts and on Britain itself.

The Vikings, by Kelen Line, is

a tale of pillage from the Dark
Ages In style, however, it is more
reminiscent of Commando or
Who Dares Wins II. The game
concerns the rescue of a warrior
queen who has been captured by
the British. Well, it makes a change
from rescuing princesses, I

suppose.

The game is set on a pair of
islands — apparently Britain used
to be two islands! Although the
queen is imprisoned on Death
Island, it is Krag Island which holds
the weaponry and other objects
necessary for an attack on the
northern isle.

In true Viking style success
requires the burning down of
villagers' huts to find the
equipment needed for the long-
boat which will carry you to the

SSSSSSSS^^s
north. First you must find a spear
and a shield, with which to beat off

hordes of attackers, then you need
a scaling ladder — to reach the
flaming torch in the tower/ Each
time you ptay the game the objects
are found in the same location so
this phase of the game gets easy.

The next problem is how to
get to the next island. It lies

somewhere up north {heavy clue)

but if your navigation goes wrong
you will be able to watch as your
ship sails gracefully off the edge of
the world into the fires below.

Death Island is aptly named and
not just because that was the usual
fate of villagers who came up
against intrepid Viking warriors but
because the Saxon guards are
supplemented by zombie
skeletons. After fighting your way
into a fortress you pass into the
sacred maze labyrinth to plunder
the wine and treasure stores. The
enchanted enclosure is the next
hurdle you need to overcome

before entering the royal
stronghold where your queen
awaits you.

Apart from interesting loading
screens, which include a gigantic
Viking picture which uses the
border as well as the screen, the
game itself is fairly run of the mill
But if you prefer an earlier era to
that of World War II then this

game is OK and no better or
worse than the world war variety.
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yO Computer: Amstrad CPC*^^
VV Supplier: Ocean vV
Short Circuit, both the game

and the film, concerns a
nuclear weapons transporta-

tion robot that gets hit by a bolt

of lightning. This makes the robot
sentient, ie self aware. The chase
is then on for the authorities trying

to catch him. The scientist who
made him wants to take him apart

to find out what has happened.

The President of Nova Robotics

(the manufacturer) wants to cap-

ture him before the weapons he
is carrying kill millions of people,

and the security chief wants to

blow him up so that he can get

home in time for dinner!

The game is in two parts, each

individually loaded. Though your
store is carried forward from one
to the other to make a composite
at the end, each game is playable

separately. The first game is one
of the now familiar 3D maze
games that are proliferating on the
Amstrad at present* The main

difference with this game is that

the view is not isometric, ie viewed

from a corner of a room but a
more direct one square on to the

room. This works very well as

there isn't the usual control

confusion and is the one original

feature on the game. It allows

three wails to be shown rather

than the two so there is more
detail than usual.

The only problem is that all the
furnishings in the rooms look

identical. All the desks look the

same, all the potted plants look the

same, all the filing cabinets are of

one design and all the coat stands
have the same coats on them. This

is a reasonable technique for saving

memory, but when you have two
desks and two bookcases and a

wall full of filing cabinets in every
room things do start to get a bit

tedious.

The idea is to find your way
around the Nova complex. This is

the factory where the robot was
built. You have to find objects and
solve puzzles. There are also

programs you can run. You can

only hold three of these in

memory at any one time, though
you can freely change the three

that you have. You start off with

only the Link program. This allows

you to hook yourself up with

computers lying around in various

offices and download software in

their memories.

Other programs, like search,

allow you to examine objects in

rooms to find out if they contain

anything of significance* Other
programs — like laser, are needed
for the next stage of the game.
Constructing an artificial robot to

act as a decoy is the main aim of

the game, however
The second stage of the game

is a cut-down version of Stryker's

Run. You move across a scrolling

2D background with animals

coming at you from one direction

— jump over them for points —
and enemy soldiers and robots
from the other All this, as well as

having to jump over puddles,

streams, and boulders as well,

would be comical if it wasn't so
awful. Even shooting the guards

just paralyses them and makes
their trousers fall down!

The second game is of even

lower quality. However the first

game is of such low quality itself

that one begins to wonder if two
games which are so bad are even
worth the price of one! My
conclusion was that the second
game is dreadful and the first game
a mediocre budget maze game.
The trouble is Ocean aren't in the
business of selling games at budget
prices. MR
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Title: 10th FrameLOO OOOO OO OC50OOOOOOO0Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: US Gold
Price: £8.99
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If you enjoy shattering the pins

with a 15 pound ball then you'll

tove this ten pin bowling simulation.

Up to eight players can com-
pete in a one to five game series

which can be played at different

skill levels so everybody has a

chance.

The screen display shows the
view down the alley as the machine
resets the ten pins. You can play

your shots by moving both a player

character and a marker that plots

the path of the ball. At the side of

the screen a speed hook gauge is

used to control the shot. Pressing

the fire button starts the approach

and releasing it decides the
strength of the shot; a second joy-

stick press determines the amount
of hook or spin on the ball. It's vital

to time these joystick movements
accurately as there's only a narrow
margin for error, the ball can easily

end up in the gutter for which
your score will be zero. The game
can be played at kids, amateur or

professional level. The timing

becomes more and more
important at each level.

This is a highly addictive game
for a group of friends who can

compete on equal terms — the

computer keeping track of the
score. If you have any spare cash
buy this one. it will bowl you over.

AH
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Title: Jailbreak

Computer: C64
Supplier: Konami
Price: £9.95

The prisoners have escaped from
jail and you must catch them. This

is the simple plot of this coin-op

conversion.

However, the prisoners have
also broken into the armoury and

you'll have to be a crack shot if

you're going to survive long

enough to save the innocent

people that get caught up in the
drama. Save them and you get a
better weapon with which you can

blast (arrest) the prisoners who are

hiding behind cars and inside

nearby buildings.

Although the prisoners all trail

ball and chains behind them the

graphics are at best blocky and the

action limited — you and the

convicts can only move and fire in

four directions.

Despite these limitations the
game still has addictive appeal and
would do well as a budget game,
but as a full priced one it just

doesn't make the grade.
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Title: I Oth Frame
Computer: Amstrad
Supplier: US Gold
Price: £9.99

It
amazes me how some com-

panies can even think of
launching some of the software

they do at full price when other
better software houses would
probably turn their noses up at the
stuff at a budget price.

Unfortunately. 10th Frame is

one of these games. Based on ten-

pen bowling — a game popular in

the US but not played very much
over here, it (s similar to skittles

but has a complex scoring system
which involves carrying over scores

from one frame to the next.
This US Gold/Access imple-

mentation of the game is okay —
the rules are explained properly
and jargon defined with diagrams
to show various shots. All scoring

is automatic with the various calcu-

lations carried out for you. The
game allows a number of players

to play against each other and will

»».--*
* *

*

Title: Grange Hi
Computer: C64 and Spectrum
Supplier: Argus Press Software
Price: £9,95

i • _ f

also handle league play with teams
of up to four players playing each
other

The screen shows a perspective

view of a full bowling alley. How-
ever, only the centre run is used.

This means that the majority of
the screen is not used at all. very
pretty, but not very useful. The
top of the screen is the scoreboard
and this is similar to the standard
scorecard as used in normal play.

When you bowl a ball you first

position the player on screen and
set his aiming point. You then have
to catch a moving power bar in

exactly the right area or you will

slip up and the ball will go
> anywhere.

The animation of the player
bowling is very good but this isn't

enough to save the game graphic*
ally

This Amstrad implementation
ts adequate but no more. The
gameplay is uncomplicated and un-
challenging, A disappointing game
that looks more like a single event
from a multiple sports game than
a stand alone product- MDR

SCORELINE
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Title: Murder Off Miami
Computer: C64
Supplier: CRL
Price: £8.95

Based on the long running TV
children's series. Grange Hilt is an
adventure set in and around [his

famous fictional school.

You play the part of Luke
*Gonch' Gardner and start the
game in something of a pickle: you
have managed to get your Walk-
man confiscated and your mum is

going to kill you if you don't return
home with it. Ever since you had
your first one stolen, she has insis-

ted on seeing the new one every
day. so you have to go back into
school and get it back. The fact

that the school gates are locked is

only a minor setback.

You can rely, at least at the
start, on your good friend Hollo
— Paul Holloway — who is keen
to help, but you will have to work
hard to keep him by your side in

times of crisis.

Other characters you will

encounter on your travels are
Griffiths, the school caretaker, and
the dreaded Imelda. She is a bully

of such outrageous proportions
that she makes Flashman look like

a wimp, A drug pusher also puts
in periodic appearances, but if you
keep saying no you'll be alright. *

The game is a curious hybrid of
arcade and traditional adventure.

Gonch is controlled by joystick for

actions such as walking, jumping
and climbing, but a press of the fire

button brings up a menu of further

options. Small pictures illustrate

objects present in various locations

and most of the option commands
refer to these items, eg "pick up

1

.

Talking to someone allows you to
type in a row of text. The com-
mand 'use' prompts the computer
to ask you how you want to use
an object

I like the TV series but. despite

this, I didn't find the game inspiring

either in gameplay or presentation.

GRH

•

Murder is the name of the game and
it is up to you to see that justice is

done! Getting away from his usual

spoof games, Fergus McNeill, author
of Boggitt and Bored of the Rings* has

written an adventure based on a
mystery novel by Dennis Wheatley.

Bolitho Blane, a British soap
industrialist, has apparently com-
mitted suicide whilst on a holiday

cruise- Also on that cruise was Carlton

Rocksavage, Blanks rival in this soap
about soap. There had been talk of

mergers and bankruptcy, so when the

suicide turns out to be murder he is

obviously going to be a major suspect.

As he stands to gain so much by
eliminating his business rival, the

motive is there for all to see-

But is it too obvious? What about
the other guests? The Bishop of Bude,

for example. Far from being pillars of

the establishment, In 1920s crime
fiction — when the novel was written,

bishops rated only slightly lower than
butlers as the person most likely to
have done the dastardly deed.

Blane s secretary, Stodart, also had

murderous opportunities, and the

Italian count and Japanese
businessman are also suspicious

character*.

The game comes in three parts,

each part corresponding to one day's

investigation. Time is very tight and if

you do not succeed in gleaning certain

facts by a certain time, the game ends.

As the game is Quilled, input is the

traditional verb/noun and involves lots

of calking. The construction used is

'talk to
1

somebody followed by 'ask

about' something or someone. Some
of the statements obtained are very

long and you will need to make careful

notes*

Murder Off Miami is a reasonable

attempt at a whtvdunnit adventure,

but I found the atmosphere lacking,

although I couldn't put my finger on
what I thought was wrong, Perhaps it

was just that I have been spoilt with
classics like InfoconVs Deadline and
Witness. GRH
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E Title: Into the Eagle's Nest
Computer: C64
Supplier: Pandora

Price: £8.95

A first release from a new label is

always interesting. Will it be able to

break into the highly competitive

games market? Pandora's first offering

looks pretty good, so it looks like it's

in with a chance.

Into the Eagle's Nest is another

Gauntlet clone, but it is the first one

to get away from the thud and blunder

fantasy setting. Set in the Second

World War. the plot is not a million

miles away from Alistair Maclean's

Where Eagles Dare.

There has been a suspicious build

up of enemy troops in what was
always thought to be a strategically

unimportant area. This leads to

rumours of a major counter attack.

The enemy's forces are centred in a
mountain fortress impervious to

normal forms of attack* Already three

of your agents, who have tried to

penetrate the schloss, have been

captured, although one of them did

manage to wire the place up with

explosives.

There are four missions for you to

undertake. The first three involve

rescuing your colleagues, the last the

detonation of the explosives which will

destroy the castle. The castle's

commander is an avid collector of fine

art treasures which you get to keep if

you defeat him. A nice secondary

objective here.

This is a very attractive game
although a bit slow in places. My major

grumble is that everyone uses pop
guns as weapons! Also, it takes two
bullets to kill a soldier. You can take up

to SO hits before you die, but there are

medical supplies dotted around.

Other features include ammu-
nition boxes, to replenish your
supplies, explosives that, not sur-

prisingly, explode if you shoot them
and lifts, which can only be used if you
have a lift pass.

Overall, Eagle's Nest is a

thoroughly enjoyable game. Perhaps

not quite top notch but Pandora shows

definite signs of promise. GRH
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Anybody who has ever watched
the TV programme or seen the

Masters of the Universe toys will

know that Skeletor Is pretty evil,

so it comes as no real surprise to
discover that he is still struggling

to take over Eternia in this latest

adventure from US Gold.
To help him in his struggle, he

has developed an 'Earthquake
1

device. This allows him to control

an army of Rockbinders, huge
boulder beasts who can tunnel
through solid rock and, if that
wasn't enough, can also regener-

ate after battle. As the game
starts, they are burrowing their

way beneath the Shadowlands.

approaching the borders of
Eternia.

You play the part of Adam,
Prince of All Eternia, although you
can change into your alter-ego.

He-Man, as soon as you have the

Sword of Power — your bedroom
is a good place to start looking for

it. A trip to the local hostelry may
also pay dividends if you see some-
one you recognise, then it's onto
battle with the creature of the

moat or to discover how to escape
from Evil-Lyn's spells.

The parser is reasonable and
includes such commands as 'get all'

You can also save the game to
RAM and — most useful if you
turn out to be not quite the hero
you thought you were, a BOM
command. This allows you to go
back one move — necessary if you
have just come to an unfortunately

premature end.

The highlight of the game Is its

graphics. Bright colourful pictures

chat should appeal to all He-Man
fans. However, if you are not an
addict of the TV series you may
find the storyline somewhat con-
fusing: tittle niggles like the fact

that you can only cross the moat
in one direction when there is no
obvious reason for not returning.

Masters fans will be keen on
the game but I don't think it will

appeal to general adventure
players. GRH
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Vou are in a vast doited undergroun.
vault. The floor of the vault islittered with snail rocks which roll
round your feet. Vou also see:
.ockbinder. Vou can 90 east, west.

uddenly the* ground bursts open and mrocK Honster ewrges grinding its large
boulder teeth.
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Computer:

Supplier:

Price:

The Fifth Axis

Commodore 64

Activisioh

£9,99

Imagine a cross between Impos-
sible Mission and Kung Fu Master

and you have something similar

to The Fifth Axis.

The plot revolves around the

evil Professor Chronos who has

used a time machine to create

paradoxes in time. This meddling
has caused time to loop back on
itself and caused the fifth axis.

The professor and his machine
have exploded in time and started

a chain of events that will lead to

the destruction of everything we
hold near and dear

It is your job to return through
time and restore all the ancient
artefacts that the professor has

collected over the years to their

correct time. You must also return

the bits of the time machine to

your own time. Fail in your quest
and time itself will disintegrate.

The game is 'a four way scroll-

ing ladders and ramps game. Your
character Is abJe to run along
different levels of the professor's

lab to find the ancient artefacts. In

each level of the lab there are
various holes and lifts. A lift takes

you up a level and a hole drops you
down — though dropping too far

will result In your life force dimi-

nishing. Holes can occasionally be
bridged by finding keys that lie

around the lab*

It sounds easy but there are

guard robots that make things

difficult. These must be fought or
pushed down holes. This is where
the game starts to look like Kung
Fu Master as your character can
fight wry furiously indeed.

All the time that you are

fighting off robots your fifth axis

is increasing. This is a score that

shows the current percentage of
normality that exists. A I00 a

t> fifth

axis results in the end of the game
Every 10% gives you the chance
to travel back in time to recover
another part of the machine. Now
you enter a different game in

which you try to avoid being killed

too often — a bit reminiscent of
Aztec Challenge this bit.

The game's graphics are good
and fast, with the little man being

superbly animated in a similar

manner to Impossible Mission. This

makes for a challenging game.

TH
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Title: Academy
Computer: Amstrad
Supplier: CRL
Price: £8.95

The third game in the Tau Ceti
series from Pete Cooke and
CRL is based around the first

game that gave its name to the
series. Academy, however, takes a

step back in time to the training

days of skimmer pilots.

The original game involved
flying a craft over the surface of
a planet, killing robots, bombing
buildings and solving puzzles. The
latest game is similar but has a
different game system.

The plot centres around the
pilots' training academy. A

to

on

on

skimmer pilot has
blocks of training missions

become qualified. To qualify

one level you must score 90**b

each of the four missions in that
level Information on the next level

is restricted, so you can only use
the academy's computer to get
info on the current four missions.

The skimmers are customis-
able. Three skimmers are already

provided and you can select any of
them but you can also design your
own various functions and equip-
ment selectable. But there is a

penalty co pay. All skimmers must

be built to a budget and all

skimmers have a weight restric-

tion. Each item of equipment has

a weight and a price — each
skimmer can carry 100 galactic

megatons and must cost less than
100 M credits. As the instructions

say: 'May the GalCorp budget be
with you!'

Once you have designed your
craft you can then put the controls

and main screen anywhere you like

on the computer's display — truly

customisable this bit.

There is more gameplay to this

to complete game than Tau Ceti. The missions

are quite different from each other
and you certainly feel that you are

doing something when you go for

a mission in Academy.
A great sequel to a good game.

MR
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CAN YOU
THE

EXCITEMENT?
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8om to a life in a world of gloom, ro a people

• en with terror in fear of zangnm tne evil

wanock and he muraerous minions, the future

does not appear to hold much hope

Yet in ages past, in a time when tne magician

finakar protected this land: life was good, food was
plentiful and the people nappy Happy that is until

the stills of the ageing Anakar proved no match for

tne Diack magic powers of Zangrim whence the

, magician found nimself banished within the
petrified body of amammoth swamp monster From
were ne has surveyed the destruction of this once
beautiful land, powerless to act or defend its inhabitants.

Eut as wimaii evil there ts a secret to jes undoing the

innocence of youth, the might of good.

legend would have It that you ve been blessed with tnese

Qualities but do you have the courage to meet tne challenge?

us cold Limited,

units 2/3 Hoiford way Hoiford.

Birmingham B6 7AX Tel: 021 356 3388

\
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J call' jwhen
ceo with thecmK^T

from a time bevond rec
an age when chivalry and
honour reigned supreme or
even the Wild, Wild west
where men were men.

CUNSLINCER

N

>

From the biasing deserts of the Sahara and Gobi the mystical

palaces of the Middle East and age old encampments of

bedouin tribesmen, came a wamor race feared by an that fled

before them, outstanding horsemen, fearless In battle driven

to destruction by a Holy fervour the Saracen warriorwas the
scourge of the peoples Pf Europe and North Africa.

A wamor race that ran unchallenged until a class of Teutonic

D Norman gladiators, the noble knights of England. France and
.rmany gatnered together in a united cause to defeat this foe

Thus the Crusaders were formed and one In particular,

nan the Mighty, set forth to rout the threatof these
murdering infiltrators and put paid to their threat once
and for all And so we see chronicled the Holy wars, an

eternal struggleof bloody encounters between
these warring factions and within this all action

adventure you have tne opportunity to take on the
manrje of the mighty "an in his battle to conquer

Oust off your Levis, grease down your six guns heresa saddle

sore adventure straight from the annals of classic Wild west
history, as retired Texas Ranger Kip Starr, your bravery and
cunning is once more called into action to rescue a fhend
from his early grave as a result ofan unfortunate meeting

with a Mexican hangman s noose But as In all the best tales

no foikhero is created witnouta naiibitfng shootout with the

Dalton Brothers, a halralsmg encounter with uprising Indians

a perilous excursion across unexpected waterf alls anda
wearyjourney that takes you across murderous wastelands
down danger filled mmeshafts tnrougn eerie ghostowns

and finally brings you to rest in inhospitable Mexico

YOu don t need to look to the future for action packed

adventure tne who west has seen enougn tnniK and spills

for you never to want more

Mucm Tape Rn
M*w-f» £7.99 £11.99
Stteanm £7.99
Ammd £7.99

cunamc» Tape ohi

cwftvur £9.99 £14.99
Bertram £8.99

iucKiucic Tape on*

amna £9.99 £14.99
speanm £8.99
4mMfl £9.99 £14.99
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Welcome to our international

Hi-Score competition. Each month
we publish the details of the all-time

best scores in Gamerland.
To enter all you have to do is

send in your score. Remember to
include a passport-sized photo of
yourself and a hint sheet. This proves
two things:

1) That you're human
2) That you've played the game. It

also helps others to try to equal
your score.

The best hint sheet each month
will win a software prize and the title

of Master Blaster of the Month will

be bestowed upon the author.

Send your entries to: Hi-Score.
Computer Gamer. ASP Ltd, I

Golden Square. London WIR 3AB
Remember to include a stamped,

addressed envelope if you want your
photograph returned.

Game
ACE

Action Biker

Alternate Reality

Avenger
Bombjack

Commando

Dragon's Lair

i Druid
1

Eidolon

Elite

System Scorer

Hi-Score

Game

Gamer April

Manufacturer

Score i

Computer

Name

Address.

Age

I enclose a photo and a hint sheet with
my confirmed Hi-Score.

Signed.

Witness.

:•:•:

•V.

LApril 1987

Exploding Fist

Fist II

Frac talus

Gauntlet
' Ghosts & Goblins

Gold Digger

I Green Beret

;
Hunter Patrol

1 Hyper Sports

i

Ikari Warriors

! Kane

j
Krakout

Light force

Paradroid

;
Pole Position

I

Raid Over Moscow

! Rambo
Silent Service

Trailblazer

:
Uridium

Xevious

Yie Ar Kung Fu

-I

Zaxxon

1942

C64
Spectrum
C64
Atari

Atari

Amstrad
Spectrum
Amstrad
C64
Spectrum
Amstrad
C64
C64
Atari

C64
Spectrum
BBC
Electron

C64
Spectrum
Amstrad
BBC
C64
Atari

C64
C64
BBC
C64
Spectrum
Amstrad

C64
C64
Spectrum
Amstrad
Amstrad
C64
Spectrum
C64
Atari

BBC
C64
Spectrum
C64
Spectrum
CI6/Plus4

C64
Spectrum
C64
Spectrum
C64
Spectrum
Amstrad
BBC
C64
Atari

C64

Ian Grimney
Richard Dunseith
Richard Ewart
Nigel Clarke
Christopher Beard
Mike Roberts
Michael Brown
Jostein Rortveit

Steve McDonald
Freyr Kolbeinsson

Justin Brown
Wayne Ingold

Graham Jones
Simon Gardner
Jason Kennedy
Barry Dyson
Robert Booth
Craig Burbridge

Steinar Andersen
Robert McKane
Chris Rasteiro

Wyndham Townend
Stuart Cantwell
Martin Craven
Edwin Hayward
Lee Markham
Paul Renwick
Mark Cunningham
David Robertson
Loucas Thomas
John Watson
Sigurd Winsnes
David Stein

David Harrison

Terje Mentyjaervi

Gordon Hamlett
Vidar Wernes
Rick Oberoi
Dominic Anderson
David Brown
Adrian Watson
Mark Henley
Adrian Watson
Andrew Tatlock

Stephen Auis

Declan Curran
Kurt Freeman
Mark Cunningham
Mike Roberts
Jeff Barber
Paul Mahon
Robert Montgomery
Peter Lipscombe
Mathew Taylor

Simon Jones
Adrian Davies

Score

16910

IIIS50

258920
237462
889432(exp)
36%
1436230
1447420
9507500
17163150

141450

230098
Light Master

.

78112

428957315
431316.7

214748364
1100476
714300
853200
94800
156700
518100
220723
319606
501150

20723
1301850

260850
7682000
132350
139842
415980
5878500
34608
175810

352700
54470
136650
123350
423300
672650
3500100
WGSC
218610

1486290
135505
96060
51860
20096400
2750000
3502300
809900
2456200
199130 l

56100
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by ANDREW CLARKE
ver watched ice hockey on TV
and wondered to yourself which
team is the meanest?

Well, you're about to meet them in

the armoured flesh.

In this, the Biffn'Bonk Ice Hockey
League (Promoted by Driirn'Fill

Dental Practices Inc.), teams normally
have seven outfield players and a
goalie. Trouble is, this week your
team, the Altogether Niceguys Club
have come up against Mince & Maul
Butchers Club.

Your six outfield colleagues have
fled leaving you. Ace Milligan, to face
M.M.B.C. alone (That is. those
colleagues of yours that could walk
— and only two managed that. Even
then one did an undignified hop).

Your goalie is solid and
trustworthy (i.e. thick) and will stand
by you in any emergency, through
rain and wind, storms and hurricanes
i.e. exceptionally stupidly dense).
Mince & Maul Butchers Club are

sponsored by Mince & Maul Butchers
Ltd. You must ignore the rumours
about the fact that the ambulances

-&> .*.
are actually butchers' vans or that
che Red Cross people on the
sidelines are YTS butchers'
apprentices.

Take your stick and string up
your skates. And win!!!!!

HOW TO PLAY

\

Use a joystick in Port Two to guide
your sole player down the field to
the bottom goal. In doing so you
must avoid the opposing players who
come at you one at a time. You are
the player in the blue, with your
seven opponents in red. Okay, seven
to one is unfair but they only attack
one at at time. You must aim to
beat each player (who will turn light

red when he is coming at you) by
getting past him. Once you are past
him he is deactivated — well almost
because, although he doesn't chase
you. you mustn't run into him.
Beating some players may be easy
but you mustn't 'deactivate' them in

such a way that you cannot get by!

r£i

REM*************** ******** **********
1 REM*** ICE HOCKEY FOR THE CBM 64 ***
2 REM*** WRITTEN BY ***
3 REM*** ANDREW CLARKE (C) 1986 ***
4 REM** ********************* **********
6 G0SUB1 00 : FQRS-240TQ247 : FQRT=0T06^
B READW: P0KES*64+T, W: NEXT: NEXT: CLR
9 V=53248:Sl=O:S2=0:G0SUB630
10 V-53248: 0=1 : Pl-V+2: P2=V+3: POKEV+21 .

1 2 G0SUB200: GDSUB300 : GOSUB 1 50
14 P0KEV+2B,255:P0KEV+38, 10: POKEV+37,
16 X = 1 29 : Y=64 : POKE2040 . 240 : CH=0
18 POKEV+39, 6: G0SUB560: POKEV+30,
20 POKEV, X : POKEV+1 , Y: POKEV+21 , 255
22 JS-PEEK (56320) : IFJSO127THENP0KEWA, 12
9:GOSUB550
24 IFJS=l26ANDY>60THENY=Y-5sP0KE2O40,243
26 IFJS-1 25THENY=Y+5 : P0KE2040 , 240
28 IPJS=123ANDX>42THENX=X-5:P0KE2040.240
30 IFJS=119ANDX<226THENX=X+5:P0KE2040.24

32 IFJS=122AND(Y>60ANDX>42)THENX=X-4:Y=Y
-4sP0KE2040,242
34 IFJS=11 BAND ( Y>60ANDX< 226 >THENX=X+4'Y=
Y-4: P0KE2040, 243
36 IFJSBli7ANDX<226THENX»X+4*Y-Y+4iP0KE2
040,241
38 IFJS=121ANDX>42THENX=X-4:Y=Y+4:P0rE-o
40,240
40 IFGKBTHENG0T0350
41 IFQ>=BANDY>220THENG0SUB510:G0T040O
42 IF (PEEK < V-*30> ANDl ) =1THENG0SUB520; CH=1
: G0TQ40O
44 P0KEV0,0:G0T020

99 END
1 00 P0KE532B0 , : P0KE5328 1 , : PR I NT " ,"3

H*a gll I I I I I I |

H-aa wn \ m i n i

H-aa

H-aa gu ii n i H

-••.aa "n

HM 4 -a m

102 PR I NT"

H

104 PRINT-.T

106 PRINT*!!"
108 PRINTS"
110 PRINT"!!"
112 PRINTS

114 PRINTS
116 PRINT"
TTEN BY"
1 18 PRINT"il
120 PRINT"il
REW"
122 pRiNT"ii a a a a um
RKE ilSCii)) SI 986"
t24 print"ii a a a" - a
126 PRINT";a "

128 print-;*-, . *. a - a - a
a a a a a a a a a a "

130 prints \ \k a anasas a a a a a a - a «

132 prints \ ^ a - a - a
a a a a «

134 prints v - sk. a - a - a a
a a - a a a a a »

136 print-;3 \ s^ a - a - a
s a a a a a «

138 PRINTS \

a -

a
a a
a

a a

a a

a a

a a

a a
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If you make it to the baseline

without being tackled you have the

chance to score. A goal appears with

the computer playing the goalie and

you as the attacker. Press fire to hit

the puck then use your stick to steer

the ball in. A goal or save will result.

Similarly if you are tackled the

goalie/attacker scene appears, but

you are the goalie and the computer
is the attacker. Press fire when ready

then attempt to save the ball —
careful, the computer plays a mean
puck!

Goals are awarded each time a

keeper is beaten. You are the HOME
team and the computer is the AWAY
side. First to five goals will win.

At the end you are asked if you
want another game, press FIRE for

yes or 'NT for no. Careful! 'NO' wi
reset the machine so save a copy to

tape before playing.

OUT OF DATA or ILLEGAL
QUANTITY errors will result if you
make a mistake with the sprite data.

The data is REMmed so that errors

can be found easily.

PRINT
PRINT" H
PRINT" I

F0RT=1T07
PRINT" I

NEXT
PRINT" K
PRINT" M-
PRINT" K
F0RT=1T07

I

H

H

H

%

H

140 PRINT"
I

142 PRINT"
I

144 PRINT"

PRINT"
NEXT
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT". *--»- -t_ _i_ _i_ _l_.

PRINT"'*!": RETURN
X < 1 ) =129: Y < 1 ) =160: P0KE2041 , 242
X ( 2 ) =201 : Y ( 2 ) = 1 BO: P0KE2042 , 242
X < 3 ) =7 1 : Y ( 3) = 1 80 : P0KE2043 , 243
X < 4 ) = 1 43 : Y ( 4 ) = 1 85 : P0KE2044 , 243
X <5) =201 : Y <5) =210: P0KE2045, 243
X (6) =71 : Y (6) =210: P0KE2046, 242
X ( 7 ) = 1 29 : Y ( 7 ) =2 1 : P0KE2047 , 242
PDKEV+2, X ( 1 ) : POKEV+3, Yd)
POKEV+4 , X ( 2 ) : POKEV+5 , Y < 2

)

POKEV+6 , X ( 3 ) : POKEV+7 , Y < 3 >

PQKEV+8, X<4) :PQKEV+9,Y(4)
POKEV+10, X (5) : POKEV+1 1 . Y C5)
POKEV+12, X (6) : POKEV+13, Y (6)
P0KEV+ 1 4, X ( 7 ) : P0KEV+ 1 5 , Y ( 7

)

POKEV+40, 10 : F0RT=V+4 1 TQV+46 : POKET , 2

:

r

RETURN
Q=Q+1:GDSUB540
F0RT=V+40T0V+46: POKET, 2: NEXT
IFQ=2THENP1=V+4:P2=V+5:P0KEV+41,10
IFQ=3THENP1=V+6:P2=V+7:P0KEV+42,10
IFQ=4THENPl=V+8:F2=V+9:P0KEV+43, 10
I FQ=5THENP 1 =7+ 10: P2=V+ 1 1 : POKEV+44 , 1

IFQ=6THENPl=V+12:P2=V+13:P0KEV+45, 10
I FQ=7THENP 1 =V+ 1 4 : P2=V+ 1 5 : POKEV+46 , 1

IFQ=8THENCH=0:GOT041
G0T0358
IFX (Q) >XTHENX <Q)=X (Q) -3: P0KE2040+Q,

2

GOT0354
IFX(QX.XTHENX(Q)=X(Q>4-3:P0KE2040+Q.2

IFY(Q) >YTHENY(Q)=Y(Q)-3: IFY(QXYTHEN
!)=Y<Q>+3

I FY (QXYTHENJ=2: G0TO330
P0KEP1, X<Q) :P0KEP2,Y(Q)
G0T042
V=53248: POKEV+21 , 0: PR I NT" 3"

FRINT ,,
:««»ti'»!lIi si

3

146 RETURN
150 PRINT"t80«DaKINU»MMMMMM«MMMMIHOME lO"[Sl
152 PR INT "SMlttWrMfll!* - - - fl > » » r 1 1 1 » » n r i » e[AWAY :ffi";S2
154 IFS1=50RS2=5THEN600
156 RETURN
00 P0KE53280,0:P0KE532B1, 1 1 : PRINT":*"

I ^

404 PRINT"^
vfDtf "

406 PR I NT "n
-H-H &N "

40B PRINT".T
++-H Uizi "

410 PRINT"3r

1301 "Ti l I I I I I M I 1 1 n 1

1

CIS* "HI I I I It I | I | | | | | |

I UiU *ry 1II I MI

'^ma

n": IFCH=1THEN450
412 P0KEV, 170:P0KEV+1, 190: P0KE2040, 242
414 POKEV+3, 130: POKEV+46, 10
416 P0KE2041,244:P0KE2047

F 247
417 P0KEV+39,6:P0KEV+40,2m^ *$



*
r

ti

418 X1=170:X2=170:P0KEV+15,196
420 POKEV+2, X 1 : PQKEV+1' , X2: POKEV+21 . 131 t

G0SUB560
422 PRINT"&»Mft;i»HPR.:SS EFIRE BTO SHOOT

5 PRINT"»ftMMH**Y3U ARE THE GATTACKE

I IFPEEK (56320) OH1THEN422
5 G0SUB530
i F0RT=196T0100STEP-3:P0KEV+15,T
3 JS=PEEK (56320)
> IFJS=123ANDX2>100THENX2=X2-6
I IFJS=119ANDX2<242THENX2=X2+6
I IFX1>X2THENX1=X1-5:P0KE2041,245
> IFXKX2THENX1=X1+5:P0KE2041,246
1 P0KEV+14,X2: PDKEV+2, XI
) IFTM50THENP0KEV+36,

442 IFT<150AND(PEEK(V+30>AND130)=130THEN
PR I NT "SAVE! !

! " : G0SUB520: GOTO 10
444 NEXT: PRINT-GOAL!

! !

!

" : S1=S1+1 : G0SUB51
0: GOTO 10
450 POKEV, 170: POKEV+1 , 190: F0KE2040, 24^
452 POKEV+3, 130: POKEV+46, 10
454 P0KE204 1 , 244 : P0KE2O47 , 247
455 P0KEV+39,2:P0KEV+40,6
456 X1=170:X2=170:P0KEV+15, 1?6:K=0
458 POKEV+2, XI: POKEV+1 4, X2: POKEV+21, 131;
G0SUB560
460 PRINT
DY"
461 PRINT" ;"»--*. ». BYOU ARE THE EGOALKEE
PER"
462 IFPEEK<56320X>111THEN462
46~ ^OSUB530
464 FORT=196T0100STEP-3:POKEV+15,T
466 JS=PEEK (56320) : IFJS=127THENP0KE2n41

,

244 '

468 IFJS=123ANDX1MOOTHENX1=X1-5:POKE^04
1 , 245
470 IFJS=119ANDXK230THENX1 =X1+5:P0KE204
1,246
471 IFX2>100ANDX2<220ANDK=OTHENU=10:L=-1
O: K-INT ( (U-L) *RND ( 1 ) ) +L: X2=X2+K: G0T0476
472 IFX2>100ANDX2<220ANDK<OTHENU=1

: L=-10
: K=INT< (U-L) *RND ( 1 ) ) +L: X2=X2+K: G0T0476
474 IFX2>100ANDX2<220ANDK>OTHENU=10: L=-l
:K=INT((U-L)*RND(1) )+L:X2=X2+K
476 P0KEV+14,X2:P0KEV+2,X1
478 I FT > 1 50THENP0KEV+30 ,

480 IFT<150AND(PEEK(V+30)AND130)=130THEN
PRINT"SAVE! !

! " : G0SUB510: G0T010
482 NEXT: PRINT"GOAL !!•!": S2=S2+1 : GOSUB^
0:G0T010
500 F0RC=54272T054296: POKEC, Oi NEXT

'^MMBPRESS EFIRE BWHEN REA

502
504
506
508
509
510
512
514
519
520
522
524
529
530
532
534
539
540
542
544
549
550
552
554

V0=54296:AT=54277:WA=54276
SU=5427B: HF=54273: LF=54272
POKEAT, 32„:P0KESU, 255: POKEWA, 129
RETURN
REM ******* VICTORY NOISE
G0SUB500: POKEWA, 33: POKEVO, 15
F0RT=1T0100: POKEHF, T: NEXT
G0SUB500: RETURN
REM ******* DEFEAT NOISE
G0SUB500:P0KEWA. 33:P0KEVQ. 15
FORT= 1 OOTO 1 STEP- 1 : POKEHF , T 1 NEXT
GOSUB500: RETURN
REM ******* HIT NOISE
GOSUB500: POKEVO. 15
POKEHF, 20: FORT=1T030: NEXT
GOSUB500 : RETURN
REM ******* NEW MAN NOISE
G0SUB500: POKEVO, 15: POKEWA, 33
POKEHF, 20
RETURN
REM ******* SKATING NOISE
POKEWA, 129: POKEVO, 15-

IFZ=243THENZ=241: POKEHF, 2: RETURN
IF2=241THENZ=243:P0KEHF.Z: RETURN

556
559
560
,15
562
564
569
570
572
574
576
579
580

Z=241 : POKEHF, Z : RETURN
REM ******* WHISTLE NOISE
G0SUB500: POKEWA. 65: POKELF+-.

F0RT=100T0200: POKEHF, T: NEXT
GOSUB500: RETURN
REM ******* WINNER NOISE
GOSUB500: POKEWA, 65: POKELF+- 3
POKEVO ,15: FORT= 1 T020 : FORS= 1 T02<'
POKEHF, S: POKEHF. T: NEXT: NEXT
G0SUB500: RETURN
REM ******* LOSER NOISE
GOSUB500: POKEWA, 65: POKELF+3,

8



Jtoit)

582 POKEVO, 15:FORT=20T013TEP-1:FORS=1T02

5B4 POKEHF,S:POKEHF,T: NEXT: NEXT
586 G0BUB500: RETURN
600 P0KEV+21,0:PRINT":r
602 POKEV+33.0
604 PRINT"X»MM»»|I»MM RESULT"
606 PRINT"ili»MM»M»MI "

608 PRINT'^InMMM^HOME TEAM :ffi"31

610 PRINT ,, :nli;iBB(iBSAWAV TEAM :a"S2
612 IFSl=5THENPF.INT"flPttaii)iaiEWELL DOME' A
GREAT WIN'" :G0SUB570

IFS2=5THENPRINT"!<lMitMliJiGHARD LUC! ' A
BAD DEFEAT !

" : GQSUB580
616 PRINT".««s)i**Ml:J=ttNOTHER GO?"
613 PR I NT ".(111 li» HrFI RE* - YES"
620 PRINTMOiBUMlrJ'N"" - NO"
ill P0KE198.0
624 GETA*: IFPEEK (562-20) =1 1 1THENCLR: RUM
626 IFA*< "N"THEN624
628 G0SUB100:SYS64738
630 PR I NT "23"

-:._ PRINT"'9H!i»MMMMMVEDICE HOCKEY"
: •

i pr i nt " n * * ) n : .i
"

636 PRINT"JailillpWBLUDE BYOUR PLAYER DOWN
THE FIELD."
6~e PRINT "iHBilAVOI DING THE OPPOSING PLAY
ERS. "

640 PRINT"Mi|iMkEACH 2MAN WILL ATTACK AL
ONE AND"
642 PRINT-MMIYOU MUST GET PAST HIM TO B
EAT HIM.

"

644 PRINT"MUMk.IF YOU S3SUCCEED, YOU HAVE
A CHANCE"

646 PRINT" MMIAT GUIDING THE PUCK AROUND
THE"

64B PRINT"i»MOFP0SlNG GOALKEEPER."
650 PRINT"J*M»k.IF YOU STARE TACKLED THEN
YOU MUST"

652 PRINT"i*MFACE THE OPPOSING STRIKER.

654 PRINT'MrtMMErrHE WINNER IS THE FIRST
TO FIVE."
656 PRINT"MBMH (MISPRESS EFIREH TO PLAY"
658 IFPEEK <56"20) =11 1THENRETURN
660 G0T0658
30000

.'01

30002
>03
04
005

30006
30007
30008

.09
- : i o
300 1

1

512
30013
30014
30015
"0016

30017

REM**** PLAYER RIGHT FACING
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0
DATAO, 0,0, 0,84,0,0
DATA1 16^0, 0, 252, 0, 0, 252
DATAO, 0, 48. O, 0, 168,
DATA3, 172, 0, 3, 188, 0,

3

DATA248, 0,3. 232,0, 1, 168
DATAO, 5, 84,0, 4,68.
DATA20,6S,0, 16,68,0, 80
DATA68,0,64, 68,5,65,69
REM**** PLAYER LEFT FACING
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0
DATAO. 0,21. 0. 0;29.
DATAO, 63, 0,0, 63, 0,0
DATA12,0,0,42,0,0,58
DATA192,0,62, 192,0,47, 192
DATAO, 43, 192, 0, 42, 64,
DATA21,80,0, 17, 16,0, 17

30018
30019
20020
30021
30022
30023
30024
30025
30026
30027
_30028
30029
30030
30031
30032
30033
30034
30035
30036
30037
30038
30039
30040
30041
30042
30043
30044
30045
30046
30047
3004B
30049
30050
30051
30052
30053
30054
30055
30056
30057
30058
30059
30060
3006

1

30062
30063
30064
30065
30066
30067
30068
30069
30070
30071
30072
30073
30074
30075
30076
30077
30078
T :'079

DATA20, 0,17,4,0, 17,5
DATAO, 17, 1 .0,81,65,34
REM**** PLAYER RIGHT BACK
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0
DATAO, 0,0, 0,84, 0,0
DATA84 , O, , 84, 0, 0, 84
DATAO, 0,48, 0,0, 168,0
DATA3, 168,0,3, 168,0,3
DATA168,0,3, 168,0, 1,168
DATAO, 5, 84, 0, 4, 68,
DATA20, 68, 0, 16, 68, O, 80
DATA68, 0,64,68, 5, 65,69
REM**** PLAYER LEFT BACK
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0
DATAO, 0,21, 0,0, 21,0
DATAO, 21, 0,0, 21, 0,0
DATA12,0,0,42,0,0,42
DATA192,0,42, 192,0,42, 192
DATAO, 42, 192, 0, 42, 64,
DATA2l,80,0, 17, 16,0, 17
DATA20,0,17,4,0, 17,5
DATAO, 17, 1,0,81,65,84
REM**** GOALIE HI
DATAO, 0,0. 0,0. 0,0
DATA84 ,0,0,116.0.0, 252
DATAO, 0,252, 0,0. 48,0
DATAO, 168,0, 1, 169,0,

1

DATA169,0,5, 169.64.52. 163
DATA112.0, 168,0,0,84.0
DATAO, 84, 0, 0, 84, ,

DATA68, 0, 0, 6B. 0, o\ 68
DATAO, 1,69,0,0,0,0
REM**** GOALIE ttl

DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0
DATA84.0,0.212.0,0.244
DATAO, 0,244, 0,0. 48,0
DATA53, 212,0, 1,101,0.0
DATA105,0,0, 42,0,0,42
DATAO, 0, 10, 128,0,5^64
DATAO, 1,80,0,1.80,0
DATA1,20,0, 1,85.0,0
DATA20,0,0,0,0,0

5

REM**** GOALIE #1
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0.0
DATA1,80,0, 1,112.0.

1

DATA240 , 0, 3 , 240 .0,3,7
DATAO, 5, 212, 0, 22, 80.
DATA26 ,64,0,42,0,0,168
DATAO. 0, 1.68,0,0,84,
DATAl.80,0, 1,80,0,

1

DATA16,0,21, 16,6, 17,80
DATAO ,1.0,0,0, ,

REM**** BALL THINGY
DATAO, 0,0,0, 0,0,0.0
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0
DATAO, 0, 0, 1 , 240, 0, 3, 24B
DATAO, 3, 248, 0. 3, 243, 0,

1

DATA240, 0,0,0, 0,0,
DATAO, 0,0. 0,0, 0.0,0
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0
DATAO, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0

M

Zt
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vX^JDid you know that the system^v
XJprogrammers concealed a game int|.V

!j the spare ROM memory of the C64!]aI

X-Xv'"-'-;.;^ :£^__- >
^,

Ci

40

S»o

- - -

The Icy Wastes game has remained I
hidden in the ROM for so long
because it needs a boot program
to set up essential parameters. On
a visit to the US for the CES Show
I managed to find a friendly I

Commodore employee who sup-
plied me with the necessary
program details.

Icy Wastes is not exactly a

complex game, it's a simple a:
dodge-the.-meteorites reaction
game The spaceship is controlled
using the f I and f7 keys for up and
down and the space bar for fire.

We are offering a prize for the
highest score received before April

30th. 1987 so try your luck and
send your score to: Icy Wastes,

!

Computer Gamer. I Golden
Square. London WIR 3AB.

REfl GRAPHICS SYMBOLS- UP-CURSOR UP-
CR-CURSOR RIGHT: DUN-CURSOR DOWN
PRINT"CCLR,DUJN 5.CR 133COHPUTER GAMER"
PRINT"CDuJN E,CR 16HPRESENTS"
PRINT'CDUIN 8.CR 73THER0M AND THE
ICY WASTES"
PRINT'TDUJN 6.CR 18.RUS ONI] PRESS
ANY KEY CRUS OFF:"
GETAS: IFA$«""THEN50
PRINT"CUP 1,CR 18.RUS 0N3 INITIALISING
CRUS QFFJ"
DATA 21,8,10,0,151,58,53,44
DATA 43,54,54,58,151,58,54,44
DATA 56,58,156,0,43,8,76,0

I DATA 153,34,147,31,17,17,17,17
)
DATA 17,17,34,58,153,166,49,51

I DATA 41,34,65,80,82,73,76,0
I DATA 70,8,169,0,153,166,49,52
i DATA 41,34,154,71,79,84,67,78
I DATA 65,33,33,33,0,87,8,808
I DATA 0,153,166,49,57,41,34,31
I DATA 70,79,79,76,154,0,131,8
DATA 849,0,189,65,178,49,164 49

i DATA 48, 48, 58, 189, 66, 17B, 49,164
DATA 55,53,48,58,130,58,151,53
DATA 51,50,56,48,44,49,58,58
DATA 151,53,51,50,56,49,44,49
DATA 52,0, 166, B, 850, 0,189,66
DATA 178,49,164,55,53,48,58,130
DATA 58,151,53,51,50,56,49,44
DATA 54,58,151,53,51,50,56,48
DATA 44,54,58,130,0,0,0,855
A=8049:C=0
D-A+C:IFPEEKCD)O70THENC-C +l:G0T0290
IFPEEKCD+ID-OAND PEEKCD+8)-131 GDT038Q
C-C+1:G0T0290
E-^D/856

: P0KE43
,
D-E*»856-8

: P0KE44
, E*

READA: IFA=855THEN350
P0KE804S+B

,
A : B-B+l : G0T0330

P0KE43,1:P0KE44,8:RUN

^1
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INA SERIES FROM
MICROVALUE

h£ <>

mi

T3

i
v

M

FOR LESSI
THAN
£1.00

EACH
1

*'
r

.

COMMODORE 64

*0«-
QT&X

4H®
sn?m

lorr 64/123

MICRO
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imstriv' is a quiz game for one or
two players. The game features a
noughts and crosses grid, the ability

to load different question files, and
multi-choice answers.

Typing in

There are two programs to type in.

One is the main Amstriv' program,
the other is "Amsave", the question
editor/creator program.

The Amstriv' program is a long
one to type in and I recommend

saving it at regular intervals in case of
power failure or other disasters. I

have used "REM" statements which
are on the same line as commands,
but leave in the ones at the beginning
of routines.

When finished, save onto tape or
disc and type in the Amsave
program, Save Amsave on another
cassette from Amstriv' then "run"
Amsave and create your question file.

Save the questions after the Amstriv'
program. Be careful not to
overwrite!

V

I
Amstriv - a quiz For any Amstrad5 REM

CPC

»m
r°°^d

-J-
;DI " ta.5C4D,qSC5,4003:namBS-Nes":high-250

20 pan-0:MQDE 1 : GOSUB 2810:SPEED WRITE

30 KEY 3, "window swap " Pressing F3
kBy prints 'WINDOW SWAP

'

*2 !

N
« 1.25: INK 0,0: INK 5,1: INK 3,20:PEN 1: PAPER 0: BORDER 6

50 DIM gridC93.gridSC3.33
BO tik-999

P? ^l .?'Iu°
dB 5:pBn 1: P"P«" 0:bordercU:ink l,24:ink 0,B:list"+CHRSC133;KEY

0, run"+CHRSC13) PrBss fg to -LIST progam & FO key to 'RUN' it.
80 KEY 8, "edit »

90 CLS
100 RANDOMIZE TIMEU

?
*EY l »"*" = *EY 2.**fi":KEY 3,"'":KEY

120 REM ThB above line is IMPORTANT ifu want a 2 player game option.

i4SB0RDER
2
a
INK3

' O:INKO
'
S - INK2

- 5 '
1

150 GOSUB 460

GDSUB
e
Iiio

GOSUB 2B50:GDSUB =™0 : des-1:

170 IF UU-1 THEN GOTO 850
1B0 des-1: GOSUB 2620:qS-»0o you want atwo player game?" : GOSUB BSD: des-0: GDSUo cbcu

i
9?™™INKEYS:IF XS""" THEN 19° ELSE x
S-UPPERSC>cS3:IF xS-»Y" THEN pl-2 ELSE
IF xS-"N" THEN pl-1 ELSE SOUND 1.100.
50. 15: GOTO 190

\ 1/5A

200 IF vv-2 THEN
210 CLS #1
220 REM

Inn n«:»pi
UB " :IF vv-1 THEN vv"°

» ~S
s" Please wait .. .Loading questionS":G0SUB B50:G0SUB lG10:REn load F^e CdeFault is 'IFile' CnSJ)

250 UU-0: ERASE gridS:DIM grid$C3 33 • ERASE grid:Din gridC9J
ia»"-j,jj. ER

P7n H
05^ ll°

:REn 9rid format routine270 des-1: GOSUB 2620
2B0 GOSUB 2560: GOSUB 1440 ' "Draw seoerating lines For answer window...
390 GOSUB 2620 :vv-l: GOSUB 1120svv-0-qS

300 x|-INKEYS:IF xS-"» THEN 300 ELSE G

301 CLS
310 GOTO 350

512 *E" ' ! !naln "AIN Loop here! |

|

330 GOSUB 1120 ' "Print the cat's
340 IF tiebreak-1 THEN 2670
350 GOSUB 2560
360 GOSUB 1720: REM Find & split questi
ons
370 GOSUB lB40:REn ? questions & answe
rs

.

3B0 GOSUB 1970:REM Input routine...
390 IF tik<l THEN GOTO 2600 ELSE GOSUB
2050 :REn check answer routine
WO^GOSUB 2170: REM Add score & draw X

410 GOSUB 2560: REM "blear answer window

420 GOSUB 2370:REri check For a winner.4J0 IF pl-1 AND w-2 THEN GOSUB 2540
:REM computer to move

440 GOTO 320

- • _



•
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\
Playing the game

Reset the computer and 'run"
'Amstriv*. When Amscriv' has loaded

it will ask you if you want a two
player game. Answer Y or N. It will

then start the tape again and load

the question file. The file only loads

in once so you can rewind the tape
now.

For a one player game . . . use

the keys I. 2. 3 or 4 (or Fl. F2, F3.

F4) to choose your answer to the

question. Beware! The answers are

placed in random positions! If you
gee the answer correct a cross wi..

appear in the centre of the X and O
grid and you must choose another
category by using the spacebar and
the delete key.

If you get the answer wrong then
the computer gets a 'O' and chooses
a place to go.

For a two player game the rules

are the same except player 2 uses
the function keypad to choose his/

her answers. (Player I is always X's).

There are three 'rounds' to a
game and all games are played against

the clock. Points are given for

correct answers and a bonus is given

at the end of each round based on
the time left. In a two player game
you must try to beat your opponent
to the correct answer.

i

450
460
470

do

4B0

490
500
-co

END
REM ! !

WINDOW
Draw The Screen Routine
#3,22,40,7,25:REn x & o

i i

win

UIINDOUI SWAP 0,3
PEN 1: PAPER 3:CLS
LOCATE 7, 2: FOR co-2 TO IB; LOCATE

CHRSC 149): NEXT co:REM draw
7
Q

8 x lines.
510 LOCATE 13,5:F0R co-2 TO 18:L0CATE
13,cd:PRINT CHRSC 149): NEXT co
550 LOCATE 2,13:F0R co-2 TO 1B:L0CATE
co,13:PRINT CHRSC 154): NEXT co
530 LOCATE 8, 7: FOR co-2 TO IB: LOCATE c
D,7:PRINT CHRSC 154): NEXT co
540 LOCATE 7, 7: PRINT CHRSC 159) : LOCATE
7,13:PRINT CHRSC 159): LOCATE 13,7:PRINT
CHRSC 159): LOCATE 13.13.PRINT CHRSC159
):REP1 Crosses on lines
550 PEN 3: PAPER 3
560 FOR co-1 TO 19: LOCATE co.l: PRINT C
HRSC144):NEXT co
570 FDR co-1 TO 19: LOCATE l,co: PRINT C
HRSC 144): NEXT co
580 FOR co-1 TO 1B:L0CATE 19,co-PRINT
CHR$C144):NEXT co
590 FOR co-1 TO 18: LOCATE co, 19: PRINT
CHRSC144):NEXT CO
600 LOCATE 19,19:PRINT CHRSC 144) ;: REM
Draw round the grid..
610 WINDOW SWAP 3,0
620 WINDOW #1,2,40,3,5
630 WINDOW SWAP 0,1
640 PEN 0: PAPER 2
650 WINDOW SWAP 1,0: PAPER 0:PEN 1
660 LOCATE 2, 2: PRINT"??????????'?'?'?" . . p
EN 2: PAPER 0:PRINT"—AHSTRIU'—

"

;
: PAPE

R 0:PEN 1: PRINT"??????????????"
: rem 1

4 '?' and IS '?'s rBspectivly thBra . .

.

670 LOCATE 2,11:PEN 0:PAPER 1: PR INT "Art
STRIU'"
680 CLS #1
690 REM deFine the answer window..,
700 WINDOW #2,2,20,7,21
710 WINDOW SWAP 0,2
750 PEN 3: PAPER 1
730 CLS
740 WINDOW SWAP 2,0
750 WINDOW #4,2,14,23,25
760 WINDOW SWAP 0,4
770 PEN 0:PAPER 2:CLS:L0CATE 1,2:PRINT

Sc ,,CHRSC203)": "scl : PRINT: PRINT" Sc
THRSC202)": "sc2

O ¥

7B0 REfl time window
790 WINDOW #5 ,16 ,20 ,23 ,85: WINDOW SWAP
4,0:WIND0W SWAP 0,5
BOO PAPER 1:PEN 0: CLS: PRINT"TiriER" : WIN
DOW SWAP 5,0
810 LOCATE 1,1
820 REn windows are

;

830 REP1 ttl Question window
M2 Answer window

#3 X & window
#4 Score window

#5 Time Window

840 RETURN ' To the main loop...
850 'Print question in window #1
850 des-l:GOSUB 2520
B70 CLS
BB0 PEN 3: PAPER 2
B90 REM des-l:gosub swap routine
S00 IF LENCqS)>-3B THEN G0SUB 950 ELSE
qlS-q$ : qes-""
910 FOR co-1 TO LENCqlS): LOCATE 2+co,2
:PRINT niDSCqlS,co,l):SOUND 1,150,2,15
,1,1: SOUND 1,0, 3,0: NEXT co
920 IF q2S-"" THEN RETURN
930 FDR co-1 TO LENCq2S) : LOCATE l+ca,3
:PRINT MIDSCq2S,co,l):S0UN0 2,150,2,15
:S0UND 2,0,3,0:NEXT co
940
950 REH check line overspill
960 x-3S
970 x-X-liIF niDSCqS.x.l)-" " OR HIDSC
qS.x.l)-"," OR MI0SCq$,x,l)-"." OR HID
SCqS,x,l)-"?» THEN qlS-LEFTSCqS, x) :q2S
-RIGHT$CqS,CLENCqS)-x+D) ELSE IF x>

1

THEN 970 ELSE PRINT" ERROR! "
: STOP

980 RETURN
990 REH Achtung! format x ft o grid.
1000 FOR co-1 TO 3: FOR cc-1 TO 3
1010 x-INTCc«RND)+l:gridSCco,cc)-caSCx

1020 NEXT cc.co
1030 grid-0
1040 des-3:G0SUB 2620
1050 PEN 2
1060 grid-0
1070 FOR co-1 TO 3:F0R cc-1 TO 3:grid-
grid+1: grid C grid )-l:GOSUB 1470: grid Cgr
id)-0:do-do+2: IF LENCgridSCco.ee) )-3 T
HEN ac-ac+1
1080 LOCATE ac,do.-ENT 1,2,1,1,2,-1 1-E
NU 9, 10, 1,1, 15,-1,1: SOUND 1 ,4000 , o', 0, 9
,3,15:F0R ck-1 TO 9S:NEXT ck.-PRINT gri

/



-T

l?-^L.

dSCco.cc) :NEXT
1090 PEN 3
1100 dos-l:GDSUB 2620
1110 RETURN
1120 REM Choose square. This routine taok same writing let me tell you'
1130 IF vv-1 THEN 11B0
1140 grid-1: FOR co-1 TO 3: FOR cc-1 TO
3: IF gridICca,cc)-"X" OR gridSCcolCc>-"0" THEN gridCgrid)-2 ELSE gridCgrid)-

1150 grid-grid+l:NEXT cc.co: JogS-"": FO
R co-1 TO 9: jagS-jog$+STR$CgridCcon:N
EXT co: IF JogS-"222222222" THEN tiebre
ak-1: RETURN
1160 IF pl-2 THEN PRINT" Player "w" t
o choose"
1165 IF pl-1 AND w-1 THEN PRINT" Choo
se a place to go..": PRINT
1170 IF pl-1 AND uj-2 THEN PRINT: qS-" IChoose a place to go..": GOSUB BSO-dBs
-3:60SUB 2620 ELSE PRINT" <SPACEBAR> t
o move & <DEL> to choose"
1180 des-3:G0SUB 2620: PEN 2
1130 IF PL-1 AND uj-2 THEN des-3:G0SUB
2620:x-INTC3«RND3+l; BridCx)-l:B0SUB 13
60: IF HridSCax

I
dx3-"0» OR gridSCax, dx)

-"X" THEN gridCxD-2:G0TO 1190 ELSE cam
S-gridSCax

, dxD : 60SUB 1470 : do-do+1 : LOCA
TE ac,do:PRINT"F F F" : do-do+2: LOCATE a
c,do:PRINT "D D D":G0T0 135
1200 IF vv-1 THEN gridC5)-l : GOSUB 1360
: camS-gridSCax, dx) : GOSUB 1470:do-da+l

:

LOCATE ac,do:PRINT"F F F" : do-do+2: LOCA
TE ac,do:PRINT "D D D":G0T0 1350
1210 REn here cos* I felt like a rest.
..save program here in case of power f
ail cos' you will db real peeved
to lose all this that you've typed in.

1220 grid-1
1230 IF grid>9 THEN tiebreak-1 : GOTO 13
50
1240 IF gridCgrid)>0 THEN grid-arid+1-
GOTO 1230
1250 gridCgrid)-l: GOSUB 1360:G0SUB 14
70:ENT -3, 2, 1 , 1 , 2, -1 ,

1

: ENU 9,15,1,1,15
,-1,1: SOUND 1.4000,0,0,9,3, 15: do-do+1

-

LOCATE ec,do:PRINT uF F F" : do-do+2: LOCA
_Z TE ac,da:PRINT "D D D"

1260 xS-"":xS-INKEYS: IF xS-"" THEN 126
ELSE IF xS-» '* THEN 12B0 ELSE IF xS-

CHRSC127) THEN 1270 ELSE 1260
1270 CLS #1:G0SUB 1360: camS-gridSCax,

d

x):G0T0 13S0
12B0 GOSUB 1470:gridCgrid3-0:do-da+l-L
OCATE ac, da: PRINT" ": do-do+2: LOCAT
E ac,do:PRINT " "

1290 grid-grid+l.-IF grid>9 THEN grid-1

1300 IF gridCgridJ-2 THEN 1290
1310 gridCgrid}-l
1320 IF grid>9 THEN gridCgridD-O: grid-
1;G0T0 1290

\ 757T

1330 ENT -3,2,1, l.H^l.liENU 9,15,1, 1,15,-1,1: SOUND 1,4000,0, 0,9, 3, XS: GOSUB
1360: GOSUB 1470: do-do+1

: LDCATE ac do -

P

R
J
NT " F

I
F": do-do+2: LOCATE BC,do:PRINT

1340 GOTO 1260
1350 PEN 3:des-l:G0SUB 2620: RETURN
1360 REH gridCn) to gridICa,d3 translation
1370 IF gridCD-1 OR gridC2)-l
C33-1 THEN ax-1
13B0 IF gridC4)-l OR gridCS)-!
C6D-1 THEN ax-2
1390 IF gridC7)-l OR gridCBJ-1
C95-1 THEN ax-3

OR

OR

gridC4)-l

gridCSD-1

gridC6)-l

1400 IF gridCl)-l
C75-1 THEN dx-1
1410 IF gridC25-l
CBJ-1 THEN dx-2
1420 IF gridC3>-l
C93-1 THEN dx-3
1430 RETURN
1440 des-2: GOSUB 2620: PEN 0:F0R ca-4

12 STEP 4:L0CATE l,ca:PRINT-
":NEXT co ' That's 20

igns there. .

.

1450 des-1: GOSUB 2620 PEN 3
1460 RETURN
1470 ' Locate routine..
1480 FOR cp-1 TO 9: IF gridCcpD-1 THEN
ON cp GOSUB 1510,1520,1530,1540,1550,1
560,1570,1580,1590
14BS REH This line is the official hal
fway point, well dans'
1490 NEXT cp
1500 RETURN
1510 ac-2:do-2: RETURN
1520 ac-B:do-2: RETURN
1530 ac-14:do-2: RETURN
1540 ac-2:do-B: RETURN
1550 ac-B:do-B: RETURN
1560 ac-14:do-B: RETURN
1570 ac-2:do-14: RETURN
15B0 ac-B:do-!4: RETURN
1590 ac-14:do-14:RETURN
1600 STOP
1610 REM Load file routine...
1620 OPENIN nS
1630 INPUT #9,num
1640 INPUT #9,c

Ifco "nEXT^
T° C:INPUT *9.<~*<">.nu

1660 FOR co-1 TO c
1670 IF numCcoK400 THEN FOR cc-1 TO nUXMT PUT

r

H9
\
qS(CD

' CC):NEXT CC ^SExx INTCCnumCco3-400)-RND5:FOR cc-xx T

?BBoTEXT
IN
c
P
o
UT——-XT ce

XT

1690 CLDSEIN
1700 RETURN
1710 PRINT" press key to cant"

outine
qUBStians and answers 'slice' r

1730 qr$-"":q$-"»
: CANS-»»:TA$Cl?-»».TO

N
7
c°m

F
.co

C°"1TaC:IFCaSCCQ3 -CamS ^
1750 NEXT co
1760 1-1 : q-INTCnumCcanD-RND}

:
qrS-qSC



1

p

IT

---*

<*

™2 IF LENC^$ 5<H THEN 1730

790 EI

1^" 1

*
5
^^; 1

'
15 - ^^ 1

'

415 THEN 1

01780
QS'qS+niDSCl*rS .l>l>:l-l+ l:G0T

THEN 1B00 ELSE canS-canS^IDSCqrS 1 i>
:GOTO 1790

H

1900 l-l +l: IF niDSCqrS.l.n-CHRSClHa)
THEN 1B10 ELSE anal-anaS+niDSCqrS 1 13
:G0TO 1800 '

'

1B10 1-1+1: IF niDSCqrS,l,13-CHRSC143)
THEN 1BS0 ELSE anbS-anbS+niDSCqr$, 1 , 13
:GDT0 1810
1820 1-1+1:IF niD$CqrS,l,13-CHRSC143)
THEN 1830 ELSE ancS-ancS+niDSCqrS, 1 , 1)

1830 RETURN
REM Print the question & answers1840

up!
1B50
I860
1870
iaao

STEP 4:X-x+l:L
NEXT cd

GOSUB BSO: ERASE taS:Din taSC43
des-2: GOSUB 2620
PEN 3
FOR co-1 TO 4

1B90 X-INTC4*RND3+1:1F taSCx><>"" THEN
1BS0 ELSE ON cd GOSUB 1900,1320,1910

1330:NEXT corGOTO 1840
taSCx)-anaS: RETURN
taSCxJ-anbS: RETURN
taSCx)-canS: RETURN
taSCxD-anc$: RETURN
x-0:FOR co-2 TO 14

QCATE l.co.-PRINT x
; taSCx3

des-1: GOSUB 2620
RETURN
REM Input routine here..
des-5: GOSUB 2620
xS- " "

riv,V
1

iZll*~
liLOCm i.a=PRiNT iiK*tr

TIK<1 THEN RETURN ELSE XS-INKEYS-IF XS-"" THEN 2000 ELSE IF xS-"l" OR x$-"2
l!^;"3 " °* xS-*'4» OR XS-&" OR XS-

se eooo
°R XS"" C " ™EN RETURN EL

2010 IF PL-2 AND XS*M%" THEN X$-"5" EL
SE IF XI-»S" THEN XS-"6" ELSE IF XS-" 1

" THEN XS--7" ELSE IF X$-"C" THEN XS-"
B"
2020 IF pl-1 AND UALCxS)>4 THEN 2000
2030 des-1: GOSUB 2620
2040 RETURN
2050 REM is answer riant? & who Oot it

2055 IF xS-"l» QR xS-"2" OR xS-"3" QRxS-"4" THEN 2060 ELSE IF *S-"V THEN xS-"5" ELSE IF xS-"S" THEN xS-»6" ELSE
IF xS-"'" THEN xS-"7" ELSE IF xS-»f" T
HEN xS-"B"
2060 x-UALCxS):wr-0:w-0:qS-"»
2070 des-1: GOSUB 2620
BO IF pl-2 THEN 2130

IF x>4 AND pl-1 THEN x-x-4
Cx3-canS THEN q$-" CORRECT!

50: SOUND 1

1900
1910
1920
1930
1940

1960
1970
19B0
1890
2000

2080
2100
": GOSUB 850:uj-1:FOR ca-1 TO
,co,l,15;NEXT corGOTO 2160
2110 qS-" UIRONG! ! ": GOSUB B50:S0UND 7 1
50, 50, 15: SOUND 7, 250, SO, 15: wr-1 :

u-2
'

2120 GOTO 21B0
2130 IF x<5 THEN 2090
2140 x-x-4: IF taSCxJ-canS THEN q$-» CORRECT! ".-GOSUB 850: W-2:F0R co-1 TO 50-S

OUND l,co,l,15:NEXT co:60T0 21G0
2150 qS-" UIRONG! ! ": GOSUB BSO:SQUND 7 1
50 ,50 ,15: SOUND 7, 250, 50, 15: wr-2- w-1
2160 RETURN
2170 REM & X Draw Routine
21B0 des-4: GOSUB 2620
2190 IF u-1 THEN scl-scl+10
2200 IF iu-2 THEN sc2-sc2+10
2210 CLS.-IF pl-1 THEN PRINT"
1: PRINT: PRINT" Comp: "

•

sc2: GOTO 2230
2220 PRINT" Sc X: » , scl : PRINT: PRINT" So0: ";sc2:G0T0 2230
2230 des-1: GOSUB 2620
2240 REM X & 0!
2250 IF w-1 THEN gridSCax, dx3-"X" ELSEgridICax,dx)-"0"
2250 grid-0
2270 FOR co-1 TO 3: FOR cc-1 TO 3:grid-

idj-l
C°"aX AN° CC"dX ™EN DridCnr

2280 NEXT cc.co
2290 GOSUB 1470
2300 des-3 : GOSUB 2620
2310 IF w-1 THEN PEN ELSE PEN 2

R?N?"
F°R

TwXT™ flB+4 ' LDC"« «.«.P
"3° 1F BridSCax,dx)-"X" THEN GDSUB 2340: GOTO 2360 ELSE GOSUB 2350: GOTO 2360
t nu D-TaC+1

:

do"do*l LOCATE ac , do : PRI

N

^ Pnrfr?
425 ™R«C847) CHRSCS41 j :do-do+

9) SS?P« ,

-,

d?^iNT CHRSC2483 CHRSC24
33 CHRSC2463: LOCATE ac, do+1 • PRINT THP-s
C2443 CHRSC24S) CHRSCa43 D : RETURN
t ™J!C"aC+1

:

dD"dD+l
=
LOCATE ac

,
do

: PRIN
I ?n^x

e5° D CHRS<^9> CHRSC55li:do-dG+
uk 252 ac

- d°: PRINT CHRSC248D CHRSC22
=
C
,

Rr^93:LDWTE ac.do+ l:PRINT CHRSC2233 CHRSC2483 CHRSC222D
: RETURN

11™ il» 3= des-1: GOSUB 2620: RETURN
2370 REM Check fer a winna! . .

.

KeBp going, nearly there now..

fca?/^?
" 1

72
9: J a9S-J°BS+STRSCgridCcd5 3:NEXT co: IF JogS-'g252522S" THENtieoreak-1

2390 wins-""
2400 FOR co-1 TO 3:F0R cc-1 TO 3-winS-
winS+gridSCco.cc^NEXT cc: IF winS-XXX

?hn« nn£°
D " ™EN -"n-1 : winnS-winSThose 000 's are LETTERS NDT NUHBERS

2410 uiinS-"":NEXT co

a43°o
R

SS-TS^S—---
2440 IF winn-1 THEN 2480
2450 ^n$-gridSCl,n +BridSC2,2D +BridSC3,3J:IF wins—XXX- OR winS-»000" THEN

24Bo"
U'inn"1 ™EN uinn»-«inS:GOTa

2450 ^nI-grid$Cl
1 33+gridSC2,2) +BridSC3,13: IF uunS-»XXX" OR winS-"0OO" THEN

24Bu"
1:IF

"linn
" 1 THEN winnS-winS:GOTO

2470 RETURN

inn-2
IF U'innS"" XXX " THE* winn-1 ELSE w

2490 des-l:G05UB 2620: IF pl-2 THEN qS-Player "+STRSCwinn)+" has won round
"+STR$CroondD ELSE IF pl-l fiNO w-2 THE
N QS-" have won round "+STRSCroondD

t



7
i n

»

S

ELSE IF pl-1 AND w-1 THEN qs-"Congratu
lations Yau win round "+STRSC round)
5500 IF tiebreak=l THEN qS=" Round "+S
TRSCroond)*" is a draw!

"

5510 GOSUB 850: IF UJINN-5 THEN SC2-SC2+
INTCTIK/IO) ELSE IF UIINN-1 THEN SCl^SCl+INTCTIK/lO)
2520 DES-4: GOSUB 5650: IF PL-2 THEN PRINT Sc X:";SCl:PRINT:PRINT" Sc 0-"-sc5ELSE IF PL-1 THEN PRINT" Sc x-"- Scl-PRINT:PRINT" Comp :

"
;
sc2 : '

2530 FOR CO-l TO 1000: NEXT co - vv-l-GOTO 2670
2540 REM Computer Finds move here
5550 RETURN
5550 REH Clear ansa winda
5570 des-5:G0SUB 5650: FOR co-5 TD 14 STEP 4 ;x-x+l: LOCATE l,co:PRINT "

": LOCATE l,co+l:PRINT
"-•NEXT co

55B0 des-1: GOSUB 5650
5590 RETURN
5600 REH Outa time buddies..
5610 q$-" You have run out of tim
:G0SUB B50:G0TD 5570

"
5650 REM window swap routine, des-wind
ow wanted a pan-current window.
5630 IF pan-0 THEN 5650
5540 WINDOW SUIAP pan
5650 UIINDOU SUIAP 0, des

:
pan-des

5660 RETURN
5670 roond-roond+ 1 : vv-1 : U-0: UINN-0- UJIN
S«"":UINNS="":FOR CO-l TO 9:GRIDCC03-0

n
5
c?cl

F^DND"4 0R tie°reak-l THEN 269u fc-Lbh GOTO 60

THEN q$-"Player 1 won the game" ELSE IF pi-2 AND scl-sc5 OR tiebreak-1 THEN
q
?u«,

A Drau"" EL5E IF P 1 "* AND sc2>scl
THEN qS- "Player 2 won the game!

"

2700 IF scl>high THEN GOSUB 2740
5710 IF sc2>high THEN GOSUB 2740
5750 scl-0:sc2-0:tiebreak-0
5730 GOSUB 850: FOR co-1 TO 1000 -NEXT r
o:GOTO 60
5740 IF scl>high THEN x-1 ELSE x-2
2750 IF x-1 THEN high-scl ELSE high-sc

5760 IF pl-1 AND sc5>scl THEN qS-"I have achieved a new high score' ": GOSUB 8
50 : high-sc2 : nameS- "Nes" : des-5 : GDSUB 26
50: GOTO 57B0
2770 qS-"Player "-*-STRSCx3 + " has achiev
ed a new high score.. well done!":G0SUB
B50:des-2: GOSUB 2520 : CLS : PRINT" enter
name":PRINT:PRINT" C3 letters?": PRIN

T: INPUT name$:IF LENCnameB)>3 THEN nam
eS=LEFTSCnameS,3)
2780 CLS:PRINT:PRINT;PRINT
Score:-": PR I NT: PR I NT: PR INT
y *"; names ; "*"
5790 RETURN
2B00 define the noughts & crosses

PRINT" Hi-
' ";high

;

" B

2B10 SYHBOL AFTER 1

2820 SYMBOL AFTER 220
2830 SYMBOL 241,8,28,65,126,555,254,25

2840 SYMBOL 242,8,60,124,254,126,63,31
kill

L/Oi 1A^

r

247,0,0,0,0,128,195,531,25

2B50 SYMBOL 243,240,248,255,554,157 IE
6 , 60, 16
2B60 SYMBOL 244,15,63,127,255,126,124
55 ,16
2B70 SYMBOL 245,255,231,195,129,0,0,0,

58B0 SYMBOL
5
58S0 SYMBOL 248,15,7,3 1 1 3 7 15
5300 SYMBDL 546,240,224,182,128,128,19

2910 SYMBOL 543,255,255,255,255,255,25
3

t
cozd

a ebb
2820 SYMBOL 250,1,7,15,31,63,127,127,2

2930 SYMBOL 221,128.224,240,248,252,25

2S40 SYMBOL 222,255,254,254,252,248 24
0,224,128
2950 SYMBOL 223,255,127,127,63,31,15,7

5960 SYMBOL 554,159,0,0,0,0,0,0,129
e970 Program written By N.Robi
nson. 1986.
5880 RETURN

For Amstriv'5 REM AMSAUE datamaker
10 DIM ceSCS)
20 DIM qSC5,400:,numC53
3? BORDER 12:SPEED INK 30,30-SPEED KEY
3
100,100:KEY 4,-Bpeed key lo\I^sa
GOSUB 1820: GOTO 150
OPENIN "file"
INPUT #S,num
INPUT #9,c

^.LS
" 1 T° C:INPUT "3.caSCco),numC

: NEXT co

40
50
60
70
80
co)
80 REM dim qSCc.400) Csee line 1)
100 FOR co-1 TO c
110 IF numCco)<400 THEN FOR cc-1 TO nu
mCco): INPUT #9, qSCco, cc} : NEXT cc ELSE
xx-INTCCnumCco3-4005»RND):FOR cc-xx TO
xx+400: INPUT #9, qSCco, cc) : NEXT cc

120 NEXT co
130 CLOSEIN
140 RETURN
150 KEY 9, "mode 2:ink l,22:ink O,0:pen
1: paper 0: list*'+CHRSC13)

160 KEY 0,"run"+CHRSC13):KEY B, "edit "

170 CLS:M0DE 1 : PEN 1 : PAPER 0: INK 1,54:
I NK 0,3
180 PRINT" Press space to load S ad
d to an ": PRINT: PRINT" existing File
else press any ":PRINT: PRINT" other ke
y to start a new one"
190 xS-INKEY$:IF xS-"" THEN 190 ELSE I



\

11 It THEN
x$-" "

EDSUB 50 ELSE 200
THEN Nu-0:G0T0 290

F xS'

200 IF
nu-1
210 CLS: PRINT" Enter the number or"

at's C3-5V:PRINT: INPUT ">"jC:IF c>5
HEN c-5 ELSE IF c<3 THEN c-3
220 PRINT:PRINT" Catergories: " ;c: IF re
do-1 THEN FOR cq-1 TO c: PRINT caS(co):
NEXT
230 FOR co-1 TO c:PRINT" name of cat";
CO; ":";: INPUT caSCco3:IF LENCcaSCco) )>

5 OR LENCca$Cco)Xl THEN PRINT" Length
error.. re-do name" :co-co-l : GOTO 260

240 IF redo-1 THEN 260
250 numCco)-0:
250 xS-LEFTSCcaSCco) , 15 : xS-UPPERSCxS: :.

x2S-RIGHTSCcaSCco)
( LENCcaS(coD5-13:x2S

-LOUERSCX2S5 : caSCco:-xB+x2S: NEXT co: IF
redo-1 THEN redo-0: RETURN

270 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" Cat's:

"

;
c

2B0 PRINT:PRINT:F0R co-1 TO c:PRINT" C
at";CO; ":

" ; caSCcc} : NEXT CO : FDR co-1 TO
3000: NEXT co '

2S0 REM nain Edit Menu
300 GDSUB 1760:riODE 1 : : PEN 1 : PAPER
NK 1,22: INK 0,3:B0R0ER 1

310 CLS: INK 2,20: INK 3,25: INK 0,1
330 PEN 2
330 PRINT:PRINT" HAIN
U":PEN 1: PRINT"

0:1

HEN

l»

Pi

li

340 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
be Current File"
350 PRINT:PRINT
nt file"
360 PRINT:PRINT
e":PJ?INT:PRINT
y names"
370 IF num>0 THEN PRINT:PRINT
Ammend a File entry ": PRINT: PRINT
F:List Current File"

A: Add to t

n

B:Save the Curre

C:Load a new Fil
D: Change catergor

IT

E;
PV

1 IP Enter380 PEN 2:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
Choice.. '$' Ends program": PEN 1

390 60SUB 1760
400 mS-INKEYS:IF mS<>"" THEN 410 ELSE
400
410 mS-UPPERSCmS): IF mS-"A" OR mS-"B"
OR m$-"C" OR mS-"D" OR m$-"E" OR mS-"F
" OR mS-"S" THEN 420 ELSE 400
420 IF num-0 AND CmS-"E" OR mS-"F"} TH
EN 400
430 PRINT:PRINT" ChoicB:";:PE
N 3:PRINT mS:PEN 1

440 xS-""
450 IF mS-"S" THEN CLS:G0SUB 1760: : INK
1,6,26:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" ARE YDU

SURE?":WHILE xS-"":x$-INKEYS:WEND: xS-
UPPERSCxS): IF x$-"Y" THEN INK 1,22:CLS

CBy N.Robinson) Terminat
INK 1,24: GOTO 290
THEN redo-1 : GOSUB 210

mS-"C" THEN GOSUB 1650: IF xS-"Y
GOTO 150 ELSE GOTO 290
ni-"A" THEN GOSUB 540
mS-"E" THEN GOSUB 1010: GOTO 290

:PRINT"AnSAUE
es. ":END ELSE
460 IF mI-"0"
470 IF
D THEN
4B0 IF
490 IF

1460
1270

500 IF mS-"B" THEN GOSUB
510 IF mS-"F" THEN GOSUB
520 GOTO 290
530 STOP
540 Input Question routine,

THEN WINDOW SWAP cur,0:c
550 flODE 1

560 IF cur<>0
ur-0
570 WINDOW #1,1,40, 1,3: WINDOW #2,2,40,
S,S:WIND0W #3,2, 19,10, 12:WINDDW #4,1,4
0,15,20
5B0 FOR co-1 TO 4: des-co: GOSUB 16B0:CL
S:NEXT co
590 IF cur-4 THEN des-0: GOSUB 1680
600 des-4: GOSUB 16B0
610 IF ammend-1 THEN ammBnd-O: RETURN
620 REH Start adding them questions S
answers . .

630 des-1: GOSUB 1680: CLS: LOCATE 2,1: PR
INT "l>";caSCl)

; ":";numCl);TABC20V'2>
;ca£C2D; ":";numC2)
640 PRINT " 3>"

: ca£C3)

"

M _ II numC3J; : IF
c>-4 THEN PRINT TABCEO) ; "4> " ; caSC43

j

ti ELSE PRINT
'5 THEN PRINT ca$C535>".

dBS-4: GOSUB 1680 : mmS

Press <SPACE>
re-da or 'S

to add
For o

;numC43
650 IF c
; numC53
660 IF amm-1 THEN
-" ":G0T0 730
670 des-4:G0SUB 16B0: CLS: PRINT: IF num-
1 THEN s$«" There is 1 Question in pre
sent File" ELSE sS-" There are"+STRSCn
um3+" Questions in present File.":PRIN
T sS
6B0 BORDER 1
690 PRINT: PRINT 1

another * "
' to

ptions menu .

"

700 GOSUB 1760
710 mmS-INKEYS: IF mmS-"" THEN 710 ELSE
IF mm£-"S" THEN des-0: GOSUB 1680: mS-"

"
: RETURN

720 IF mmS- AND num<l THEN 700 ELSE
IF mmS-"-" AND num>0 THEN qSCka.numCk

a3)-"":numCka)-numCka)-l:num-num-l:GDT
740

730 IF mrnSO" " THEN 700
740 CLS
750 IF amm-1 THEN 760 ELSE num-num+1
760 ka-0
770 des-4:PRINT:PRINT"Enter Question..
riax length 70 characters"
7B0 des-2:G0SUB 16B0: CLS: 1-70: GOSUB 22
00 : qqI-cS:qS-UPPERSCqqS )+"?": CLS: GOSUB
1900

790 IF amm-1 THEN des-4: GOSUB 16B0:G0T
810

800 des-4:G0SUB 1680: CLS: PRINT"Length
oF question"

;
num; "is"; LENCqqS)+l ; "char

actors"
810 PRINT: PRINT" Enter correct answer
CMax 16 long)"
820 des=3:G0SUB 1680:CLS: 1-16: GOSUB 22
00: canS=cS: CLS: crS=UPPER$CcanI) : PRINT:
PRINT" ";crS: des-4: GOSUB 16B0: CLS: PRIN
T: PRINT" Now enter False answers 1 2 S
3. .": PRINT: PRINT" Correct answer: ";crS
830 FOR co-1 TO 3: des-3: GOSUB 1680
840 CLS: 1-16: GOSUB 2200: xSCco)-cS
850 xSCcoD-UPPERSCxSCco) 3 : des-4: GOSUB

mo\
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1680: PRINT" False answer n CQ * » - « xSCco

B60 des-3: GOSUB 1BB0
B70 NEXT co
BBO CLS #2
B90 IF amm-1 THEN xS-STRSCkJ : GOTO 930
900 CLS:des-4:60SUB 1BB0: PRINT: PRINT"
Choose cateroory number For question.

ELSE I

x$-"4"

1010
1020
1030
RINT

910 GOSUB 1760
3E0 xS-INKEYS:IF xS-"" THEN 920
F xS-"l" OR xS-"2" OR xS-"3" OR
OR xS-"5" THEN 940 ELSE 910

930 IF amm-1 THEN qSCk, numCWOJ-qS+CHR
SC141J+crS+CHR$C14e3+xSC13+CHR$C143)+x
SC2)+CHRSC143)+xSC3)+CHRSC143):G0TO 95

940 ka-UALCxS):IF ka>c THEN 980 ELSE n
umCka)-numCka3+l:qSCka,numCka3)-qS+CHR
$C141)+crS+CHRSC142)+xSClD+CHRSC143)+x
SC2D*CHRSC143D+xSC3)+CHRSC143)
950 IF amm-1 THEN CLS: PRINT" Question
ammended" :G0T0 970
960 CLS: PRINT: PRINT" Question num .

" ; nu
m;"is in ";ca$Cka)

;

" catergory"
970 PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY..."
980 GOSUB 1760:WHILE XS-" U

: XS-INKEYS: UJ

END
990 IF amm-1 THEN amm-0: RETURN
1000 GOTO 620

REn Ammend a File entry...
ammend-1: GOSUB 540
des-1: GOSUB 16B0: CLS: LOCATE 2, IP
"1>"

; caSC13 ;":";numC15;TABC20)"2>
°iCaSC2D

;

":"
:
numC2)

1040 PRINT " 3>";caSC3);":"
:
numC3)

;
:IF

c>-4 THEN PRINT TABC20)
;
"4> " : caSC43 •

"

: ";numC4: ELSE PRINT
10S0 IF 0-5 THEN PRINT " 5> ": caSCS) : "

•

"inumCS)
1060 mn$-""
1070 des-4: GOSUB 16B0
1080 PRINT:PRINT" A:Choose question
to ammend": PRINT: PRINT" B: Return to
main menu"

mnS-INKEYS: IF mnS-"" THEN 1090
mnS-UPPERSCmn$): IF mnS-"A" OR mnS
THEN 1110 ELSE 1090
IF mnS-"B" THEN RETURN
CLS: PRINT: PRINT" Enter catergory

oF question 'S' aborts"
1130 x$-INKEYS:IF xS-"" THEN 1130
1140 IF xS-"S" THEN RETURN ELSE IF xS-
"1" OR xS-"2" OR xS-"3" OR xS-"4" OR x
S-"5" THEN 1150 ELSE 1130
1150 k-UALCxS):IF k>c THEN 1130
1160 PRINT: PRINT" Cat:";caStk)
1170 IF numCkXl THEN PRINT: PRINT" No
Questions in that catergory ": FOR co-1
TO 3000: NEXT co: RETURN ELSE PRINT: PRI

NT' Question no.C 1 -"
;
numCk)

;
") To am

mmend"
1180 1-3:G0SUB 2200:xS-c$
1190 kk-UALCxS)
1200 IF INSTRCqSCk.kk), "COW")
PRINT:PRINT" No chance Bud.
-1 TO 1000: NEXT co: RETURN
1210 GOSUB 2120
1220 IF ab-1 THEN ab-0: RETURN

1230 amm-1: GOSUB 620

A

1090
1100
-"B"
1110
1120

1240
BO
1250
1260
1270

^LJ
CLS: IF cur<>4 THEN des-4:G0SUB 16

S Ansuier

Enter cate

>0 THEN
FOR cor*

ELSE ab-

X \n,%, <+ j

CLS: GOTO 1010
STOP
REP1 List the Questions

s here people. .

.

1280 HODE 1:PRINT:PRINT"
rgory to list Bud.."
1290 PRINT:PRINT:FOR co-1 TO C:PRINT c
o; ">"; caSC co): NEXT co
1300 GOSUB 1760:UJHILE x$-"" : xS-INKEYS-
WEND
1310 IF xS-"l" OR xS-"2" OR xS-"3" OR
xl- "4" OR xI-"5" THEN 1320 ELSE 1300
1320 IF UALCxS)>c THEN 1300
1330 CLS: PRINT: PRINT" Cat' listing
:";caSCUALCxSn
1340 WINDOW 2,40,5,25
1350 ama-UALCxS)
1360 IF numCama)-0 THEN RETURN
1370 FOR liz-1 TO numCama j

: qrS-qSCama,
lizD: GOSUB 2030: GOSUB 1920: PRINT: PRINT
" Correct answer: "; canS: PRINT: PRINT"
False answers Cin num' Order?:"
13B0 PRINT:PRINT anaS:PRINT anbS:PRINT
ancS
390 PRINT:PRINT" Question"; liz; "of

number " ; amanda
PRINT: PRINT" Hit <SPACE> to cont

'

S' to abort"
GOSUB 1760:WHILE xS-""

: xS-INKEYS:

cat'
1400
or
1410
WEND
1420
E 1410
1430 IF

IF xS-"

xS- J

" OR xS-"S" THEN 1430 ELS

" THEN CLS:NEXT liZ:RETUR

. ii GOTO 1430

N
1440 liz-numCama3+l:x$'
1450 END
1460 REH Save the File
1470 CLS:nODE 1:INK 0,3:INK 1,26:PEN 1
: PAPER
1480 PRINT:PRINT" WARNING! ! Make sur
e Cassette is in ": PRINT: PRINT" Then
Press *A' to save or ...

"

: PRINT: PRINT"
'S' To return you to the Hain Menu."

I 13

II 1*

"A

Enter Cho

xS-INKEYS:
OR x$-"fi"

1490 PRINT: PRINT
ice. ."

1500 GOSUB 1760:WHILE x$-
WEND:xI-UPPERSCxS3:IF x$-
THEN 1520 ELSE 1500
1510 x$-"B n

1520 IF xS-"B" THEN GOSUB 1790
1530 IF xS-"S" THEN RETURN
1540 FOR sharon-1 TO c.-IF numCsharonX
1 THEN er-l:NEXT Sharon
1550 IF er-1 THEN er-0: PRINT: PRINT"
There is no questions in a/some" :PRIN

T:PRINT" catergory/ies PUT SOME IN..N
0W!!":F0R lesley-1 TO 4500: NEXT: RETURN
1560 PRINT: PRINT" Please wait a mome
nt "

1570 OPENOUT "File"
1580 WRITE #9,num:WRITE #9,c:F0R co-1
TO c:WRITE **9,caSCco3,numCco):NEXT co
1590 FOR co-1 TO o:F0R cc-1 TO numCcoD
:PRINT co,cc:WRITE #9, qSCco, ccD : NEXT
cc.co
1600 CLOSEOUT:PRINT:PRINT" Data-Fil
e written":RESTORE:FOR co-1 TO 1000:NE
XT co: RETURN



II
1510 END
1620 REn Reallg uianna
1630 CLS: PRINT: PRINT n

new File?
Are You Sure?

(

i

1640 GOSUB 1760
1650 WHILE x$-"":xS-INKEYS:WEND
1660 RETURN
1670 END
1500 REn window swap as usual here
1690 IF cur-das THEN RETURN
1700 IF cur-0 THEN WINDOW SWAP 0,dB3:G
0T0 1720
1710 WINDOW SWAP cur,0:WINDOW SWAP 0,d
es
1720 cur—des: PAPER 1 : PEN
1730 RETURN
1740 :NEXT co: RETURN ELSE PRINT: PRINT"
Enter Question no. CI -"; numCk3

;
"3 To a

mmmend"
1750 END
1760 '

1770 WHILE x$<>"":xS-INKEY$:WEND
17B0 RETURN
1790 REM 3000 baud speed routine FOR
TAPE ONLY. DO NOT USE FOR DISKS! ! I I

1B00 FOR CO-&B700 TO &B709:READ nS:P0K
E co,UALCnS3:NEXT co:CALL 8B700:DATA &
21 i a6e 1 0,&3e,a0F ( acd,S68 1 &bc,Sc9,0 l

1010 RETURN
1820 riODE 1:INK 1,15: INK 0,3:PEN 1 : PAP
ER 0:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" AnSAUE Que
st ion loader/editor": PRINT: PRINT"
For Amstriv' Question files
1830 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT U

y N. Robinson"
1B40 PRINT; PRINT"
ng3"
1850 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT"
e 1886"
1BB0 PRINT^RINT^RINT"
er AMSTRIU' Programs ": PRINT: PRINT"

Written By N.Robinson."
1870 INK 2,26,3:SPEED INK 20,10:PEN 2-
PRINT.-PRINT" Press any key...'

l n

Written B

CEGG Programmi

Jun

This & Qth

1880
WEND
1B80
1800
1910
1920
1830
1940

GOSUB 1760:WHILE xS-"" : xS-INKEYS:

I-

RETURN
REn print question in window ttl
des-2: GOSUB 1680
CLS
REM
IF LENCqS3>-3B THEN GOSUB 1980 EL

SE qlS-q$ : q2S-""
1850 FOR co-1 TO LENCqlS3 : LOCATE 2+co,
2:PRINT niDSCqlS,co,13;NEXT co
1960 IF q2S-"" THEN RETURN
1970 FOR co-1 TO LENCq2$3 : LOCATE 1+co
3:PRINT niOSCq2S,co,13:NEXT co
19B0 REn XX? WINDOW SWAP 1
1890 REM check line overspill
2000 x-39
2010 x-x-l:IF niDSCqS.x.l)-" " OR MIDS
CqS.x.l)-"," OR niDSCqS.x.l)-"." OR HI
DSCqS,x,13-"?" THEN qlS-LETTSCqS, x3

:
q2

S-RIGHTSCqS,CLENCqS3-x+133 ELSE IF x> 1
THEN 2010 ELSE PRINT"error 680" .-STOP

2020 RETURN: REH To 630
2030 REn quest & ansui slice time. NOW'
2040 qS- "

"

: ANAS- "

"

: ANBS-" " : ANCS- "
" : CAN

5-»»

2050 1-1
2060 IF niD$CqrS

1 l,lD-CHRSC1413 THEN 2
070 ELSE qS-q$4-niDSCqr$,l.U:l-l +i;G0T
2060

2070 1-1*1: IF niOSCqr$,l,13-CHRSC1423
THEN 20B0 ELSE canS-canS-WIIDSCqrS, 1 . 13
:G0T0 2070
20B0 1-1+1 « IF niDSCqr$

l l 1 13-CHRSC1433
THEN 2090* ELSE anaS-anaS+niDSCqrS 1,1?
:G0T0 2080
2090 1-1+1: IF niDSCqrS,l,lJ-CHRSC143)
THEN 2100 ELSE anbS-anbS+niDSCqrS, 1 , 1)
:GDT0 2090
2100 1-1+1- IF niDSCqrS,l

1 13-CHRSC1433
THEN 2110 ELSE ancS-anc$+niDSCqrS 1 ID
:G0T0 2100
2110 RETURN
2120 ' From 1037 Cthis is 80003 ? Q
uestion to be amended First
2130 ' K-Cat number KK-Number oF th
e question to be amended...
2140 qrS-qSCk,kk3:G0SUB 2030: GOSUB 130
0:des-4: GOSUB 1680: CLS: LOCATE 2,1
2150 PRINT" Cor: "canS: PRINT" Fl : "anaS
:PRINT" F2: "anbS:PRINT" F3: "ancS
2160 des-l:GOSUB 1680: CLS: LOCATE 2,2:P
RINT" Here is current question"kk"oF C
at"k:PRINT:PRINT" <Space> to amend or
S to abort. .

.

"

2170 GOSUB 1760
2180 xS-INKEYS;IF xS-"" THEN 21B0 ELSE
IF xS-"S" OR xS-" " THEN 2190 ELSE 21

80
2130 IF xS-"S" THEN ab-1: RETURN ELSE R
ETURN
2200 ' Input routine
2210 c5-"":m-0:cl-0:xS-""
2220 PRINT: PRINT">";

WHILE x$<>CHRSC133
x$-""
PRINT"+"

k

2230
2240
2250
;CHR$<83; :x$=INKEYS: IF XS-

PRINT CHRSC83; : PRINT" it

" THEN 2250

IF ASCCxS3=13 THEN PRINT: GOTO 2312260

2270 IF ASCCxS)<32 THEN xS=""
: GQTQ 225

2280 IF XS-CHRSC1273 AND LENCcS3>0 THE
N PRINT" ";:PRINT CHRSCB3 ;: PRINT CHRSC
83;" "CHRSC83;

: cS-LEFTSCcS, LENCcS3-13

•

GOTO 2310 ELSE IF XS-CHRSC1273 AND LEN
CcS3<l THEN 2310
2290 x$-UPPERSCxS3:cS-c$-t-xS:IF LENCc5B3
>1 THEN PRINT CHRSC73

;
:
x$-""

: c$«LEFTSC
cS, CLENCCS3-133
2300 PRINT xS;
2310 WEND
2320 IF RIGHTSCcS,13-" " THEN cS-LEFTS
CcS, CLENCcS3-133:GOTO 2320
2330 cl-LENCcS3: IF cl<l THEN c$-""xS-
"":PRINT CHRSC73:GOTO 2210
2340 RETURN

Wo W:



realise the sinister nature of the
planet Moebius. the new home of
Dr Bmxis and his evil, robotic
henchmen who are already discuss-

ing the downfall of Earth's
guardians, the Gobots.

The three humans get a chance
to examine the planet at close

quarters at close quarters when
the/ are captured by the
enormous robots Cy-Kill and
Crasher Also the dreaded 'anti-

move ray created by Braxls *s used
to capture of one of the Gobots,
Turbo With his four prisoners

Title: The Challenge of the

Gobots
Computer: C64
Supplier: Ariolasoft

Price: £9.99 (cass) £14.99 (disk)

Take
a long, thin strip of paper

by its two ends, put a twist

in rt and join the ends with

tape to form a circle. Next
place a pen on the

paper and start to draw a line

around the ring. Continue running

the pen along the paper s surface

and eventually you'll meet the
point where you started. Undo the
tape and you'll see that you've
drawn on both sides of the paper.1

This is a Moebius ring, the basis of
the Challenge of the Gobots.

In the command centre relax-*

ation room, Matt, A) and Nick are
discussing the discovery of a planet

on the dark side of Saturn. A
planet with only one side may
seem Impossible but that is what
they've found. Fascinated by the
strange phenomenon, they don't

safely under lock and key, Braxis
is confident that soon Earth itself

will be under his control.

Back at command centre,
Pathfinder is the first to notice the
red warning light flashing in

response to the alarm transmitter

which Turbo secretly dropped
before his imprisonment on
Moebius. Leaving a message for
the rest of the team. Leader I and
Scooter, Pathfinder wings his way
to the satanic planet but falls prey
to Snoop and Cy-Kill. The hypnosis
ray used to pacify Pathfinder
renders him a slave to serve along-

side the wicked robots in the
coming battle against the two
remaining Gobots.

Responding to Pathfinder's

note, Leader I and Scooter finally

arrive on the planet's surface in

search of their frve friends. The
scene that greets them is shocking
enough, Braxis' bases are every-
where and the air is full of enemy
transporters rushing to and fro,

but another shock awaits the
intrepid duo. As Leader I turns to
talk to Scooter he is confronted
by three confused clones of his

friend and before he can even
speak more and more clones
appear.

Thus the scene is set for the
oncoming battle to destroy Braxls*

plans and the computer game
begins.

Set in a Minteresque world,
there are two planet surfaces
displayed at the top and bottom of
the screen and Leader I flies along
the channel between them. The
top of the screen shows an Inver-

ted view of the opposite side of
the Moebius ring to that which is

represented beneath it. Between
the two surfaces a staggering array

of enemy craft go about their

business and Leader must be
careful not to collide with them.

Scooter clones run along the
ground between enemy bases
which look like giant puff balls

waiting to burst.

^

On the surface of Moebius
Leader s lasers are useless, neither

the guns effect the destruction of
the bases. What can Leader do?

Other weapons must be found
on the planet. Clones can be
captured by Leader if he mines
rocks from the planet's surface and
uses them to knock out each
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Scooter In turn, the captured
Scooters can then be used as

ammunition with which to bomb
the bases. At the same time, Cop-
Turs are collecting clones as energy
supplies for Gog who is busily

rebuilding any destroyed bases.

Certain elements of the game
can be set before playing but all the
levels are very, very hard. Pro-

grammed by Tony Xoco' Crow-
thcr, the game is technically

brilliant and the characters break
away from his usual chunky style

in favour of smaller detailed

graphics which allow the profusion
of xappable aliens which lip around
the screen.

In the eternal battle against Dr
Braxis, the Gobots meet their foe in

a ring of fire

Mill
llltlll II

The game requires caution and
planning rather than crude shoot-

envup techniques. You can't just

fly at full tilt, blasting as you go,

because there are indestructible,

renegade robots teleporting from
one surface to the other. These
tetcporter beams span the screen
and look like massive pillars

designed to hold the two surfaces
apart. The beams have no substnee

A L
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.
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and don't affect Leader I but
collision with a transporting robot
brings instant death.

Instead of a traditional
numerical scoreboard, the screen

sports a bar chart which increases

as you progress towards the re-

lease o( your friends. Success will

not be achieved until you destroy

all of the bases with kamikaze
Scooters and this is no easy task!

Avoiding the aliens, you must
approach each base so that your
Scooter-bomb will arc down into

a hole at the top of the base.

Success is rewarded by a satisfying

explosion as the base Is shattered.

Failure means a hazardous search
for another Scooter

The success of the television

cartoon series and the resultant

spin-off toys and other memo-
rabilia guarantee that the game will

attract a lot of interest, Those
who buy this game will not be
disappointed and will be rewarded
with a shoot-em-up which out-
Minters Llamasoft's quirky Sheep
in Space. Far from being a mere

rip-off Sheep, Challenge of the
Gobots has sufficient originality to
set it apart.

Also Included in the package is

a computer storybook which
outlines the story of the MoebluL
adventure as written by K. Blake
and R, Goodley, As the morei
informed reader will know, Ross
Godley is the other programmer
who defected from Alligata to*

Ariolasoft at the same time as

Crowthen The text displayed on
the screen is supplemented by
attractive illustrations which dep*cr

the Hanna-Barbera characters
simply but very effectively. It's a]
pity that the text is not so well

penned.

I thoroughly enjoyed playing
i

the game at Ariolasoft's offices but

I did have the advantage of being
able to turn off the alien threat.

Even so, the game was difficult to
complete and with the collision

detection turned on again the
game is incredibly tough. This must
rate as one of the best shoot-em-
ups of all time. Defender deluxe!

F SCORELINE
Impact

Originality

Gameplay
X-Factor

OVERALL

90%
60%
95%
90%

82%

i
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Title: Aliens

Computer: C64
Supplier: Activision

Price: £9.99

This game should be subtitled
Aliens American Style. The game
requires you to compete in six
separate game sequences to save
Ripley, Newt, the marines and the
rest of humanity from hordes of
Aliens who now inhabit the planet
Archeron.

Ripley has been to Archeron
before as part of the crew of the
doomed ship Nostromos that was
eaten by a single Alien. Now you
must return to battle with a planet
full of them in the second game of
the film sequel.

The British version of the game
was reviewed in February's Gamer.
It used the film to set the mood of
the game whereas this American
version goes for the plot.

The game opens with a text
introduction detailing Ripley's inter-
rogation on her return. She brings
news that there's now an Alien
colony on Archeron. You must join
Ripley and a squad of Marines on
the subsequent bug hunt. The crew

are briefed, using comic style speech
bubbles, and you also undergo an
equipment identification test before
starting game one.

Remember an awful old Acti-
vision game called Master of the
Lamps? Remember the part where
you guide your character through a
moving tunnel? Game one is similar
except that you steer your ship
down to the planet's surface. If you
stray off course however you have
to start again, to complicate things
an ion storm hits you just when you
think you're getting things under
control.

After landing you send out four
Marines to find the enemy. Unfor-
tunately the Aliens find them first
and in game two you must get
them back to the safety of their
armoured personnel carrier. This is

the closest the American game gets
to the British version. TV screens
warn of nearby Aliens and a blank
screen means that a crew member
has been chomped. You must move
your crew through a 3D maze while
watching a motion tracker that
plots any approaching Aliens. If you
get caught you have to gun your
way out.

I
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In game three they've got you
cornered, but you have a slim
chance of escaping if you can hold
them back with your flame-thrower
while the others cut through to the
air duct. The Aliens come at you in

waves. You must fry or frighten
them with your flame-thrower. If

they get past you they'll chomp
your marines and if they get them
all before the others cut through
you're doomed.

The game is not as easy as it

sounds as you have to guard a wide
corridor and the Aliens swarm at
you at alarming speeds — one
wrong move means supper time for
an Alien with the loss of yet
another marine.

The scramble around the air duct
is the most disappointing part of the
game as it's a Pacman style chase
around a maze as you try to find
your way back to the ship. Every
time you're caught by an Alien a
marine — a white dot — is

chomped.
Finally the Marines set a time

bomb to blow up the Aliens. With
only 17 minutes to go Ripley has
her work cut out as she sets off to
rescue Newt, the compulsory cute

kid. Again, you must navigate a
maze, frying aliens as you go, while
you track down Newt using the
range locator at the top of the
screen.

Finally, Ripley comes face to face
with the Queen Alien in a duel to
the death. With your designer
robotic exoskeleton power-loader
you must deflect the Alien who
attempts to grab you. To win the
game you must dump her through
the air lock.

Aliens is a typical American
multi-screen game in which fast
action takes priority and graphics
take a back seat.

Over here we're used to great
gameplay and great graphics how-
ever. Although there are some
impressive screens — the briefing
and final battle — the rest are
hampered by stick man animation.

Overall I prefer the British game
but this runs a close second.
Unbelievably a film has managed to
inspire :v.v good spin-off games!

a SCORELINE
Impact

Originality

Gameplay
X-Factor

OVERALL

©



Fancy a copy of Anco's
MSX winner Winter
Events? Well, to be in with
a chance all you need do is
flex your intellectual
muscles on our word
square.

It shouldn't prove too
slippery a task but we have
made it a little more dif-
ficult by hiding a seventh
event in the square — the
other six are listed below.
However, finding number
seven should be easier than
skating on thin ice provid-
ing you are in step with the
other six.

The names of the seven
winter sports are hidden
vertically and diagonally in
the word square so just
circle the letters. All the
words are in straight lines
but may be printed back-
wards or forwards.

Once you have com-
pleted the square send it

and the attached form to:
MSX Winter Events, Com-
puter Gamer, ASP Ltd., I

Golden Square, London
WIR 3AB, to arrive not
later than April 30th. For
the conditions of entry see
the standard rules on page
90 of this issue.

1. Biathalon
2. Bobsleigh
3. Ski Jump
4. Slalom
5. Downhill
6. Speed Skating

s G D J H F P D I T K B
A P D E C N A D E C I I

S P E F I C P A R A T E ,

D D L E N R A T E S T
I N S I D I H A D E S
n E B R S L A L n E
A B N K K L U E R
R D B I N T R A I N I X
A D J U S T U) I T H E R
B U L L A P n U J I K S
A N C D I C R E P L N D

U E S T fl A T A L I G

1

MSX Winter Events Gamer April

Nam*

Address

L
I agree to abide by the rules of the competition.

Signed



FOR SALE

JOKES
FREE
Brilrift'4 No: 1 Joke
Catalog l*» pecked
with over 500 practical Jokes from Sp
Stink bombs. Whoopee cushion, wob-
bly tagar gia&s laxative tea bags,
smoke combs. Willie sugar. cigarette
bangers. |oke blood, sick. mess, soap
sweets, wet jokes, exploding |okes.
magic Irlcks. party fun kits, masks,
mate-up, sea monkeys, gin strip pens,
adult party packs, saucy novelties,
naughty presents, posters, badgers,
ine complete Joko Shop by Post
Send 13p stamp w<<h your name and
address tor bumper colour catalogue
and free Gift to:
MATCHRITE, THE FUNNY BUSINESS
(OtplC.at 167 WINCHESER ROAD,

BRISTOL B$4 3NJ.

SERVICES

STOP
PLAYING GAMES
Uwm ampuii* to malt money Turn (ttu hobby

iMD I Uw&uM rerxnt Full tnd pari Mm
nppcrtuuttti to uih in im thn Irtvmtoul maUl
Hgti eniwgi Miit| peu&fe Optn la any imaimr
mo* fwM o«w Wnti fc tre* daiftli

Westlink Promotions
108 George Street

Edinburgh EH2 4LH.

CLASSIFIED DEPT. (CG) A.S.P. Ltd., 1 Golden
Square, London W1.
CLASSIFIED RATES — 48p (vat inclusive) private
per word. Semi display £9.45 single column
centimetre plus VAT minimum 2 centimetres.
Series rates on application. Please note that all

classified advertisements under £20 must be
prepaid. All cheques or postal orders to be made
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd.

Telephone Nicola Baty on 01-437-0699a v/v

FOR HIRE
.ATARI 400.600'dOOXlJST,

SOFTWARE
We nave an all round selection ot diskn.

cassettes and cartridges FOR HIRE Apply
now and hue your first tour games Iree

Around 1,000 dt'te'ent original titles For
lull details sand targe stamped addre^^o
envelope or telephone evenings 7pm -

......
i

LOW ATARI PRICES
KftQ Dmc D»wi? £119.95 post free

130XE £122.90

Antic and Analog msQa*iniw availabto

BEST QUALITY DISCS
MtfimiTur 5V S.S 'DO D«a 10 lot tllJS p I

Untabefed 5'i" S 5700 Oiks 10 lor I ff« p t

IKUDeiLxJ 5V 5 & '00 OiKS 2h for ttl 9S p t

LteboftaJ 5V S S /DO One SI lor WJS p I

Untibeteil H*h S &./0D Oik 100 tar Eft B& d f

Wemonw 34* OtKt Boj*s of 10

3 5*00 MUSdI
Urtaoelfcti JV 5i *0D Oea IQtorflDSft P

r

Unbbsltal 3V 55 /DD Decs 25 lor I44JS ,-H

Atari 570 5TM £345.50 post free

Aian 9^0 STM with "A Megabyte Drivo
£44*00

Happy enhancement for tne 105Q Drive
w<m revision 7 £139.95 post free

GAMES ft SOFTWARE CLUB
OEPT CG, 15 Tilbury Read. Tilbury Clc*p

H

Sunderland SR3 4PD. Te4: (091) 5280351.

AMSTRAD SOFTWARE HIRE
lOD'a of Title* Fast Service our

members say we a/e the best.
Details & Lists from
K A M COMPUTERS

40 Fair stead, Birch Green,
5kelmer*dalc

x Lane*. WN8 8RD

SOFTWARE

SPECIAL DEAL FOR
ATARI

400 / 800 / XL / XE
HIRE your first 2 games FREE
from our extensive range of soft-

ware. Up lo the minute releases

available. Apply Now'

OR
BUY all the latest software titles at

best possible prices (New re-

leases available direct from U.S.)

Atari hardware and modoms now
available at discount prices. For
further details send S.AE to:

CHARNWOOD GAMES
30a WARWICK AVENUE, GUORN.

LOUGHBOROUGH.
LEICESTERSHIRE.
TEL: 0509 412604

LIVERPOOL (48K)
Featuring a fuM 42 League season, FA*
League, and European Cups, teams and
iscitcis selections, spyma missions, ate.

BOTH C64 versions and Atari Disc have A
O'v-stons, transfer market, income
expenditure. UEFA andCup Winners Ctipx

(it you quaNfyfl etc
CASSETTE (AT SP Cfi4) -tt45

disc (at, C64) — tiags

WORLD CUP 1986 (48K)
Manage the Country and squad ot your
choice right throvgn the M&kigo Finals.
Features include scout's reports, team
setactinns (with subs), full teclics
selections, suspensions, injuries, etc.

FULL malcr* commentary*
CASSETTE (AT. SP. C64) - C7M

DISC (AT C64) - C7>99
Pleete ttste type ot computer when

ordering

P.M. CORBISHLEY,
212 Walmersley Old Road.

Bury. Lanes BL9 6SA.

Our next copy deadlines are:

14th April for the June issue
26th May for the July issue

19th June for the August issue
Call Nicola Baty on 01-437 0699 for

details of series discounts.

COMPUTER GAMER DEALER/REPAIR GUIDE

f

CAPTURE
YOUR LOCAL
MARKET
HERE.
01-437
0699

LONDON

MINIMUM 10% DISCOUNT
ON FUIL PRICE SOFTWARE <o**r £3 M)

SOFTWARE FOR
Amstrad Atari, BBC. Commodore,

Spectrum 4BK «12BK
Also Hardware. Joysticks,

Repairs Bargain Comer
, elc.

NEW SOFTWARE
ARRIVING DAILY!!!

PHONE: 01-870 4941
GALLERY SOFTWARE
140 The Arndale Centre,

Wandsworth. London SW18

MIDLANDS

COMPUTER GAMES
COMMODORE 64 AMSTRAD CPC
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Review the talc«t gurnet at home

* l Weeks Review
* Laical Titles

* Lowest Rafea
* Fusions Postal Service
* Frefc Membership
Speciar discounts tor members who
decide to buy after review Contact

MICROGAME
12 Bagots Oak, Stafford,

Staffs ST17 9RS.
Or phone: Staffs (0785) 211150

* ANYTIME *

EAST MIDLANDS

MICROWARE
Home Computer

Support Specialists

Software 4
Peripherals

Repairs

(Qualified Service Engineers)
5 St Refers Lane, Leicester

29023
— 7 Leicester Road,
Loughborough 234226
— Ford's Dept Store, Victoria

Centre, Lower Parliament Street,

Nottingham 475872

WARNING NOTICE
Advertisements placed in this magazine are to be in strict compliance with our standard conditions (copies of which conditions are
available on request) and on the dear understanding that the advertiser warrants that his advertisement(s) does not infringe any copy-
right or condition of sale of any interested party in the advertised product

Further, the advertiser indemnifies the proprietors of this magazine in respect of costs, damages, or any other claims brought against
them as a result of legal action arising from the publication of the advertisement.

Any breach of these terms or the said conditions may result in prosecution of the advertiser by the proprietors



Title: Tomb of Syrinx
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: The Power House
Price: £???????"'""?

This game shows how far the C64
hasn't moved on

H
Why Alpha

Omegas Power House should drag
this old chestnut out defeats me.
A handful of UDG's (user defined
graphics), a few sprites and away
you go.

The game consists of three
platform levels. Your ship appears
on a special pad on one of the plat-

forms, closely followed by the
enemy ships. By tapping the fire

button you rise and fall, at the
same time you can move left or
right.

The enemy ships zip around the
screen and the idea ts for you to
land on them! Also, as they dis-

appear their cargo falls out and you
have to catch it before it lands to
win a bonus. If the cargo does
reach the ground you still have to
get it or else it turns into a super-
mean blue ship. If you take too
long wiping ouc your quota of shipsj

a mothership appears and chases
you around the screen.

Screen after screen of bumper
car action gets very boring and dull

graphics don't help. As a freebie

the game would be great enter-
tainment, as a paid for it's nothing.

Talking of freebies. a music
track follows the game on the
tape, Not not the music which
could or should have accompanied
the game but a dull, undistinguished
bit of pop muzak which competes
with the game for the duffer
award,

Nice try Power House, but get
your act together otherwise you'll

become Poor House. ED

SCORELINE
Impact I0%i
Originality 5%l
Gameplay 30%l
X-Factor 5%|

OVERALL 13%

This is a budget arcade adventure
and, oh boy does it show, tou have
entered the Tomb of Syrinx and
must try to escape with your life

intact and whatever treasures you
can acquire.

The game consists of a large

maze, which you must explore as

you try to find the five keys that
are the key to escape. Armed with
only a laser gun you need to
protect yourself against various
hazards as you wander around the
maze. You walk into some of
these, others materialise after you
have been stuck in the same spot
for some time.

The graphics depict a fairly!

crude representation of a temple/
tomb and seem to consist mainly
of piles of bricks and Greek
columns. The main problem with

the game chough is not the
graphics but the scrolling or rather
lack of it. Every time you move
you have to wait for the screen to

catch you up. The result is jerky
and frustrating, and not the sort
of thing that you expect in 1987,
After all. it's not as if scrolling is i

a particularly new or difficult tech-
nique. My advice? Go and spend
your money elsewhere. This game
*5 dreadful GH

SCORELINE
Impact

Originality

Gameplay
X-l-actor

OVERALL

30
30

25

25

28°i

GAMER RULES OK
All Gamer competitions share the same

basic rules but check for additional
requirements after reading this.

I) Each competition is open to all Computer Gamer
readers except employees of Argus Press Group, the
participating company and the printers and distributors

of both companies,

2) All entries must be on the correct form —
photocopies are unacceptable and will be disqualified.

Multiple entries are allowed but. again, must be on
the appropriate form.

3) Prizes will be awarded to those entries judged by the
editor to be correct on the specified date.

4) The editor's decision is final and no correspondence
will be entered into regarding it.

5) The entry instructions form part of the rules.

6) All entries become the property of Argus Specialist

Publications Ltd unless otherwise indicated.

7) The rules form the conditions of entry.

We always pay excellent rates for
program submissions from our readers. If
you think your game is good enough,
please send it to our editorial address for
assessment.
Mark your envelope PROGRAM
SUBMISSIONS.

Computer Gamer is a monthly magazine appearing on
the fourth Friday of each month.

Subscription rates upon application to: Computer
Gamer Subscriptions Department, Infonet Ltd, Times
House, 179 The Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead, Herts
HPI IBB.

The contents of this publication, including all articles,
designs, plans, drawings and other intellectual property,
belong to Argus Specialist Publications Limited. All
rights conferred by the Law of Copyright and other
intellectual property rights, and by virtue of
international copyright conventions are specifically
reserved to Argus Specialist Publications Limited and
any reproduction requires the prior written consent of
the company. @ 1987 Argus Specialist Publications
Limited.



W FROM THE AUTHORS OFBATMAN
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Hi! Myname's Mr. Head. Some say I'm the one with the w brains but I don't think my flat footed

friend would agree. I'm a real sharp shooter, but without my pal Mr. Heals Id get nowhere
last. . .or slow! I canjump like a flea and even glide but Heals is the DaleyThompson of

the two of us - he's FAST! Together, ifwe can find each other, we really do make an
awesome twosome, and that's the only way we can overcome the emperor x. I

Blacktooth. The last time we entered Castle Blacktooth we found the crowns ofTHREE \*
of the supressed kingdoms but by that time Id run out ofdoughnut ammunition and my
buddy was lost somewhere in the Safari world - it was the closest we had come to defeating that

rapscallion - we were jumping for joy, splitting our sides, dying with

laughter.
.
we were Head over Heals!

CQMMQDQRE fl

SPECTRUM MSX ** «*»

£7-95 £8*95 to'SJD
A- / ^%J L*KJ &+J AMSTRAD
Ocean Software 6 Central Street - Manchester - M2 5NS

Telephone: 061 832 6633 Telex; 669977 Oceans G
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